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To Jeff

. . . but he smiled to see her cry,

and said I’ll give you my Vincent to ride.

—Richard Thompson,

“1952 Vincent Black Lightning”
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PROLOGUE

ON OCTOBER 5TH, 2008 John McCain, the Republican nominee for
president of the United States said these 12 words, “If we keep talking
about the economic crisis, we’re going to lose.” Meanwhile, his oppo-

nent, Barack Obama, kept repeating the phrase “we can’t afford more of the
same.” So went the presidential campaign of 2008, arguably one of the most
compelling contests of the last half-century. In raw numbers, more people
voted in 2008 than in any previous election. The candidates raised and spent
an unprecedented one billion dollars. And, more people tuned in to watch elec-
tion night coverage than ever before (71.5 million), making it the second most
watched television broadcast in 2008 after the Super Bowl.

Yet, despite these astonishing markers, the 2008 presidential match delivered
an unexceptional election outcome. Economic forecasting models predicted a
Democratic party win long before Hillary Clinton dropped out of the race. And
the lack of a focal candidate on the Republican side underscored the notion that
Republican up-and-comers knew it wasn’t the party’s year. To the long list of
presidential elections correctly predicted by the state of the nation’s economy in
advance of the election (12 of the last 15), we add another year. National eco-
nomic conditions matter to aggregate election outcomes.

But, if the state of the economy predicted Democrats would win long before
the candidates were even known, how much of a role could the billion-dollar
campaign have played in the outcome? It should come as no surprise that in a
book called The Message Matters I argue that even in the face of strong struc-
tural conditions like a declining economy and a lengthy war, what candidates
say and do in their campaigns can affect outcomes. The message matters, too.

The 2008 election delivered an archetypical outcome alongside a remarkable
campaign in an extraordinary context. Every passing day of the campaign brought
more devastating economic news. Beginning with the mysterious collapse of Bear
Stearns in the spring and culminating in the closure of Lehman Brothers, the
effects of a shrinking credit market were ubiquitous. As an increasing number
of family homes slipped into foreclosure, the price of a gallon of gasoline inched
higher and higher, reaching its zenith at nearly $5.00 a gallon in California in
the middle of June. The context of the 2008 election was not subtle. And it’s the
context that shapes the candidates’ messages.

The Democrats relished their spot as beneficiaries of this serious national (even
global) economic crisis. In a clever turn of Ronald Reagan’s 1980 phrase, Obama
asked voters at a campaign rally, “are you better off today than you were four
weeks ago?” As Obama moved from place to place, he assumed the role of clar-
ifying candidate with agility. The theory laid out in the pages that follow defines



a candidate as a clarifying candidate if an economic forecast done well before
the election predicts that his or her party will win. Obama was the beneficiary
of national, even global economic stagnation.

What better backdrop for his well-branded tagline of hope and change than
an increasingly gloomy economic climate? Obama talked about the economy
more than anything else in his campaign and more than McCain talked about
it—clarifying his role as the man who would change the course of the economy.
Just slightly more than 60 percent of the appeals in Obama’s general election
ads were about the economic crisis. Obama ran a classic clarifying campaign.

Second to the economy, Obama’s campaign message centered on his character,
upbringing, and optimism. On Election Day, Obama joined a long list of clari-
fying winners (Dwight Eisenhower, Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon, Ronald
Reagan, George H.W. Bush, George W. Bush 2004, and Bill Clinton). And those
who were members of the out-party when they won, like Obama (Eisenhower’s
and Reagan’s first elections), fared well enough vis-à-vis the economy to run a
second time as incumbent-clarifying candidates and win.

But as you will learn in the pages to come, it’s the insurgent candidate, the
one predicted to lose based on the state of the economy, who can affect the out-
come by choosing his or her message wisely. The challenge for insurgent can-
didates sounds straightforward: refocus the election off the economy and onto
something else; but, not just anything else. The winning insurgent issue is
something on which the insurgent candidate is closer to most voters than the
clarifying candidate, and on which the clarifying candidate is committed to his
or her unpopular position. This latter part is the hard part, at least historically.

Insurgent candidates as varied as Walter Mondale and Barry Goldwater have
failed to find dimensions of politics on which they were more popular than their
opponents and on which their opponents were stuck in an unpopular spot. A
few (George McGovern, George H.W. Bush 1992, and Bob Dole) didn’t even
try to refocus the election off the economy and onto something else—they just
focused on the economy even though the national economic conditions helped
their opponents. To this trio of failed insurgent candidates, add John McCain.

McCain’s campaign advertisements focused mainly on the economy. Nearly
half of all the appeals he made in advertisements were about the economy. The
second most popular theme in McCain’s ads was experience or readiness for
office. In McCain’s ads as in Obama’s, these two sets of ideas worked together
to form the message. Through these appeals, McCain defined Obama as “ready
to tax, not ready to lead.” The post-convention trait appeals claimed Obama was
a risky choice because he was unknown. McCain’s ads (Dangerous and Hypo-
critical) asked, “Who is Barack Obama?” And in another (Special) the male nar-
rator says, “behind the fancy speeches, grand promises, and TV specials, lies the
truth . . . Barack Obama lacks the experience America needs.” These messages,
coupled with the tagline “Country First” provided a subtle, implicit cue to make
viewers draw the inference that Obama put country second . . . or perhaps last.
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As McCain and Palin honed their joint message, they talked about “real change”
and started calling themselves “the original Mavericks”—original as in first (in
McCain’s case), but also as in authentic (in Palin’s case).

As an insurgent message, the economy fails by definition—insurgent can-
didates should never focus their campaign on the economy. Empirically, all of
the insurgent candidates in the last 60 years who ran on the economy lost their
elections. Among those insurgents who focused on something else, roughly one-
third won—even though the economic forecasts predicted they would lose. The
message matters.

Unfortunately, even McCain’s “Maverick” theme failed to meet the criteria of a
winning insurgent issue. Was McCain preferred to Obama as an agent of change?
To argue that you are the candidate who has the experience to bring change is
demonstrating that you are something old when the point of this argument is
to sell yourself as something new. Further, was Obama committed to his posi-
tion as a newcomer, a politically inexperienced novice? On the one hand, this is
exactly the kind of constraint a good insurgent issue exploits—there is nothing
Obama can do about the fact that he is young and has not held political office
for very long. On the other hand, couching the experience constraint in change
draws attention to the hard facts that Obama was the embodiment of change. He
changed the way candidates campaign and raise money. He beat party insider
Hillary Clinton. And his candidacy alone hinted at changing racial attitudes
across the country. Saying you’ve been around long enough to know how to
really change things doesn’t work in this context—and in fact, may underscore
the fact that you’ve been around long enough.

John McCain said if he kept talking about the economy he would lose. He
seemed to understand that despite economic reality, despite the structural con-
ditions, he had a choice about whether to talk about the economy or talk about
something else. He should have listened to himself. Insurgent candidates can over-
come structural conditions, but it is rare and it is hard. Further, when insurgent
candidates win elections it is by the narrowest of margins (Kennedy, Nixon 1968,
Carter 1976, and Bush 2000). In McCain’s case, given the intensity of the economic
collapse during the fall campaign, refocusing the election off the economy might
have been impossible. But focusing his message on the economy was only going
to do one thing—help elect Barack Obama.
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Chapter One

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS

IN 1976 JIMMY CARTER ran for president of the United States as a trustwor-
thy Washington outsider. He was elected by defeating an opponent who was
the consummate Washington insider—a man who pardoned Richard Nixon

and who was appointed to the vice presidency and the presidency. Gerald Ford
was as inside the Washington Beltway as one could get—and he could not get out.
Similarly, John F. Kennedy in 1960 recognized his opponent’s culpability in what
was called “The Missile Gap”—the alleged fact that America had fallen behind
Russia in weapons development. Richard Nixon, whose administration had
presided over this “slump” in American productivity, had no evidence it did not
exist and could not counter Kennedy’s claim. Thus, he too, was stuck—although
the economy was doing well and the War in Vietnam had not yet escalated.

What Carter and Kennedy both recognized and exploited was a dimension of
electoral politics on which their opponents faced constraints. Although Ford
and Nixon were members of incumbent administrations and the nation’s econ-
omy was growing over the course of their stewardships, their challengers de-
feated them. This book is about how candidates campaign, what effects these
campaigns have on voters, and how the context of elections conditions all of
these things in important ways.

What we know about why presidential candidates lose elections mostly cen-
ters around campaign strategies or candidate style. Pundits are quick to blame
electoral losses on a poor campaign strategy or a candidate’s inability to con-
nect with voters on the stump. Journalists, however, are rarely heard suggesting
that a candidate lost because his or her policies were unpopular. Why did Mi-
chael Dukakis lose the 1988 presidential election after a seventeen-point lead
coming out of his convention? It must be because George Bush outcampaigned
him, say the experts. The New York Times Editorial Board wrote:

He [Dukakis] was not destined to lose at all, and did so only because he ran a dismal

campaign. . . . “Why didn’t he say . . .” became a virtual motto of endless exaspera-

tion—when the Dukakis campaign gave leaden answers or no answers at all to accu-

sations about the Pledge of Allegiance or prison furloughs or to questions like, “How

would Governor Dukakis feel if his wife were raped and murdered?” (November 9,

1988, p. A34)

Similarly, why did Bill Clinton win the 1992 election at a time when the incum-
bent Bush was popular and the economy was recovering from a recession?



Many pundits answered that it was Clinton’s “War Room” campaign strategists
who outmaneuvered the Bush campaign on a daily basis, or that Bush himself
was somehow a “bad” campaigner:

Something odd happens to Mr. Bush when he vaults into “campaign mode.” His good

manners fall away and he stands revealed as Nasty-man. . . . this time it went from

Red-baiting to juvenile expostulations like,“My dog Millie knows more about foreign

affairs than these two bozos.” (November 5, 1992, p. A34).

What exactly is a good campaign or a good campaigner? These concepts have
certain ephemeral qualities about them. Experts cannot precisely detail what
makes a campaign “good,” except maybe that it produced a winner; and, they
know a good campaigner when they see one. Such explication is not helpful.
Most notably it ignores the fact that one candidate can be a good campaigner
in one year (Bush in 1988) and a lousy one in a later year (Bush in 1992). If cam-
paign success were merely a function of the candidate’s ability to strategize
about how to beat the opponent and then execute that strategy effectively, we
would not expect to see such differences in the successes of candidates like Bush
(1988, 1992), Carter (1976, 1980), and Nixon (1960, 1968, 1972).

There must be more to the story about why campaigns are successful than
strategy and execution. My aim in this book is to explore more systematically
the types of campaigns run by candidates for president of the United States by
paying special attention to the messages they send and the constraints candi-
dates face when running their campaigns.

The most important constraint for all candidates is the condition of the na-
tion’s economy. Others include previously taken issue positions or personal
characteristics. I focus on illustrating why candidates like Carter and Kennedy
exploit their opponents’ weaknesses, while Reagan and Eisenhower talk mainly
about a booming economy, largely ignoring their opponent’s presence in the
race—and why these campaign strategies are predictable well in advance of the
election, and ultimately successful. My hope is that presidential campaigns may
come to be viewed not as exercises in strategy executed by idiosyncratic candi-
dates whose personal capabilities and whims influence success, but as logical,
rational and often predetermined means toward an end.

Basic Questions

Much attention has been given recently to presidential campaigns because they
are “too negative” or “too long” or cost “too much” money. Proposed reforms
include removing or lessening the role of money, giving candidates free televi-
sion advertising time, urging newspapers to report when candidates are lying or
misleading voters in their advertisements, and asking candidates to sign “codes
of conduct” or compacts to promise “good behavior.” These complaints and re-
forms presuppose that money, ads, newspaper coverage, and campaign tone all
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matter to voters on Election Day. Or more generally, that what goes on during
campaigns for the presidency matters to voters at all. The extent to which dis-
cussion about these reforms increases in the absence of scholarly understand-
ing about whether and how campaigns “matter” to voters is striking. While
journalists, pundits, and voters may be confident that presidential campaigns
influence election outcomes, political scientists have not always been so sure.

Party identification is still the greatest and most powerful predictor of vote
choice across any demographic group (Miller 1994; Bartels 2000b). Most people
do not pay much attention to politics or campaigns, even when faced with mak-
ing a decision about their president. And, worse yet, perhaps because of their
lack of attention, it seems that many voters are uninformed about where the
candidates for president stand on various and important issues. Some argue
that since party identification is known, presumably, before the campaign
starts, and voters do not attend to campaigns when they are happening, cam-
paigns must not matter to voting outcomes.

The study of campaigns, however, is not that simple. What does it mean, for
example, to say that a campaign “matters”? Does a campaign matter if it changes
someone’s choices or vote decision? This is simple—probably so. However, does
the campaign matter if it reinforces a voter’s decision—if it makes the voter
more confident of his or her choice? What if campaigns change the focus of na-
tional discussion; do they matter then—even if a campaign does not produce a
winning candidate or change people’s minds? If campaigns teach voters about
the current state of the economy or of education policy or of trade policy in
America, does it matter that voters have learned during the campaign even if
their voting decisions were left unaffected? Any sophisticated and systematic
analysis of campaigns and their effects must deal with these questions before
moving on to assess whether the process is in need of change.

Many have argued that investigating the effects of campaigns is so complex
as to be nearly impossible. Campaigns, because of their dynamic, contempora-
neous, competitive, and cumulative nature take place in a research environment
that is difficult to control. My own view is slightly more optimistic. If political
scientists can theorize about voting behavior then we can theorize about cam-
paign behavior and effects. Moreover, starting from a theory about how and
why campaigns can matter, we can observe patterns of behavior among candi-
dates that add to our understanding of the dynamic, contemporaneous, com-
petitive, and cumulative nature of the campaign environment. That is what I at-
tempt to do in the pages that follow.

What’s Coming

This book is divided into three parts. Part I sets the stage for the other two by
introducing theories of voting behavior and extrapolating them into a theory
of how and why campaigns can matter (chapter 2). From this theory, a cam-
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paign typology is developed that introduces two types of campaigns, distin-
guished by their messages: the clarifying campaign (in which candidates clarify
their position on an already important issue—the economy) and the insurgent
campaign (in which candidates attempt to reset the agenda from the economy
and onto an issue about which their opponent has previously committed to a
position less popular than their own). Each campaign type consists of unique
messaging by candidates and unique effects on voters (chapter 3). For example,
in the clarifying campaign I expect candidates to talk mainly about the econ-
omy—simply taking credit for the good economic times or laying blame for the
bad. Voters, then, should be very certain of the candidate’s positions on eco-
nomic issues by the end of the campaign as they learn about them throughout
the process. In the insurgent campaign the candidate is expected to talk mainly
about an insurgent issue (one on which his opponent is less popular then him).
If the insurgent candidate is successful, voters, over time, should begin to be-
lieve that this issue is more important to their voting decision.

In chapter 3 I also explain how the theory suggests candidates sort themselves
into these two categories. Of critical importance here is the state of the nation’s
economy. The candidate who is predicted to win the election based on a simple
economic forecast runs the clarifying campaign. This could be the incumbent
in a good economy or the challenger in a bad economy. The predicted economic
loser runs the insurgent campaign. I use a simple economic forecast to predict
what types of campaigns the theory suggests candidates will run over the period
1952–2000.

Part II begins in chapter 4 in which I detail the content of modern presiden-
tial campaigns by conducting an analysis of campaign advertisements, stump
speeches, and campaign news coverage for every presidential election between
1952 and 2000. The data reveal a great divide between what candidates say and
do and what the media report about them. In chapter 5 I explain candidate be-
havior in campaigns using the theory and typology as foundations. Using con-
tent analyses from the New York Times, candidate advertisements, and candi-
date stump speeches, I am able to compare what candidates actually talked
about during their campaigns with what the theory predicts they should have
talked about. The analytic power of the theory is tested as I discover that even-
tual winners are most often those candidates who behave as the theory and ty-
pology predict they should. Candidates who violate the typology’s prescrip-
tions lose elections.

In chapter 6, Part III, I turn the investigative light onto the behavior of vot-
ers in elections, searching for the unique effects associated with the clarifying
and insurgent campaigns. Using public opinion data from 1952 to 2000 pro-
vided by the National Election Study, I assess whether candidates who conform
to the typology’s prescriptions are able to influence voters in specific and mean-
ingful ways. Finally, in chapter 7 I engage larger theoretical questions about
context and constraints. Can incumbent presidents manipulate national con-
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text? Is there an insurgent issue for every insurgent candidate or are some can-
didates just lucky? And, finally, how do these findings fit with common notions
about elections?

Much of the theorizing and analyses in the beginning and latter parts of the
book are based upon the use of statistical and mathematical models. As much
as possible I have tried to present material in the main sections of the book in
terms that citizens interested in politics can understand. The nuances of math-
ematics and modeling, along with detailed information on the data, models,
and estimates from which my conclusions are drawn can be found in the book’s
Appendix.
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Chapter Two

HOW AND WHY CAMPAIGNS MATTER

THERE IS LITTLE DOUBT that candidates, consultants, and journalists
believe presidential campaigns have consequences. In other words—
campaigns matter. It is never quite clear the way campaigns matter to

these professionals; but the energy, money, and time they put into running and
reporting on presidential campaigns suggests that somehow they must have a
keen understanding of the importance of campaigns to election outcomes.

The Federal Election Commission (2008) reports that through October of
2008, spending by presidential candidates totaled nearly $1 billion, 143 percent
more than comparable activity during the 2000 campaign. Additionally, parties
and special-interest groups spent nearly $1 billion more on behalf of candidates.
Of candidate spending, nearly 92 percent was spent on operating expenses, and
a large portion of that went to political consultants—experts who “know” how
to manage a campaign and produce a winner. In fact, political consultants are
so convinced that campaigns matter to voters (and that they understand how
they matter) that there is respect among some of them for the very best among
them. This sentiment is summarized nicely in this exchange between Michael
Dukakis’s 1988 campaign manager, Susan Estrich, and George H. W. Bush’s
campaign manager, Lee Atwater, at a postelection conference held at Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Government in 1989 (Runkel 1989, 7):

Susan Estrich: I’d like to . . . congratulate the Bush campaign. I think no one knows

better than the person who’s trying to figure out a way around your strategy when

someone’s got a good strategy. . . . you had a clear strategy. You executed it well. It was

very tough running against you, and I guess it’s the first time I’ve seen Lee [Atwater]

and Roger [Ailes] since, so I just want to take a minute before I begin on our strategy

to congratulate you for yours.

Lee Atwater: Thank you.

Later in the conference, Atwater discuses his two most important strategic de-
cisions in Bush’s 1988 presidential campaign (Runkel 1989, 31):

Lee Atwater: Decision number one was media, which is all-important; early strategy

decision: hire Ailes. Number two was the debates, which we knew were going to be all

important in the primaries; strategy decision: hire Ailes.

Candidates and consultants believe something important happens during pres-
idential campaigns and that some of them, more than others, understand how
to win.



There is some political science evidence to support the notion that something
interesting happens to voters during presidential campaigns. From Labor Day to
Election Day, people’s level of interest in the presidential campaign changes
(Bartels 2000, 23–26). In 1960, 1980, 1984, and 1992, people became more inter-
ested in the campaign as it progressed to Election Day. In the other years from
1952 to 1996, interest in the campaign declined. Similarly, in all presidential elec-
tion years, people’s overall evaluations of the candidates change during the
Labor Day–Election Day period, implying that voters learn new things or update
their beliefs during the campaign. In 1960, 1968, 1980, and 1984, people’s eval-
uations of the candidates generally got better, and in the other years, the changes
were mostly declines. Consultants, candidates, and journalists may be right—
campaigns matter in important ways. Political scientists, however, are not sure.

The Challenge

It may seem unchallenging, at first glance, to uncover the ways that presidential
campaigns affect people. The difficulty for political science, however, lies in the
competitive, cumulative, and contemporaneous nature of campaigns. It is im-
possible to isolate the cause-and-effect pattern of one campaign event or one
campaign decision, because of the highly interactive nature of the campaign en-
vironment. Furthermore, we cannot suspend the passage of time, which itself
may cause changes in voters’ attitudes and behavior that have nothing to do
with things the candidates are actually doing during the campaign. As the first
scholars of voting wrote in their landmark book, The People’s Choice (Lazars-
feld, Berelson, and Gaudet 1944, 101):

The proper perspective on a presidential campaign is gained only by a consideration

of the changes from one presidential election to another. Only then can one basic

question be answered: does the formal campaign during the summer and fall of an

election year simply extend the long-term voting trend evident from election to elec-

tion? Or does the campaign hasten or retard the trend line? In other words, what does

the campaign do that would not have been done by the mere passage of time?

What these authors were getting at is simple: things happen in the world be-
tween presidential elections (and even during them) that might cause a person
to change his or her party affiliation or even make a voter change his or her
mind about a likely vote intention. Such changes should not be attributed to
presidential campaigns. In fact, what Lazarsfeld and his colleagues discovered
was that all the events that occurred between two elections (1936 to 1940)
changed “over twice as many votes as all the events of the campaign” (102). The
country was becoming more Republican all along, the campaign intensified the
shift, but the majority of the changes in people’s party affiliation happened dur-
ing the three and a half years between elections, not during the six weeks before
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the election. What was happening in the nation and in the world seemed to
affect people’s political beliefs—the context of elections mattered, and cam-
paigns, it seemed, weren’t so important after all. Thus, the “minimal effects” hy-
pothesis was born, and scholars spent decades trying to demonstrate that a
presidential campaign has more than these narrow effects.

The idea that campaigns only mattered marginally to voters was counterin-
tuitive, thus the Columbia University team of scholars investigated the nature
of decision-making among voters further in 1948 (Berelson, Lazarsfeld, Mc-
Phee 1954). The results, however, did not change much. Even when they iso-
lated voters during the campaign period to discover what moved them, they
learned that the media did not matter very much, that voters often projected
their own issue positions onto the candidates, and that, to the extent that vot-
ers were converted from one candidate to another (which was not much), it was
most often due to the intervention of a friend, colleague, or family member. Not
only did voting decisions seem to have little to do with campaign information
explicitly, but Angus Campbell and his colleagues (Campbell, Converse, Miller,
and Stokes 1960) confirmed what the Columbia research team had suggested:
stable factors such as group membership and party identification were the
things that best explained people’s decisions during campaigns. The campaign
seemed to have little if any effect. Even worse, Campbell et alia discovered that
there was a great divide between average citizens and political elites in terms of
their engagement in politics, levels of political information, and ideological
connectedness (Campbell, Converse, Miller and Stokes 1960, 216).1 Voters were
not well equipped to deal with the information presented to them in campaigns.

Something’s Happening in America

Nevertheless, as political scientists were moving on to answer questions about
why voters were unenlightened, politics was stirring anew in America. In 1964
Lyndon Johnson won in a landslide and then in 1968 decided not to run for re-
election. Hubert Humphrey had an astoundingly dismal campaign season in
1968 but barely lost that election and George McGovern was rejected by mod-
erate Democrats in 1972. Could it be that the stable forces identified by schol-
ars in the 1940s and 1950s weren’t as solid as once thought? Maybe the decade
of the 1960s had changed people—made them more aware of issues and can-
didates’ policy agendas, gotten them to engage in identity politics and shake off

old allegiances? People seemed, after all, to be responding to the candidates and
their positions on crises that were unfolding nationally and internationally. As
the conformity of the 1950s passed, perhaps so too did the conformity of stable
political and structural forces.
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By the middle of the 1970s, political scientists were interested in figuring out
exactly what role issues played in helping voters make up their minds in pres-
idential elections. Having been persuaded by the Columbia and Michigan
teams that party identification and other psychological and sociological fac-
tors explained voters’ decisions very well, scholars were not so much directly
interested anymore in how campaigns might factor into the decision, but
wanted to know if party identification would maintain its stability in the face
of the alleged rising importance of issues in elections.2 As the theatrics and
volatility of the 1960s came to a close, political scientists believed that issues
and policy mattered to voters in important ways. What would it mean, after all,
if topics like civil rights, the War in Vietnam, women’s rights, the spread of
communism, and the use of illegal substances did not affect people’s political
attitudes? Taking the investigation farther back on the causal chain, some re-
searchers wanted to know what processes were identifying the issues that were
influencing vote decisions.3 As researchers labored away on questions about
party identification and issue voting, the search for direct campaign effects was
cast aside.

The Importance of the Economy

The scholarly interest in issues during the 1960s and 1970s was fertilized by the
rise of a clever and promising paradigm in political science—rational choice,
which viewed economic decision-making and political decision-making as
similar. Rational choice theorists used the notion of utility maximization to ex-
plain behavioral outcomes in both disciplines. In describing Downs’s work,
Stanley Kelley Jr. wrote (Downs 1957, x):

Downs assumes that political parties and voters act rationally in the pursuit of certain

clearly specified goals—it is this assumption, in fact, that gives his theory its explana-

tory power. . . . just as firms that do not engage in the rational pursuit of profits are

apt to cease to be firms, so politicians who do not pursue votes in a rational manner

are apt to cease to be politicians.

Downs’s economic theory of democracy was the first formal description of
how voters and parties behave. While the Columbia and Michigan scholars
had done great work in describing and explaining vote decisions (and making
positive predictions) using empirical findings, Downs’s work was different be-
cause it started with clearly stated assumptions about behavior and deduced
logical conclusions. To argue with Downs’s approach, one had to choose be-
tween two basic critiques: the assumptions were wrong or the conclusions did
not follow logically.
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An Economic Theory of Democracy spawned a great deal of research about
voting.4 One of the products of this research was a synthesis of work on retro-
spective voting and incumbents’ performances in office (Fiorina 1981). Retro-
spective voting was a way for voters to cut the costs of becoming informed, as
Downs suggested they should. Fiorina argued in Retrospective Voting in Ameri-
can National Elections that even the least interested and informed voters have
one solid piece of data on which to base their vote: they know what their own
lives were like during the previous administration’s tenure in office. This idea
conjures up images of politicians prodding voters to ask themselves, “What has
so-and-so done for me lately?” Or, in perhaps the most obvious example of try-
ing to cue voters to think retrospectively about his time in office, Ronald Rea-
gan asked voters at the end of the 1980 debate in Cleveland, “Are you better off

today than you were four years ago?”While many political factors could be eval-
uated retrospectively, Fiorina’s work helped to make sense of how important
the nation’s economic situation could be to voters in elections.5

Gelman and King (1993) gave retrospective voting on the economy a twist by
suggesting that people might not be perfectly informed about such things as the
state of the nation’s economy and that campaigns could go a long way toward
actually informing people about such conditions (people certainly were well
enough informed about their own economic condition). Indeed, their hunches
were confirmed as voters in countries with longer campaign periods were
shown to be more likely to use correct economic information in their vote de-
cisions when compared to voters in democracies with short campaigns (Steven-
son and Vavreck 2000; Arceneaux 2005). The nation’s economy mattered to vot-
ers, but campaigns could have an effect on the economic information brought
to bear on the vote choice.

The work of election forecasters, copious during this period, supports the
notion that the nation’s objective economic conditions are important to elec-
tion outcomes (Kramer 1971; Tufte 1978; Rosenstone 1983, 1985; Abramowitz
1988; Campbell and Wink 1990; Fair 1978; Hibbs 1982; Lewis-Beck and Rice
1992; Campbell 1992). On the one hand, the role of the campaign was never
more clearly minimized—for forecasters to generate correct outcomes about
which party would win, they did not even need to know the names of the party
nominees, let alone be sure that voters eventually learned their names. The “en-
lightenment” that Gelman and King identified seemed immaterial. On the other
hand, the role of the campaign was never more clearly defined—the three-,
four-, and five-point errors in these forecasting models, and the occasional
years in which the models were wrong, pointed to a role for the campaign that
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could be deterministic, even after indicators such as presidential popularity or
approval ratings were factored into the prediction. While objective measures of
national economic conditions do a very good job of predicting winning parties
long before candidates have even been named, if voters do not understand what
the objective economic conditions actually are, the forecasts will fail. It is pos-
sible that campaign learning is necessary in order to generate the regularity of
success the forecasting models enjoy. And it is also possible that the candidates
have something to do with this learning.

The Importance of the Media

At about the same time forecasters were celebrating the successes of their mod-
els and empirical implications from Downs’s theory were being carried out,
public opinion scholars began to uncover important media effects (McCombs
and Shaw 1972; Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Robinson and Sheehan 1983). Their
findings showed that the media had lasting effects on people’s perceptions
about issue importance. Thus, while news or other media programming was
not successful at making people change their opinions on various topics, the
media were able to make people change the relative importance of different is-
sues (agenda setting). Further, the media could suggest the criteria on which
government, elected officials, or candidates should be evaluated (priming).

Oddly, this public opinion work, coupled with the robust success of forecast-
ers and the focus of rational choice scholars on the role of candidates in shap-
ing voters’ levels of uncertainty, breathed new air into the search for campaign
effects. If the media could influence people in these subtle yet important ways,
candidates could accomplish the same sort of thing through the media. Could
this explain the four-point errors in the forecasting models? Or help voters be-
come “fully informed” or confused (Shepsle 1972; Page 1976) about election
choices? It was only a matter of time before Larry Bartels (1986) synthesized ra-
tional choice work and public opinion research into an empirical test for the
effects of issue-position uncertainty on voting. It turned out that voters did
have uncertainty about candidates’ policy positions and that this uncertainty
did have a (negative) influence on vote decisions (additionally, see Franklin
1991; Alvarez and Franklin 1994; Alvarez 1997). Interest in campaign effects
was reborn. Nevertheless, this time, the larger theoretical construct was clear:
campaigns mattered because issues mattered in elections. If uncertainty about
candidates’ policy positions was important to voters as they made up their
minds (even subconsciously), then candidates could do things in their cam-
paigns to help voters understand issue positions clearly. Some candidates, for
example, might be better communicators; some might have clearer campaign
plans; others might try to be too much to too many and suffer on Election Day.
The possibilities for campaign effects were many.
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A Theory of Campaign Effects

The marked progress in the search for campaign effects, however, did not con-
strain scholars to investigate these specific theoretical implications. What
emerged from the decades of work on voting behavior and the rebirth of cam-
paign studies in the 1980s was a proliferation of miscellany—and a stark lack
of any theoretical focus (although see Popkin 1991; Johnston et al. 1992; Bartels
1986, 1988, 1996; Johnston et al. 2004; and Marcus, Neuman, and MacKuen
2000). The most prodigious area has been the study of advertising (Kern 1989;
West 1993; Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995; Finkel and Geer 1998; West 1997;
Kahn and Kenney 1999; Freedman and Goldstein 1999; Wattenberg and Brians
1999; see Lau et al. 1999 for complete list of citations). In addition, media stud-
ies have been numerous (Freedman and Goldstein 1999; Just et al. 1996; Patter-
son 1992; Page 1996; Hetherington 1996; Paletz 1999; Sparrow 1999; Cook
1999). Debates (Hart 1984; Kahn and Kenney 2007), campaign events or visits
(Holbrook 1996; Shaw 1999a, 1999b; Holbrook 1994, 1996; Campbell, Cherry,
and Wink 1992; Geer 1988; Vavreck, Spiliotes, and Fowler 2002), and candidate
discourse (Hart 2000; Vavreck 2001; Spiliotes and Vavreck 2002) have also re-
ceived mainly independent attention from scholars. These discrete analyses
each suggest important elements of a theory of presidential campaign effective-
ness, and my goal is to position this vast collection of findings in the context of
a parsimonious theory about how and why campaigns matter to voters—and
to discuss and test the implications for candidate behavior in campaigns.

This book is about more than just whether campaigns for the presidency
matter. My aim, intellectually, is to be more interesting than that. I want to dem-
onstrate that we know, and have known for a long time, that campaigns are im-
portant and sometimes determinative in presidential elections; but we have
missed the forest for the trees—so many trees. We publish study after study
showing that the economy matters, that ads matter, that the news matters—yet
there has been so little effort to integrate them into one theory about campaigns
and candidate behavior; so little attention to the forest.

In his posthumous book, The Strategy of Rhetoric: Campaigning for the Amer-
ican Constitution, Bill Riker (1996) laments the fact that political scientists can-
not tell candidates and campaign professionals what they really want to know,
which is “what to say in campaigns” if they want to win elections. Riker argues
further that contemporary forms of content analysis enhanced by spatial mod-
eling will provide the answers to this essential question about politics. Although
my efforts are different from Riker’s, my mission is similar—to bring spatial
modeling and content analysis together in a way that has not been done in order
to blend theories of public opinion and voting behavior into a theoretical
model of presidential campaigns that can be tested “by the accuracy of its
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predictions” (Downs 1960, 21), or more aptly in this case, the completeness of
its explanations.

Political scientists know a great deal about elections, about forecasting win-
ners, about partisanship, about decision-making, and about media effects, and
yet, we have no coherent theory of campaign effects that integrates existing
knowledge on these topics. Given what we know about what affects people and
how they make decisions on Election Day, what can we say about how presiden-
tial campaigns can influence people? And, further, what are the implications for
candidates and the way they campaign?

Integrating Literatures

The literature on forecasting elections shows that the state of the nation’s econ-
omy matters a great deal in determining presidential-election outcomes in the
aggregate. But the errors in these models are not inconsequential. Four percent-
age points has determined more than a few presidential elections in the last
sixty years. What do the results from the forecasting literature imply about the
behavior of candidates in campaigns? Perhaps nothing useful when taken
alone—if you are not a member of the incumbent party in a good economy or
a member of the out-party in a bad economy, the forecasting literature provides
no counsel for you. But, microlevel findings suggest opinions of candidates
change during campaigns (and even aggregate polls show this), so what drives
shifting opinions? Public opinion research (McCombs and Shaw 1972; Iyengar
and Kinder 1987; Iyengar 1991) provides a clue.

Television and newspaper coverage affects what voters think are important
issues or problems (agenda setting), and helps to determine the criteria by
which voters evaluate political leaders (priming). The extant research on the
effectiveness of campaign advertising and effort illustrate that these mecha-
nisms work. Combine this literature with the forecasting literature, and a story
begins to emerge—candidates, through TV and newspapers, may be able to
affect the criteria on which they are judged. More specifically, they may be able
to make the nation’s economy a more or less important criterion of judgment
among voters. If candidates can prime the economy, voters may respond.

Much is known about voters’ willingness to consider economic conditions
when making a vote choice, too. Theories of retrospective voting (Key 1966;
Kramer 1971; Tufte 1978; Fiorina 1981) demonstrate that voters think about
the economy in routine fashion, sometimes without even knowing or under-
standing they are doing it. The past, it turns out, is a good predictor of future
behavior by presidents—and it is a signal that is easily accessible to voters
(Downs 1957; Fiorina 1981; Popkin 1991). Candidates have an incentive to re-
mind voters about past performances of their administrations or parties when
conditions favor them—particularly on economic issues.

But what about those parties that do not benefit from economic conditions?
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What can they prime in voters’ minds? Rational choice theory and spatial vot-
ing (Downs 1960; Shepsle 1972; Enelow and Hinich 1984) coupled with no-
tions of issue salience (RePass 1971; Page 1976; Pomper 1975; Nie, Verba, and
Petrocik 1976) and issue ownership (Petrocik 1980) suggest that voters can
evaluate candidates on important issues, and some issues will naturally advan-
tage one party over the other. For example, if a candidate is successful at prim-
ing an issue during the campaign, one implication of the spatial model is that
in order for the candidate to get maximum gains from priming this issue, it
ought to be an issue on which most voters’ positions are closer to the priming
candidate’s position than to the opponent’s position. It does not help to prime
issues in a campaign if increasing the importance of these issues encourages
people to vote for the opposition.

The importance of these noneconomic issues is something that political sci-
entists have written about on occasion but not regularly (Page 1976; Franklin
1991; Hammond and Humes 1993; Glazer and Lohmann 1999; Carsey 2000;
Simon 2002; Brasher 2003) except to note that parties tend to associate with a
set of issues on which they are seen as being more competent than the opposi-
tion (Petrocik 1980; Spiliotes and Vavreck 2002; Powell and Whitten 1993; but
see Sides 2006). Foreign policy, crime and safety, candidate traits, and domestic
policy are the most often studied noneconomic campaign issues.

The synthesis of this existing literature suggests the following: If you are ad-
vantaged by the economy, prime that. If you are not advantaged by the economy,
prime an issue you “own”—whether ownership means your party is favorably
associated with the issue or you have an electoral advantage on the issue.

Finally, not every voter is movable in the same manner—the long literature
on party identification (Campbell, Converse, Miller, and Stokes 1960) reminds
us that a majority of voters identify with one of the two major parties and that
this identification drives their vote choice in perhaps a psychological, not polit-
ical, way. But partisans, even strong ones, have to be mobilized, and weak ones
may have to be activated. Campaigns can do both these things (Hillygus and
Jackman 2003), but in terms of persuasion, we might expect the most suscep-
tible voters to be those with low to mid levels of political sophistication (Con-
verse 1964; McGuire 1968; Zaller 1992). Zaller argues that these people are
likely to receive campaign messages and unlikely to have strong enough predis-
positions to cause the immediate rejection of new information. Campaigns
may work on some voters more than others.

Each of these sets of findings is important to motivating a theory of presiden-
tial campaigns, but each is also central to explaining the individual-level mech-
anisms that drive aggregate- or candidate-level results about campaign effec-
tiveness. Too often we think of the work in voting behavior as a set of discrete
findings—perhaps even each in competition with the other over which model
identifies the “true” state of the world. This approach is not productive. By cou-
pling rational choice theories about proximity and retrospective voting with
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theories of priming, attitude change, and partisan activation, an understanding
of individual-level voting behavior in campaigns begins to emerge that has very
specific implications for the behavior of candidates in campaigns.

My plan in the pages that follow is to start with an established model of vot-
ing behavior and deduce a new theory of campaign effects born from models of
public opinion and voting, taking account of the existing implications men-
tioned above. One of the simplest expressions of voting behavior is Downs’s no-
tion that people vote for the candidate who will deliver the most benefits to
them under certain specific conditions.6 This is certainly not the only compel-
ling model of voter decision-making, but it is a simple, well-known model and
a good place to begin thinking about why and how campaigns might matter to
voters. Extending the spatial model’s predictions to candidate behavior in this
way yields more power to the theory of campaigns by generating scientific pre-
dictions about what candidates can do to maximize votes. The model’s logical
and formal setup also enables me to use inference as I evaluate the past beha-
vior of candidates in campaigns, making it a productive apparatus for explana-
tion as well as prediction.

Spatial Voting: The Past as Predictor of the Future

Downs’s original assumptions in the spatial model were admittedly narrow. He
assumes that candidates want to maximize votes, and voters want to maximize
the benefits they get from government. These assumptions have two important
implications for the way parties compete and the way voters gather information.
Primarily, the assumptions imply that with a unimodal distribution of voters on
an ideological dimension, if parties want to win elections, they will evaluate the
positions of voters and take a position that will maximize votes. This is an im-
portant element of the model: parties or candidates take policy positions in
order to win elections, not vice versa. Secondarily, because voters do not have
perfect information about candidates, parties, and politics, they need help learn-
ing about these things during elections. They need, Downs argued, shortcuts to
cue them about how candidates or parties are likely to behave if elected. While
early voting-behavior researchers suggested that these cues come from other
voters—from family, coworkers, and friends—it is possible that such cues come
from the candidates themselves (Page 1976; Bartels 1986; Franklin 1991; Alvarez
1997) as they reset the agenda and prime favorable dimensions in their cam-
paigns. These two implications of Downs’s assumptions—that candidates adapt
policy positions or priorities to suit the voting public and that voters search for
cues and signals during elections to reduce the costs of gathering information—
form the basis for a formal and positive theory of campaign effects.
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Downs’s theory of voting assumes that voters have single-peaked preferences
over policy positions (or party platforms); in other words, candidates’ positions
on issues that move away from a voter’s preferred position in absolute terms are
increasingly less appealing to voters. Downs further assumes that voters know
and understand their own policy positions with certainty. Enelow and Hinich
(1981) adapt the basic spatial voting model by assuming a specific shape for the
loss function—a quadratic form, or basic concave shape. The spatial model, as
presented by Enelow and Hinich, has important implications about why and
how campaigns can matter.

Complete details of Enelow and Hinich’s model and the derivations that
form the basis for my argument about campaign effects and candidate behavior
can be found in the Appendix to this chapter. The simple graphic presented in
figure 2.1, provides the intuition about the features of the spatial voting model
that can be directly influenced by candidates in campaigns. As you will see, the
spatial voting model actually provides considerable counsel to candidates about
how to win elections, although political scientists have mainly used it to explain
and predict the behavior of voters and parties. In the pages that follow, I extend
its application to explain the behavior of candidates in campaigns.

In figure 2.1 the dark square represents a voter’s overall evaluation of a candi-
date. Ultimately, voters compare these evaluations or utilities across candidates
as they decide whom to cast their ballot for. The unshaded boxes above are the
three terms that can be influenced by the campaign as a result of spatial voting.

My interpretation of the model leverages the fact that each issue has a weight
or level of importance associated with it and that this weight multiplies the
effect of how close a voter is to a candidate on this issue. In Enelow and Hinich’s
(1984) adaptation of the model, issues are conceived of as having potentially
draining effects on a candidate’s vote share, so weights are represented as nega-
tive effects.7 A voter’s position on an issue is differenced from where that voter
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Figure 2.1 A Theory of Campaign Effects Derived from the Spatial Voting Model
Unshaded cells above (Agenda Setting, Persuading, and Clarifying) represent the three
things candidates can do to influence their vote share.



thinks a candidate stands on that issue, and this difference is squared in order
to keep the numbers positive (and keep the math tractable). This squared dis-
tance is multiplied by the weight of the issue (which, in this construction, is
negative). You can see how large distances between voter and candidate posi-
tions result in bigger losses to candidates than smaller distances—or no dis-
tance, which results in no loss for the candidate. There is one additional element
of the spatial model that gets multiplied by the weight of the issue and that is a
term representing how sure the voter is of where the candidate stands on this
issue. If a voter is very sure of the candidate’s position, this uncertainty term will
be quite small, making it a minimal drain on candidate vote share. If the voter
is very unclear about the candidate’s position, the uncertainty term will be
large, and when multiplied by the weight of the issue, it will become a substan-
tial drain on potential votes. Thus, the important candidate-influenced terms
in the spatial voting model are the weight of the issue, the candidate’s perceived
position on the issue, the certainty with which the voter can place the candidate
on the issue, and finally, the benefit this voter gets from this particular candi-
date. Candidates can affect all of these terms.

My theory of campaign effects suggests candidates can engage in three beha-
viors in order to affect voters’ assessments. The first is simply agenda setting—
an attempt to refocus an election or change the weights associated with certain
issues. In other words, this kind of candidate behavior is a direct attempt to tell
voters what should be important in their voting decisions, but it is done implic-
itly by talking repeatedly about the things the candidate believes should be most
important to vote choice. The second behavior is persuading—an attempt to
educate voters that a candidate holds a specific position on an issue, regardless
of whether that is truly the candidate’s position. Persuasion can be done by a
candidate about his own positions, but is also used by candidates to paint their
opponent’s positions as unpopular.8 The third and final thing that candidates
can do in campaigns to influence votes is to clarify their positions on already
important issues.9 If a candidate is lucky enough to hold a popular position on
an issue that is of great importance to voters, that candidate can benefit from
making it clear to voters that he or she holds this very popular position.

The idea underlying the spatial voting model is that voters know their own
positions on issues, that is, they know the ways they would like the government
to address issues; and they know where the candidates’ positions are on these
same issues, or they can at least make a guess as to the candidates’ positions with
some associated level of uncertainty about that guess. The final step, then, is for
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issue about which no one cared would be a waste of effort. This observation is derived directly from
the expectation of the spatial model, which shows that the uncertainty term is eventually multiplied
by the weight of the issue.



the voters to compare the candidates and vote for the one they are closest to on
these issues.

All of this implies that policy positions mean something to voters about pol-
icy outcomes—that voters can make the connection between a policy position
and what the likely government outcome will be if that position is enacted into
legislation or if a particular candidate is elected. This is a prospective type of
voting because voters are making decisions about whom to vote for based on
what they believe the future will be like under each candidate’s presidency. The
kind of electorate needed to carry out such a task would have to be sophisti-
cated enough to make the connection between policies and outcomes, in gen-
eral, but more to the point, it would have to be able to make this connection be-
tween stated policy positions by candidates known with some uncertainty and
future outcomes. That requires a pretty sophisticated voter, and some scholars
(Achen and Bartels 2002) have cited early voting (Campbell et al. 1960) and
public opinion evidence (Campbell et al. 1960; Converse 1964) to argue that
American voters are not equipped to make such prospective evaluations.10 How
can an electorate of mainly unsophisticated, politically uninterested voters make
connections between their own policy preferences, the preferences of candi-
dates, and likely outcomes in the future? This seems more a task for political
junkies or hobbyists, people who read about politics on a regular basis and tune
in to hear George Stephanopoulos or John King talk about politics.

What average voters seem better able to do is evaluate incumbent parties ret-
rospectively on their tenure in office. This mechanism requires no policy orien-
tation, only a results orientation that almost every voter is inclined to have. In
the aptly titled Retrospective Voting in American National Elections, Fiorina writes
(1981, 10):

Retrospective voting requires much less of the voter than prospective voting. The ret-

rospective voter need not spend his life watching “Meet the Press” and reading the

New York Times. He can look at the evening news and observe the coffins being un-

loaded from Air Force transports, the increasing price of a basket of groceries be-

tween this month and last, and the police arresting demonstrators of one stripe or

another. . . . he can go to the polls and indicate whether or not he likes the way those

who can “cognize the issue” are in fact doing so. He passes judgments on leaders, not

policies.

Instead of guessing about voters’ preferences on issues, then, politicians need
only anticipate voters’ reactions to the conditions brought about by the policy
instruments they enact. If you believe Fiorina, this is a pretty easy job. Fiorina
suggests that large majorities of people prefer “peace to war, high employment
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and stable prices to unemployment and inflation, social harmony to social ten-
sion, energy self-sufficiency to dependence on imported oil” (11). It is not hard
for candidates to know voters’ preferences over these kinds of results. They are
what Stokes (1966) called “valence issues”—issues on which no one disagrees
about the desired outcomes.

This retrospective model of voting is not intended to imply that voters live
entirely in the past, evaluating candidates and parties based only on the condi-
tions present during their terms in office. Voters, even unsophisticated ones,
may be somewhat more concerned about the future than that. Thus the simple
results-oriented retrospective model may not be as compelling as a more nu-
anced retrospective model that works in concert with the spatial voting model
and allows voters to make judgments about the future by considering the out-
comes of the past.

Downs’s spatial model can be thought of as retrospective, albeit one that
maintains the importance of the connection between policy positions and real-
world outcomes. For Downs, retrospective voting is a cost-cutting mechanism.
Knowing what conditions are like under the incumbent party is easier than
figuring out what the future might be like under one or the other of the parties.
Since we live under the conditions set by the incumbent party every day, we can
easily be sure, more sure than we are about future conditions, what life is or was
like under the party’s rule. If a party’s positions are consistent over time, a voter
can use the past as a guide to the policies the parties would implement in the fu-
ture. Thus, Fiorina writes,“Downsian retrospective voting is a means to prospec-
tive voting” (13). The spatial model allows for both retrospective evaluations
and prospective projections. As candidates reset the agenda, persuade voters,
and clarify positions, they may be doing so on retrospective dimensions of va-
lence issues (like the state of the nation’s economy) or on prospective dimen-
sions of more spatial issues (whether to have free trade within North America).

Retrospective Voting and Campaign Effects

What does the retrospective or prospective nature of voter decision-making in
campaigns have to do with a theory of campaign effects? It shows clearly how
retrospective evaluations of valence issues can be thought of in spatial voting
terms. Thus, we can theorize about how these types of issues can be expected to
affect the way candidates campaign. Whether voters are merely rewarding the
incumbent during an economic boom for providing desirable outcomes, or
making projections based on the past about what the future will be like under
this party if it is re-elected, incumbent parties can be expected to try to reset the
electoral agenda onto issues from which they will benefit from voters’ retro-
spective judgments.

Voters, however, may not be aware of good conditions and may need candi-
dates to tell them how good things are—this is the argument first posed by Gel-
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man and King (1993), tested by Stevenson and Vavreck (2000), Arceneaux
(2006), Bartels (2006), and strengthened by Zaller (2002). Gelman and King
asked the simple question, why are election outcomes so predictable well in ad-
vance of Election Day (based only on economic forecasts) when poll results
during the campaign are so volatile? Their answer was that based on objective
economic conditions, we can predict election winners easily months before the
campaign, but voters are generally not aware of these objective conditions until
about six weeks prior to the election. At that point, Gelman and King argued
that voters begin to pay attention to their upcoming vote decision and to learn
about objective political and economic conditions, thus the polls begin to re-
semble the earlier prediction and the eventual outcome. Stevenson and Vavreck
(2000) bolstered this finding with evidence from thirteen democracies around
the world and 113 election periods. In countries with longer campaigns, in
which voters have more time to learn about objective conditions, real economic
indicators are better predictors of outcomes than in countries with very short
campaign lengths (some as short as three weeks). Campaigns, and more to the
point candidates, can prime voters to think retrospectively about objective, fun-
damental conditions such as the economy (agenda setting) and what those con-
ditions are (persuasion). Candidates may even compete over getting their inter-
pretations of the fundamental national conditions to voters, as many pundits
believe Clinton and Bush did in 1992 (see Hetherington 1996 for a rich discus-
sion of this). Voters need the past to make decisions about the future; and even
though they just lived through it, voters’ views of the past may need some shap-
ing and sharpening from political elites.

Individual-Level Characteristics and Campaign Effects

Incumbents in good economies do not always win, and challengers in good
economies do not always lose, and while some of this may be due to successful
resetting of the electoral agenda or persuading voters about the real conditions
of the country, it is quite likely that there are other factors influencing voters in
elections that have little to do with the issues and where the candidates stand on
them.

Voters are not blank slates, aliens come down from another planet every four
years to make decisions in elections. To the contrary, they are people playing the
roles of family members, neighbors, colleagues, and friends—all of whom have
different experiences with politics and a unique political history. For some
people, their political histories are empty. They have never been interested in
politics, never voted, and never want to. For others, their political identities are
wound up in a complex amalgam consisting of everything from eavesdropping
on their parents’ postdinner conversations about foreign wars to the realization
that taxes were taking away a solid chunk of their first paychecks to wondering
when Social Security will dry up. To believe that presidential campaigns affect
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the people in these groups and everyone in between in the same way would be
a crude attempt to show that campaigns matter.

Some people are interested in politics and gather lots of information about
it. Others are happy enough not to know much, as long as the garbage is picked
up and schools stay open. There may be some who remain blissfully ignorant of
politics even when these things cease to happen. For those who are interested
and aware, their political experiences or predispositions may color the way the
presidential campaigns affect them. Their political beliefs may limit their will-
ingness to accept new information about objective conditions or anything else
that might be relevant to the campaign.

Since the beginning of voting research, party identification has been a pow-
erful force. The Michigan team of researchers investigating the elections of the
early 1950s thought of party identification as a psychological attachment
(Campbell et al. 1960). In this view, party identification truly is an identity, and
people use it in much the way they use other identifications, like woman and
black. This identification, they wrote,

can persist without legal recognition or evidence of formal membership and even

without a consistent record of party support. Most Americans have this sense of at-

tachment with one party or the other. And, for the individual who does, the strength

and direction of party identification are facts of central importance in accounting for

attitude and behavior (121).

The concept of party ID characterizes the individual’s affective orientation to
an important group-object; it serves as the supplier of cues by which the voter
evaluates the elements of politics. The argument put forth by Campbell et alia
(1960) suggests that people have an attachment to one of the parties and that
this helps them to organize and understand political information—and this ul-
timately affects their behavior. Thus, the behavior of candidates in campaigns
and its effect on voters may be mitigated by the party identification of voters.
For example, if a candidate is successful at refocusing the election off of retro-
spective evaluations of the economy and onto some other issue, say foreign pol-
icy, the candidate may find that the “refocusing” works very well for voters who
are affiliated with his own political party and less well for voters who are mem-
bers of the other party.

Another way in which party identification or other political predispositions
may mollify the behavior of candidates in campaigns is through informational
effects. The effects of what candidates do in campaigns may be moderated by
how much political information a voter possesses. John Zaller re-introduced
this idea to political science in 1992 in The Nature and Origins of Mass Opinion.

Zaller’s work was built on four simple axioms, the first two of which illus-
trate how attitudes can condition behavior. Zaller posits that politically aware
people are more likely to be exposed to and comprehend political messages,
and that people tend to resist arguments that are inconsistent with their polit-
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ical predispositions, although they have to know enough to be aware that the
argument is inconsistent with their views and be aware enough that they are
exposed to arguments at all (1992, 42–44). In other words, most attitude
change comes from the middle levels of political awareness because low-
awareness people, the blissfully ignorant, are never exposed to new arguments,
and high-awareness people, the Meet the Press crowd, can successfully filter out
political arguments that conflict with their preexisting opinions. Thus, the effects
of candidate behavior in campaigns may be different for people with differing
levels of political awareness.

Zaller argues that the effect of persuasive messages depends on exposure to
messages, the other ideas already present in a person’s mind, and the opposing
ideas to which the person is concurrently exposed (266). For presidential cam-
paigns, in a country with many partisan identifiers and pervasive news cover-
age of politics, maybe it is difficult to believe that attitudes are changed at all.
There is high exposure to two competing messages, and many people have
strong predispositions to limit their attitude change. “But,” Zaller writes, “if a
person has little prior information and little access to alternative communica-
tion flows, information reaching him from a . . . campaign will have a large
effect” (267). A single stream of campaign information to a political novice can
make a difference. This could happen in presidential campaigns in places where
one candidate advertises or visits and the other candidate does not, or when a
candidate or party reaches out to a previously disinterested group of voters.

More important for a theory of campaign effects is the filtering effect of a
person’s values, or predispositions. These are the things that enable a voter to
sort through the many campaign messages sent by candidates and choose
which ones to believe, which to ignore, and which will lead to changes in opin-
ions or attitudes. Zaller calls this kind of filtering “partisan resistance,” when the
values that act as the filter are based on partisanship or ideology. He writes,
“Democrats and Republicans tend to reject messages from the opposing party,
and liberals and conservatives reject persuasive communications that are in-
consistent with their ideologies” (267). Even the most well-articulated political
campaign might have different effects among voters of different parties or ide-
ologies.

In the pages that follow, I account for these individual-level differences as I
examine whether the behavior of candidates in campaigns is consistent with my
theory of campaign effects. I expect to find candidates engaging in agenda set-
ting, persuasion, and the clarifying of their positions whether the issues candi-
dates talk about are valence or positional in nature, and regardless of whether
voters make decisions prospectively or retrospectively. Further, I expect these
campaign activities to affect voters with different ideological, partisan, and
awareness profiles in different ways.
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Chapter Three

CONTEXT MATTERS: A CAMPAIGN TYPOLOGY 

IF VOTERS BEHAVE THE way Downs describes, comparing the positions
of candidates across issues to their own positions on the same issues, then
how do candidates decide which issues to stress and which to remain silent

about? When candidates sit down at the table, how do they think about their
campaign’s message?

Political scientist Bill Riker (1996, 106) suggests candidates look for issues
that are ripe for “domination” (because when one side has an advantage on an
issue, the other side ignores it). This is not unlike John Petrocik’s (1980) answer
to this question, which is that candidates’ campaign issues are made up of those
issues on which the candidate is deemed more competent than the opposition.

In practice, there are a variety of answers to these questions. At American
University’s Campaign Management Institute, a session on “Strategy, Theme,
and Message” is taught in which participants are told that the most important
thing about a candidate’s theme and message is that it not contradict who the
candidate actually is. For example, if a candidate is twenty-seven years old and
running for Congress for the first time, he would not choose a theme and mes-
sage that stresses his wisdom and experience. Similarly, a candidate who likes to
dress in dark pin-striped suits and wear glasses should probably not have a
campaign theme centered on progressive ideas. But this is just one notion about
how to generate a campaign message. When I asked Michael Dukakis (2002)
how he came up with his campaign message in 1988, his answer was simple:

You don’t come up with new ideas when you run for president, you’ve been in gov-

ernment for a long time and you stand for things. These are the things you believe in

and the things you’ve worked for already. You run on those things.

My hunch is that there are as many answers to the question about generating
a campaign message as there are candidates running for office and consultants
looking for work. This is not a book about how candidates come up with their
campaign messages. Instead, I explain the choices candidates have already made
in light of the assumption that candidates want to win elections and voters want
to maximize the benefits they get from government. In this chapter I answer a
simple question: how might a rational candidate act, given the assumptions of
the spatial model and my theory of campaign effects, in order to win an election?1



Surprisingly, the answer to this question is also simple: a rational candidate
will exploit the electoral context to his or her advantage—the rational candi-
date pursues an efficient path to victory. The most efficient path to victory is
going to be different for different candidates—as each possesses a unique set of
policy positions and characteristics. When these candidate-level specifics are
coupled with the nature of the times, efficient paths to election begin to take
shape. One obviously efficient strategy is for a candidate to leverage his or her
existing strengths. Or as Riker (1996) might have said, to engage in “heresthet-
ics”; or using Schattschneider’s language (1975), to displace and replace con-
flicts.2 While the general theories laid out by Riker and Schattschneider are ap-
pealing, I would like to be more specific than merely suggesting that candidates
leverage their strengths. In order to say anything more specific than that, how-
ever, knowledge of the actual electoral context is needed. This may seem unsat-
isfying to people who believe that it is akin to saying,“the right strategy depends
on the times.”A strategy that depends on context, however, is not one that is un-
predictable. What kinds of contextual things are important to candidates as
they make their plans? Very specific kinds of things.

For starters, national conditions such as economic prosperity and decline, or
war and peace; and even certain characteristics of candidates can be important
contextual variables. Specifically, compelling candidate characteristics are those
to which a candidate is inescapably wedded. A candidate who took bribes in a
prior office, one who flew to a foreign country to sign a peace treaty that bears
his name, or one who comes into the political system from outside it are solidly
associated with these characteristics. These events cannot be erased or rein-
vented the way other candidate characteristics can. For example, a candidate
who states publicly that he is pro-choice is not inextricably linked to this posi-
tion forever. He can change his mind somewhat reasonably. But there is noth-
ing the first list of candidates, can do to change the noted characteristics. The
first candidate, described above, who took the bribe, is not going to win an elec-
tion that turns on honesty. The second candidate cannot be painted as a war-
monger, and the third candidate, the outsider, can easily win an election when
voters are feeling cynical about Beltway politics. This is the difference between
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evaluate the alternatives they face by the relationship between the choice and the goal. Rationality
refers to the decisions about the means of achieving a goal. A rational candidate moves toward vic-
tory in a way that, to the best of his or her knowledge, uses the least possible input of scarce re-
sources; rational decision-makers are efficient pursuers of their goals. Rationality refers to the
processes of action, not to the ends or even the success at reaching desired ends.

2Riker’s term, “heresthetics,” is the process of structuring a contest to leverage preexisting di-
mensions on which advantages are already held. Riker argued in his work on campaign strategy that
candidates should not spend time trying to persuade voters that their positions are better than the
opposition; nor should they converge to the median voter’s position on issues. Instead, candidates
should refocus the election onto a dimension on which they are already advantaged. This is similar
to Schattschneider’s (1975) idea of “displacing” conflicts.



a characteristic that can matter and one that cannot. For something about a
candidate to be important to the electoral context, it must be something that
the candidate cannot change or manipulate easily; and obviously, it must be
something about which the voters care or can be made to care.

Saying context matters is not the same as saying campaign themes have to be
decided on a case-by-case basis. If we know what issues or ideas are regularly
important to voters during elections (or can be made important) and how pub-
lic opinion typically reacts to these issues, we can characterize campaign mes-
sages that help candidates efficiently win elections. I start with a campaign ty-
pology that is general enough to be applied to all presidential elections and
apply it more specifically to actual candidates over the course of the book.
Throughout the remainder of the book I use language suggesting that the the-
ory is useful as a predictive tool, however, I examine past campaigns to highlight
the explanatory power of the theory. To be clear, my interest is in explanation
and prediction. It is not enough for this theory to generate accurate predictions
about what types of campaigns candidates are likely to run and whether those
campaigns will win elections. I also want to know why these predictive relation-
ships work—thus in chapter 6 I focus on the individual-level mechanisms driv-
ing the aggregate- and candidate-level results.

Theoretical Predictions

My theory of campaign effects suggests three ways that candidates can increase
votes: agenda setting, persuading, and clarifying. Clearly, it is much easier for a
candidate to take advantage of an issue that is already important to voters than for
a candidate to have to convince voters of an issue’s importance. But in order to run
this type of clarifying campaign, a candidate must be on the right side of the issue.
To complicate things even more, in order to get any kind of significant increase in
votes from this issue, public opinion on it should be one-sided—the more one-
sided the better. This already sounds like a challenging task. Are there any issues
with consistently lopsided public opinion about which voters routinely care?

According to the Gallup Organization, which has been asking people about
the nation’s most important problem since 1946, there are a couple of issues
that are consistently on the minds of voters during election years. These include
foreign policy, the economy, crime and safety, and health care. Two of these is-
sues stand out for their prominence within years and steady presence over years:
the economy and foreign policy (Smith 1985). Table 3.1 presents the percentage
of Americans who named foreign policy and the economy as the nation’s most
important problems in the first quarter of election years since 1952.3 Foreign
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3In 1988 I had to use data from later in the year as Gallup did not ask this question in the first
quarter.



policy is mentioned more often than the economy from 1956 to 1968, but in
1972 the tide begins to change (along with the world), and the economy be-
comes more of a concern to people throughout the latter part of the decade.
This culminates in 1992, when nearly every person Gallup polled mentioned
the economy as the nation’s most important problem. Foreign policy and the
economy are good possibilities for issues on which candidates can leverage their
popularity.

There is, however, something special about the economy as a campaign issue.
Not only do voters think about the state of the nation’s economy as an impor-
tant problem during election years, the weight of existing evidence showing the
important role of economic conditions on electoral outcomes is extraordinary.
The simplicity of the relationship between public opinion and the nation’s
economy also makes it attractive as a campaign issue. Public opinion on retro-
spective evaluations of the economy is easy to predict—prosperity is always
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Table 3.1
Percentage of People Believing Foreign Policy and the Economy Are Nation’s 
Most Important Problem, 1952–2008

Poll Date Foreign Policy Economy Number of Respondents

Jan. 6, 1952 4 29 1500

March 8, 1956 36 31 1559

Feb. 4, 1960 37 17 1638

March 27, 1964 38 14 1676

Jan. 4, 1968 57 15 1502

Feb. 4, 1972 32 38 1502

Jan. 2, 1976 9 71 1572

Jan. 25, 1980 48 43 1597

Feb. 10, 1984 22 38 1610

Sep. 7, 1988 9 40 1003

March 26, 1992 3 95 1004

Jan. 12, 1996 4 35 1039

March 10, 2000 4 25 1006

March 11, 2004 19 53 1005

March 9, 2008 26 55 1012

Source: The Gallup Organization.



good, and further, opinion on this issue is incredibly one-sided—everyone pre-
fers prosperity to decline.4

Foreign policy does not provide the same clarity, stability, or transparency in
terms of the preferred opinion over time or the percentage split between opin-
ions. While it is true that everyone prefers peace to war, opinion is much more
divided about how to achieve or maintain peace than about how to do the same
for prosperity. Consider the history of incumbency during war. Voters rarely
dismiss an incumbent president during times of war, but sometimes (as for Tru-
man and Johnson) things are going so badly that incumbents decide not to run
for a second term. We rarely see cases of incumbents in good economies decid-
ing not to run for office again. There is more stability and predictability in pub-
lic opinion about the economy than there is in attitudes about foreign policy.

In the fall of 1952, the Gallup Organization asked Americans whether the
United States should have sent military forces into Korea. Forty-three percent
of Americans said yes and 37 percent said no (the Gallup Organization, Octo-
ber 17, 1952). The same divided opinion existed in the winter of 1968 when
Gallup asked about the use of military force in Vietnam—42 percent thought
it was a mistake and 46 percent thought it was not (the Gallup Organization,
February 1, 1968). Even though this issue is important to voters during the 1968
election, a candidate who thinks he can win on this issue is mistaken, since
roughly half of all Americans are on each side. What is further interesting about
public opinion on war and foreign policy is that it changes as the wars change.
Support for the use of force in Korea grew over the course of 1952, while sup-
port for Vietnam shrank during 1968. Candidates cannot know what is going to
happen in a war, or in the world, that might change public opinion about the
use of military force, making this issue a relatively risky one on which to base a
clarifying campaign. A candidate could find him- or herself clarifying a posi-
tion on this important foreign policy issue only to find public opinion on the
issue changing in the middle of the year or campaign, along with the candidate’s
benefits from being on the “right side” of this issue.5

The way the media cover war and foreign policy in recent years also compli-
cates the use of this as a clarifying issue. Daily or even hourly pictures from the
battlefield are now the norm. The instant something happens, Americans know
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4The reason I use retrospective evaluations of the economy here instead of economic policy is
because when people report the economy as one of the nation’s most important problems to
Gallup, they are not referring to the president’s tax policy or budget proposals, but to the state of
the nation’s economy or how well they are doing individually. When people do state a specific pol-
icy directly, Gallup represents it as its own category. The fact that people use general valence lan-
guage when describing economic problems, however, does not mean that these retrospective eval-
uations implicitly lack specific policy content. They should be viewed as a proxy for the
continuation (or discontinuation) of the incumbent party’s economic policy, even though voters
do not explicitly use this language.

5Unlike economic downturns, a solid case can be made for going to war (or increasing troop and
spending levels), and has been made during this time period.



about it and are reacting to it. It is very difficult for candidates to predict the
quantity of information to which voters will be subjected on this issue.

It is also true that the economy can change over the course of an election
year; however, two things mitigate the risk associated with this issue. Primarily,
changes in the economy happen gradually and progressively, barring some un-
usual occurrence. This gives candidates confidence that the state of the econ-
omy in the second quarter of the election year is a good predictor of the state of
the economy during the summer and in to the election (or at least a good pre-
dictor of the trend). Additionally, the way voters experience the economy helps
to make it a much wiser choice as a clarifying issue. The economy has an ethe-
real quality to it—it is housing starts, consumer confidence, unemployment,
and inflation all wrapped into one experience. Most people do not have direct
exposure to these things, except when things are going particularly badly, mak-
ing ongoing evaluations of the economy by voters difficult. In fact, Americans
mostly learn about the state of the economy when quarterly (or monthly) sta-
tistics from the Bureau of Labor Statistics or some other executive branch
agency are reported on the news. Since this information is only released a few
times a year and usually takes some time to compile, voters are learning in Oc-
tober about the state of their economy during the preceding summer months.
There are no “this just in . . .” updates on the economy as there are about for-
eign affairs. Candidates know exactly how much information voters will have
on the economy at all times during the campaign. In short, public opinion on
the economy is highly weighted, its direction is easy to predict, and candidates
can know whether the state of the nation’s economy will benefit them or hurt
them very early in the election year, when they are putting together their cam-
paign plans. All of these factors make the economy critical to candidates’ deci-
sions about the issues and ideas on which they will campaign.

A Campaign Typology

Clarifying Campaigns

Candidates who are helped by the state of the nation’s economy should run
campaigns in which they simply clarify their positions or their role in fostering
the good economic times or their lack of a role in bringing about bad times.6

These candidates are clarifying candidates, and the economy is the clarifying
issue. Since this issue is always important to voters in presidential elections, the
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6Duch and Stevenson (2008) introduce an interesting idea into the individual-level modeling of
economic voting and suggest that voters reward or punish parties in terms of economic perform-
ance by figuring out to what extent the incumbent party has control over the economic conditions.
This raises an interesting role for the campaign as a set of messages aimed at helping voters extract
that competency signal about the incumbent party.



candidate who benefits from the economic context need only clarify this link to
win favor among voters. This is the first deduction from the theory of campaign
effects and it has two corollaries: clarifying candidates should talk about the
economy more than any other issue in their campaigns, because they get easy
benefits from doing so, and they should talk about it more than their opponent
talks about it. In the latter case, if a clarifying candidate does not dominate the
discussion of the economy, his opponent may be able to convince voters that the
clarifying candidate is incapable of sustaining the economic boom or digging
out of the slump.7 The effects of this type of campaign among voters ought to
be observed as a decrease in the uncertainty measure associated with economic
evaluations as voters become more certain that things are “good” or “bad” (and
that the incumbent party is linked to that condition) depending on what the
clarifying candidate is telling them.8

Insurgent Campaigns

Candidates who will not be helped by the state of the nation’s economy have
to find something else to talk about in their campaigns. Quite naturally, these
candidates ought to try to refocus the election off the economy and onto an
issue from which they can benefit. These types of candidates are insurgent can-
didates and the issues on which they run are called insurgent issues.9 It is the
insurgent candidate who is engaging in Riker’s classic heresthetic effort. These
candidates try to leverage current conditions and opinions on issues in a way
that will benefit them to the detriment of their opponents. In Riker’s work on
political manipulation, the act of heresthetics always seems effortless (beyond
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7The clarifying candidate’s opponent may also want to talk about the economy to claim that he
or she, too, can continue the prosperity, but economic evaluations in the Downs and Fiorina frame-
work are made retrospectively about the incumbent party. Downs goes so far as to say explicitly that
voters know what life is like under the incumbent party, therefore there is no ambiguity associated
with generalizing about the future from the present. In evaluating the opposition party, even if it
claims the same positions on economic issues (or the same valence signal), it is more difficult for
voters to know with certainty what life under an out-party administration (given current condi-
tions) would be like. This ambiguity makes voters less likely to believe the opposition party can de-
liver the same benefits that the voter knows the incumbent party can deliver.

8Alvarez (1992) finds that a reduction in uncertainty will also lead to an increase in the weight
of the issue as voters weigh more heavily those issues on which they have less uncertainty. This may
or may not be the case for retrospective evaluations of the economy, which are already highly im-
portant to voters on Election Day.

9I realize the use of the word “insurgent” to describe candidates who need to refocus the election
off of the economy is a nonstandard use of the word, especially since we typically think of an insur-
gent as someone who rebels against the government or the leadership of their party. In my usage
here, think of the insurgent candidate as rebelling against the structural conditions that predeter-
mine the contest in which he or she is about to compete. The insurgent candidate is striking out
against power—the power of the economy as a structural feature of American presidential elec-
tions. He or she has to battle general political rhythms and redefine the election on new terms.



identifying the strategy). In reality, these candidates have their work cut out for
them.

There are two corollaries to the theory of campaign effects that describe the
insurgent campaign, and they have to do with issue choice. The choice of insur-
gent issue is critical. The issue must be one on which the insurgent candidate
benefits from the state of public opinion more than the clarifying candidate does
(and the more one-sided opinion is on this issue, the better). More important,
the insurgent issue should be one on which the clarifying candidate has previ-
ously taken, or is constrained in some way by, an unpopular position or charac-
teristic. This is vitally important. If the insurgent candidate successfully resets
the electoral agenda onto this other issue from which he hopes to benefit, and
then the clarifying candidate can come along and take the exact same position
on this issue as the insurgent candidate, then the latter can split the votes on this
issue with the insurgent candidate, and the insurgent candidate will not win. If
the clarifying candidate is not constrained in some way on the insurgent issue,
he or she can change or restate his or her position on this issue and steal votes
away from the insurgent candidate. Insurgent candidates ought to pick issues
that directly exploit the weaknesses or constraints of their opponents—who
should all be running on the state of the nation’s economy. Among voters, the
effects of the insurgent campaign will be seen as the weight of the insurgent issue
gets bigger over the course of the campaign. This is the evidence that insurgent
candidates have refocused the election onto this issue. They should also decrease
voter’s levels of uncertainty about their position on this issue as they discuss it
repeatedly. Table 3.2 presents the campaign typology derived from the theory of
campaign effects and the corollaries of each type of candidate behavior.

It is worth noting at this point that campaign types are determined before
elections begin by the state of the economy not by the behavior of candidates
once they start to campaign. For example, a candidate who tries to reset the
electoral agenda onto the issue of global warming is not the insurgent candidate
just because he or she is trying to reset the agenda. Similarly, a candidate who
talks mainly about the War on Terrorism is not a clarifying candidate because
he is clarifying his position on an important issue in this election. The behavior
of candidates in campaigns does not predict the type of campaign a rational
candidate should run, the objective state of the nation’s macroeconomy deter-
mines candidates’ campaign types. Their behavior in campaigns is data with
which evaluations can be made about whether they ran the type of campaign
the theory predicts.

When the Economy Is Mixed

In an ideal setting, there would be one clarifying candidate and one insurgent
candidate in every presidential election. The candidates may not behave this
way, but the campaign typology describes mutually exclusive types of cam-
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paigns with distinct and specific candidate behavior associated with each type.
Since the initial step in deciding to run a clarifying campaign is whether a can-
didate benefits from the state of the nation’s economy, it stands to reason that
only one candidate can be in this category during a presidential general-election
campaign. Since the other candidate does not benefit from the economy, he or
she must focus on something else. This simple rule may not work so well once
we take the theory out into the real world, where, sometimes, the state of the na-
tion’s economy is stagnant—not necessarily growing, but not in decline either.

How many elections in the last half century have been conducted during
times of a mixed economy? Not many. In fact, evaluating Hibbs’s (2000) model,
which uses economic data (real disposable income per capita) from every part
of a president’s term in office except the first quarter, only three elections are
held during times when the economy is not clearly helping one candidate.10

Even so, when the economy is teetering on the edge of decline, what is a candi-
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10I generated predicted values using two-party vote shares and Hibbs’s average change in RDI
over the course of each incumbent’s tenure in office, used the predicted values to generate z-scores,
and calculated probabilities of winning for each incumbent party. Only 1976, 1996, and 2000 gen-
erated predictions between 40 and 70 percent. The rest were decidedly high or low.

Table 3.2
A Campaign Typology: Clarifying and Insurgent Campaigns

Economy Helps Candidate Economy Does Not Help Candidate
Incumbent party in good economy or Incumbent party in bad economy or 
challenging party in bad economy. challenging party in good economy.

Clarifying Campaign Insurgent Campaign
Talk about economy more than anything Choose an issue on which insurgent 
else in the campaign to reduce voters’ candidate benefits from public opinion 
uncertainty about your relationship to more than  clarifying candidate (the 
current economic situation. more lopsided the distribution of

opinion, the better).

Talk about the economy more than the Must be an issue on which clarifying 
insurgent candidate to prevent him or candidate is committed to or constrained 
her from increasing voters’ uncertainty by previously taken unpopular position.
about your relationship to current 
economic situation.

Individual-Level Effects Individual-Level Effects
Decreasing uncertainty about retrospec- Increasing weight of insurgent issue over 
tive economic evaluations over course course of the campaign.
of campaign.

Possible increase in weight of retrospec- Decreasing uncertainty about insurgent 
tive economic evaluations. candidate’s placement on insurgent issue.



date to do? Should a clarifying candidate talk about a marginally decent econ-
omy that might just turn bad any day? Should an insurgent candidate ignore
this economy?

In these situations there are two things that can happen. Both candidates can
behave like insurgent candidates, and try to refocus the election off of the econ-
omy and onto something else that benefits their fortunes. The insurgent candi-
date would be doing this anyway, so this scenario only entails a shift by the clar-
ifying candidate, away from talking about the marginally good economy and
toward some other issue that he or she feels will bring more voters to the polls.

The other possible scenario is that both candidates talk about the economy,
both behaving as if they were clarifying candidates. In this case, the out-party-
insurgent candidate decides that the economic situation (small increase in
growth) is so fragile that he or she can persuade voters the clarifying candidate’s
stewardship has not been well handled, or in the opposite situation (a slight de-
cline in growth), the incumbent-insurgent candidate argues that things are not
as bad as the clarifying candidate says they are.

The campaign theory laid out here assumes only one candidate can benefit
from the economy and this one candidate should capitalize on that. In reality,
these strict assumptions can be relaxed to accommodate situations in which it
may not be clear which way the economy is going to go by election day.

Predicting Campaign Types, 1952–2000

Do candidates sort themselves as the typology predicts? Simply put, is there
usually one presidential contender talking about the economy and one talking
about something else? As a first step toward answering this question, I use eco-
nomic forecasting data to predict campaign types. I use these data to make the
predictions because campaign types are assigned based on incumbency and the
state of the nation’s economy. Because the economy is the reason these candi-
dates are predicted to win elections, predicted winners should run clarifying
campaigns and their opponents should run insurgent campaigns.

The economy has a long and successful history as a predictor of vote choice
in both political science and political reality. On his War Room wall in 1992, Bill
Clinton’s strategists posted the sign: “It’s the economy, Stupid.” And indeed, by
August of 1992, most American voters (60 percent) thought the economy was
getting worse (ABC News/Washington Post, August 14, 1992), and equally as
many thought the economy had gotten worse in the previous year (NBC News/
Wall Street Journal, February 28, 1992). That so many people had cynical views
of the nation’s economy clearly worked to Clinton’s advantage in 1992.

Political scientists have taken the individual-level connection between the
economy and elections a step backwards and employed aggregate real economic
data in order to forecast election winners long before the party nominees are
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11These four models are from Wlezien and Erikson, Campbell, Abramowitz, and Holbrook. Each
model can be found in American Politics Quarterly, vol. 24, no. 4, October 1996.

even known. Early work by Kramer (1971) and Tufte (1978) sparked a cottage
industry in predicting elections, and subsequent work produced highly accu-
rate forecasting models (Abramowitz 1988; Campbell and Wink 1990; Fair
1978; Hibbs 1982; Lewis-Beck and Rice 1992; Holbrook 1996, 2001; Lewis-Beck
and Tien 1996, 2001; Lockerbie 1996; Norpoth 1996, 2001; Wlezien and Erik-
son 1996, 2001; Bartels and Zaller 2001) based on fundamental political and
economic variables that could mainly be known before the political conven-
tions were held. For example, using change in GNP between the fourth quarter
of the year before the election to the second quarter of the election year, presi-
dential approval in July, and an interaction of the change in GNP with incum-
bency, a simple regression model generates an accurate prediction of the out-
come of thirteen out of fifteen elections since 1952 (the misses are 1960 and
1976, both extremely close elections with no incumbent candidate running).

Although they are all trying to do the same thing—predict an election win-
ner in advance of the election—all of these models are different. Some of them
include presidential popularity, some do not. Some include indicator variables
for years in which wars began (1952 and 1968), some do not. Some include the
length of time the incumbent party has been in office, and some do not. They
vary on the kinds of economic information they use as well. Most models use a
measure of growth (GDP) to capture economic performance, but others use
measures of disposable income (RDI). Some models track GDP change or RDI
change per capita over a year’s time, and other models use a shorter time period
of two or three quarters. Some of them ignore the per-capita modifier. Some
use trial-heat poll results. Some account for who won their party’s first primary
election.

The striking thing about these forecasting models is that despite their differ-
ences they almost always generate the same predicted winner. Certainly they
produce different estimates of final popular vote counts, but with the exception
of a single election, 1976, all of these various forecasting models pick the same
candidate as a winner, and they are correct in their estimates in all but two other
cases (1960 and 1968). In table 3.3, I provide the actual two-party vote share for
incumbent parties and the range of forecasting predictions for four popular
forecasting models for which time-series data are available from 1952 through
2000.11

Table 3.3 shows that the election forecasters, based on only a few political and
economic variables, can accurately predict the outcome of modern presidential
elections, whether the winner is likely to be a Democrat or Republican, or an in-
cumbent party or out-party member. The forecasts generate mixed predictions
in 1976, some predicting incumbent party wins and others not. Of the four
models I have used to make this table, in 1976, two of them, Campbell’s and
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Table 3.3
Range of Economic Forecasting Predictions and Actual 
Two-Party Vote Share from Four Popular Forecasting Models

Actual Incumbent Range 
Year Vote Share of Predictions

1952 44.6 42.5–47.5

1956 57.8 54.7–57.3

1960 49.9 50.4–52.6

1964 61.3 57.8–63.6

1968 49.6 50–51.7

1972 61.8 54.2–62.2

1976 48.9 47.7–53.7

1980 44.7 39.8–49

1984 59.2 57.2–60

1988 53.9 51.4–54.6

1992 46.5 46.2–47.1

1996 54.6 53.9–58.1

2000 50.3 52.8–60.3

2004 51.2 51.4–56.1

2008 53.4 44.3–52.7

Note: Range of forecasts includes predictions from models of Wle-
zien and Erikson, Campbell, Abramowitz, and Holbrook.

Holbrook’s, predict an incumbent party loss while the others predict an incum-
bent party victory.12 Holbrook’s model is different from the others in that he
uses voters’ perceptions of the nation’s economy instead of measures of the real
economy, which may explain the difference. Campbell’s model likely predicts a
Carter victory due to its use of trial-heat poll data from September of the elec-
tion year—perhaps too close to the actual election day not to be influenced al-
ready by people’s final preferences.13 In 2008 only Campbell’s model produces
an incumbent victory.

12When other forecasting models not included in table 3.3 are consulted, most predict an incum-
bent party victory in 1976, making Holbrook and Campbell outliers (for example, see Bartels and
Zaller 2000; Norpoth 1996; Lewis-Beck and Tien 1996).

13The September Gallup Poll had Gerald Ford’s estimated vote share at 41 percent. In March
Ford’s share was 40 percent.



Even when the simplest of all forecasting models is estimated, one using only
growth in real GDP per capita from the fourth quarter of the year preceding the
election to the end of the second quarter of election year, the same predictions
as in table 3.3 are given (with a Republican victory in 1976). The real state of the
nation’s economy and, in most cases, even people’s perceptions of the economy
do a very good job of predicting which party is going to win presidential elec-
tions, even months before the election will be held and before the candidates are
known.

This information is surely not lost on candidates. The question is, do candi-
dates who are predicted to benefit from economic conditions run clarifying
campaigns about the economy? After all, holding a popular position on some-
thing that is already vitally important to voters is the surest way of increasing
vote share as heresthetics, the spatial model, theories of issue ownership, or a
retrospective voting model would suggest. Thus, the clarifying candidates
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Table 3.4
Predicted Clarifying and Insurgent Candidates

Year Clarifying Candidate Insurgent Candidate

1952 Eisenhower Stevenson*

1956 Eisenhower* Stevenson

1960 Nixon* Kennedy

1964 Johnson* Goldwater

1968 Humphrey* Nixon

1972 Nixon* McGovern

1976 Ford* Carter

1980 Reagan Carter*

1984 Reagan* Mondale

1988 Bush* Dukakis

1992 Clinton Bush*

1996 Clinton* Dole

2000 Gore* Bush

2004 Bush* Kerry

2008 Obama McCain*

Notes: Asterisk (*) denotes incumbent party.
Underline denotes Republican.
Bold denotes eventual election winner.



should be talking about the economy more than anything else in their cam-
paign and talking about it more than their opponent. In table 3.4, I list the the-
ory’s predictions for clarifying and insurgent candidates based on the economic
forecasts in table 3.3.
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Table 3.5
Predicted Campaign Types by Electoral Success

Clarifying Insurgent

Won Eisenhower (52) Kennedy

Eisenhower (56) Nixon (68)

Johnson Carter (76)

Nixon (72) Bush (00)

Reagan (80)

Reagan (84)

Bush (88)

Clinton (92)

Clinton (96)

Bush (04)

Obama

Lost Nixon (60) Stevenson (52)

Humphrey Stevenson (56)

Ford Goldwater

Gore McGovern

Carter (80)

Mondale

Dukakis

Bush (92)

Dole

Kerry

McCain

Note: Campaign type based on predictions from economic
forecasting models.



Based on the economic forecasts for election years 1952–2008, eleven incum-
bents are predicted to run clarifying campaigns and four are not. Similarly,
nine Republicans (not always also incumbents) are expected to run clarifying
campaigns. There is variation among party incumbency status and type, and
further, there is variation between campaign type in terms of success. Four in-
surgent candidates go on to win presidential elections. Although many more
clarifying candidates win elections, it is clear that insurgent candidates can beat
the economic favorite—and not just in times of war or foreign crisis. In table
3.5, I present a simple two-by-two table that places campaigns on two dimen-
sions: predicted clarifying or insurgent campaign type and whether the cam-
paign won or lost the presidential election.

As expected, most predicted election winners based on an economic forecast
go on to win presidential elections, but what we do not yet know is if their cam-
paigns had anything to do with that. As Gelman and King posited, maybe can-
didates have to remind voters of the objective conditions in order to cue retro-
spective voting, even on something like the economy. A measure of campaign
content and focus is needed. That is the work of the next chapter.
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Chapter Four

THE MEDIA DISCONNECT:

MEDIA AND CANDIDATE MESSAGES

IN ORDER TO ASSESS the theory’s predictive and explanatory power, I
need to compare candidate messages with what the theory predicts candi-
dates should talk about. This means I need a measure of campaign message

for presidential elections going back to 1952. While a good deal of research has
been conducted on the importance of campaigns to election outcomes, no one
has systematically analyzed the content of major candidate presidential cam-
paigns over the last half century.

It may seem obvious that if you want to know whether a presidential cam-
paign had any effects on voters, you ought to know what that campaign was
about so you would know where to look for interesting and important effects.
The campaign message, however, has been a missing element from investiga-
tions of campaign effects. Instead, scholars have looked at campaign treat-
ments, such as conventions, advertisements, or visits, and evaluated their effects
at both the macro- and microlevels. This body of work, which shows that cam-
paign effort can have important effects, is an excellent set of ideas from which
to begin thinking about how to incorporate a measure of campaign content
into the search for campaign effects.

Tom Holbrook (1996) searched for the effects of major campaign events like
conventions and debates on voters, while controlling for the nation’s economic
situation. He did not actually measure the content of conventions or debates,
but made the assumption that a party’s convention boosts support for its nom-
inee. Holbrook let the data paint the picture of electoral support before and
after each of these events and inferred whether the debates or conventions
“mattered” to voters in terms of support for the candidates. If support for one
candidate goes up after the debate or convention, these campaign moments are
assumed to cause the change in support.1 These major campaign events, it turns
out, had very little lasting impact on support for the candidates. Nonetheless,

1The design is problematic in the following sense: There are many points in time over which
opinions change during the campaign and no discernible campaign event has occurred. If the
changes in support are evidence for the treatment’s effectiveness, what should be made of changes
in support during times when no treatment is delivered? Changes in support from before events to
after events seem meaningful, but only if similar changes are not observed at other times when no
intervening event exists.



Holbrook’s work confirmed an important finding in the search for campaign
effects: the state of the economy matters to voters and it is hard to get them to
react to other campaign events—even major campaign moments like conven-
tions and debates.

Daron Shaw (1999a, 1999b) similarly approached the search for campaign
effects by looking at two different campaign activities—advertising buys and
campaign visits. Like Holbrook, he did not actually measure the content of the
ads or what candidates said or did during their visits, but assumed that more
advertising and more visits benefit a candidate. Breaking his analysis into many
different geographic areas—counties, media markets, and states—Shaw found
support for the idea that candidates’ activities do affect voters. Increasing adver-
tising by 500 gross rating points increases candidate support in a given state by
about 2.5 points. Over many campaign years Shaw systematically and convinc-
ingly demonstrates that there are bona fide effects from campaign effort.

There may be reasons to be concerned about endogeneity in these situations,
and Shaw discusses this but does not account for it in his modeling. The essen-
tial problem is that candidates are likely to visit places where the crowd is po-
tentially friendly—people who either like them a little already or can easily be
persuaded to like them. Candidates are unlikely to visit places where the voters
are decidedly unfavorable toward them. This means that support for candidates
in the places they visit or advertise is likely to be higher to begin with than sup-
port in the places they do not visit or advertise, and also that the movement to-
ward the candidate may be biased upward since the people who are being
“treated” may be predisposed to like the candidate more after they meet him or
learn more about him. The problem with the real campaign world is that the se-
lection of treatment areas by candidates is not random, it is endogenous to the
outcome we are interested in measuring.

In work on the New Hampshire primary, my colleagues and I tried to ac-
count for this endogeneity and found positive reinforcing effects on knowledge
and approval from candidate contact (Vavreck, Spiliotes, and Fowler 2002). Re-
cent work has taken this problem seriously and used the discontinuity between
media markets and state boundaries to estimate the effects of advertising alone
on the votes of people who happen to live in the geographic boundary of a
media market experiencing a lot of advertising even though their own state is
uncontested (Krasno and Green 2008; Huber and Arceneaux 2008). But even
these clever designs fail to appreciate the content of the advertisements and how
the content versus the effort might make a difference.

Effort may in fact be the main reason that advertising and campaign visits by
candidates have any effects at all. Much of what happens in campaigns might
merely be activating people’s latent political interests or reminding them that
they are Democrats or Republicans. Alan Gerber and Don Green (2000) have
shown that dropping leaflets and canvassing neighborhoods before local elec-
tions can increase turnout in those elections by anywhere from 5 to 12 percent-
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age points. They even varied the message that canvassers and leaflets delivered
with little change in the results. Regardless of whether they were reminding
people of their civic duty or encouraging them to clean up the environment, the
fact that someone or something stirred up political waters was enough to get
more people to the polls.2

In get-out-the-vote (GOTV) television advertising experiments run on local
cable television, Don Green and I have results that suggest the advertising mes-
sage does matter. In 2003 we produced GOTV ads aimed at a general popula-
tion, and managed to mildly (three points) stimulate turnout among people
over forty. But in 2004 we partnered with Rock the Vote and showed their GOTV
ads in randomly selected local cable systems around the country. Unlike our
2003 GOTV ads, the Rock the Vote ads are specifically aimed at young people
with messages about being drafted or paying for college. The results were strik-
ing—the Rock the Vote ads increased turnout among 18–22-year-olds by about
3.5 percentage points and did not increase turnout for other age groups. Com-
paring the effects from 2003 and 2004, we conclude that the generic ads in 2003
mobilized older people but not younger people; and the ads aimed specifically at
younger people in 2004 mobilized them but not older people. The content of the
message in the advertisements influenced the effectiveness of the campaigns.

Does the actual content of presidential campaigns influence their effective-
ness? We do not know the answer to this question because we rarely measure
the content of presidential campaigns in systematic ways. On one hand, it is
possible that the actual content of campaigns is irrelevant compared to the
mere fact that they are happening. They may serve only as a very loud and ex-
pensive wake-up call reminding voters that an election is coming up, the econ-
omy is what it is, and they are members of whatever political party they like. On
the other hand, presidential campaigns may actually help voters make decisions
about who they will vote for and what issues are the most important in their de-
cisions. The problem is, no one knows for sure, and the people who think they
know for sure, professionals and candidates, have strong incentives to believe
the latter is true.

For my purposes, I want to know what candidates are talking about in pres-
idential elections and if and how that matters to voters. The link between the
content of campaigns and the decisions of voters is underexplored and this
work is a first step at connecting these two elements of presidential elections.

A central feature of this analysis of presidential campaigns is what exactly
presidential candidates are talking about during elections. Knowing this gives
some indication of the usefulness of the campaign typology (do candidates be-
have as the typology suggests?) and also directs the search for effects. This sec-
tion of the book examines the content of modern presidential campaigns with
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an effort toward description, but also tests predictions about campaign content
generated by the typology. The penultimate chapter of the book takes the ob-
served measures of campaign content and uses them to assess campaign effects
among voters.

Candidates’ Messages and How to Measure Them 

What are modern American presidential elections about? Off the top of one’s
head, memories of phrases such as “I shall go to Korea” or “Competence not
Ideology” may come to mind, as well as slogans such as “Leadership that’s
Working” or “Nixon’s the One.” Some people may even remember songs like
Irving Berlin’s “Ike for President,” the cartoon strip “Kennedy’s for Me,” or Lee
Greenwood’s “Proud to be an American.” Certainly people recall the odd or
bizarre moments, those the candidates hope are not their defining campaign
moments, but that many consultants seem to think matter greatly—George
Bush claiming that his “dog Millie knows more about foreign policy than those
two bozos” or calling Al Gore “Ozone-Man” in 1992; how Michael Dukakis
would feel about the death penalty if his wife were raped and murdered; or
Jimmy Carter’s famous description of the “lust in his heart” for women other
than his wife. These are some of our anecdotal memories of modern American
campaigns.

To this rich and varied assembly of memories, I add a systematic and rigor-
ous analysis of the actual content of presidential campaigns, a description of the
things candidates said while they were campaigning. The description comes
from campaign advertisements, candidate stump speeches, and campaign cov-
erage in the New York Times. I assemble these content data into a dataset called
the Presidential Election Discourse Dataset (PEDD).

The decision to analyze the content of modern American presidential cam-
paigns had many levels. Primarily, a choice had to be made about whether to
sample from the ads, speeches, and campaign coverage or to analyze every ad
and speech on record as well as every day of news coverage. As others have done
(Geer 1998), I decided to do the latter, knowing it would take longer, but hop-
ing it would provide a richer picture of exactly what these campaigns were
about. The campaign content data in this chapter come from my reading of
campaign stump speeches and news articles, and my viewing of campaign ad-
vertisements from the last fifty years of presidential campaigns in America.

Advertisements and Speeches

The Annenberg School of Communication and the Annenberg Public Policy
Center at the University of Pennsylvania produced a CD-ROM in 1998 with the
transcripts of speeches, television ads, and debates of twelve U.S. general elec-
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tion campaigns. The Annenberg/Pew Archive of Presidential Campaign Dis-
course includes the words of the two major party nominees in every election
from 1952 to 1996, except for Barry Goldwater.3 The collection on the Archive
CD-ROM begins on September 1 prior to each general election and ends on the
eve of Election Day, or Election Day itself if there were speeches. Included in the
Archive are the texts of speeches, even if the same speeches were given day after
day. Advertisements are also included even if they did not air with much fre-
quency.4 The speeches and advertisements in this collection exhaust the uni-
verse of speeches delivered and ads aired during these fifty years of campaigns
(Jamieson 2005; Jamieson, Waldman, and Sherr 2000, 50). I code all the ads
candidates made, but none of the ads made on their behalf by interest groups,
nonprofit organizations, citizens groups, or parties (or ads made in Spanish).5

If ads were made, but never aired, they are not included.6

For the 2000 election, the Stanford University Political Communications Lab
and Stanford Mediaworks compiled an e-book, or CD-ROM, that included
every public speech given by Bush and Gore delivered between June 1 and Oc-
tober 7. They then supplemented the e-book by posting a Web page that con-
tained the campaign content from October 8 through Election Day. The collec-
tion also features television commercials.

Despite the fact that the Stanford Political Lab contains every public speech
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3In an effort to code Goldwater’s speeches, I traveled to the Goldwater Library at Arizona State
University in Tempe. While the library is rich in information about Goldwater, it does not have
presidential campaign speeches in its files, although it does have a box marked for them. In that box,
I found Goldwater’s Senate polling research and media coverage from the early 1960s.

4A possible criticism of this approach is that I do not have information about which ads were
run, how frequently they were aired, and where. If you are interested in what candidate’s messages
to the public are made of, this information seems important. The relationship, however, between
the importance or impact of an advertisement’s message and the frequency with which or location
in which it is aired, is not so clear. To illustrate this point, some of the most memorable campaign
advertisements of the last fifty years were aired in particular places and with low frequency. John-
son’s famous Daisy Spot ran only once; the Bush Revolving Door ad ran only a few times in the
Midwest; and the Bush ad with the word “rats” flashing across the screen was on air for only a day
before it was pulled by the campaign. Even as candidates tailor their campaigns more and more to
specific states (in 2000, no presidential candidate bought any national media time), there is evi-
dence to suggest that actual messages they send are not that different, just arriving with different in-
tensity. Geer reports that there are no significant regional or state differences in primary election
ads across space (2007) and also that weighting his 1992 advertising data by West et alia’s (1995)
data on ad buys does not significantly alter the results in terms of the content of appeals made over-
all. Kenneth Goldstein’s Wisconsin Advertising Project data for 2000 corroborate this finding.

5In the context of the 2004 election, this may seem problematic, but the high level of independent
group (uncoordinated) and coordinated party ads aired in 2004 is not typical of prior campaigns.

6The total number of ads analyzed here differs from West (2005) because he coded only “Promi-
nent” ads, specifically ads discussed in Jamieson, Waldman, and Sherr (2000), or covered in the
news. This count differs from another good source of advertising content, the ad archive at the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma, which is incomplete for some years, while in others it includes ads that were
made but never aired.



given by the candidates, there are many fewer speeches in this compilation than
in the Annenberg collection for previous years. Several things may be going on
that explain this. One is that the candidates actually gave fewer speeches in 2000
than in previous years. Another possibility is that what the Stanford Lab con-
sidered a “major speech” during the actual campaign period and what the An-
nenberg archivists found at the candidates’ archives as “campaign speeches” are
two different things. The Annenberg Archive contains every stump speech, and
there is literally a speech almost every day. The Stanford e-book does not con-
tain a speech a day, or anything close to that. This suggests to me that the Stan-
ford compilation focused on major policy addresses, not the day-to-day prose-
lytization of the electorate in which candidates are constantly involved.7

Newspaper Coverage

Newspaper coverage of modern presidential campaigns is easily obtainable
through microfilm preservation of actual images of the papers, and coverage of
campaigns in the papers per day is also ubiquitous. On any given day during a
presidential campaign, there are between one and fifteen stories about the cam-
paign in the front section of a national newspaper like the New York Times. De-
ciding which of these stories is important to a characterization of campaign
content is an important task. Additionally, deciding which newspapers to in-
clude in the data set is also important.

Stephen Hess, in The Washington Reporters (1981), describes a series of con-
centric circles and likens them to groups of media organizations in America.
The innermost circle is the closest to government and politics, not in proxim-
ity, but in the effort and professionalism with which they approach the task of
covering politics and policy. These national inner-circle media outlets have
dedicated reporters on political beats such as the White House, Congress, and
the Supreme Court. Their reporters are seen as experts on the subjects of their
beats—people like Cokie Roberts for National Public Radio on the Congress
beat and Sam Donaldson for ABC news on the White House beat. In contrast
to these inner-circle outlets are media organizations in the outer tiers of the cir-
cle; most local media are located here. These news agencies cannot afford to po-
sition a reporter at the White House all the time, so when news breaks from the
briefing room in the West Wing, they rely on the inner-circle reporters to feed
them the information. This is the classic role and purpose of a news organiza-
tion like the Associated Press.

A few domestic newspapers are in the inner circle that Hess describes. In
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knowledge, no one systematically gathered speeches in 2004 and 2008, thus I analyze content from
1952 to 2000 in this chapter.



terms of campaign coverage, this means that they have reporters traveling with
both candidates every day. The New York Times is in this category and I use it to
gauge campaign activity not because it is thought of as “national” paper in some
conventional way, but because its news organization has always had reporters
with the candidates on the campaign trail—with both candidates—and over
the years it has had some of the best political reporters in the country doing this
reporting.8 The New York Times has also maintained a consistent position as the
country’s most prominent newspaper for the five decades under study. Some
argue that it serves as an agenda-setting source of other news organizations
(Bartels 1996; Gans 1979; Wilhoit and Weaver 1991).

Since my ultimate interest is what candidates said or did on the campaign
trail, the media coverage serves as a proxy for candidate-driven campaign rhet-
oric. Obviously, any story that details the candidate’s day, where he or she went
and what he or she said, would be included in this analysis. Typically, there are
two stories like this every day during the campaign: one on the Republican can-
didate and one on the Democratic candidate. Because the news coverage is a
proxy only for campaign-driven content, a wide range of campaign coverage is
eliminated. For example, anything that is not based on reporting is eliminated,
so opinion pieces and editorials are not included in the media coverage data set.
Also disregarded are stories motivated by reporters or editors to educate read-
ers—in-depth analysis pieces on important issues, sections that analyze whether
advertisements are true or false, or “compare and contrast” pieces on the two
candidates’ positions. These kinds of stories are not driven by the previous day’s
campaign events but are the result of the editor wanting to do a feature article
for readers. The final category of campaign story not included in this analysis is
“horse race” or strategy coverage, as these stories are driven by media actors
who want to attract readers, not by the candidates who want to attract voters.
In their own campaign discourse, candidates rarely talk about who is ahead or
the details of their strategic decisions.

Eliminating certain types of campaign stories from the newspaper content
analysis is an attempt to reduce the content analysis to those stories that focus
on what the candidates said and did on the campaign trail, to stories about can-
didate behavior. Another interesting, but essentially different project would be
one that characterizes the content of all campaign coverage and assesses
whether the news content itself, controlling for the things candidates say, affects
people’s vote choice. Other fruitful angles might include whether the tone of
campaign coverage at all affects people’s participation or decisions in elections.
These other projects, though interesting, are decidedly different from the aim
of this investigation, which is to detail the way candidate-driven campaign con-
tent makes its way into a vote choice.

I began the coding of campaign content six weeks prior to each election since
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1952, roughly after the conventions and Labor Day, at the proverbial kicking-
off point for modern presidential campaigns. As table 4.1 reports, this starting
point resulted in the accumulation of 895 advertisements, 2,517 speeches, and
956 articles about the campaigns.

There are no systematic relationships between the number of ads or speeches
a candidate gives over time and party, predicted share of vote, eventual share of
vote, or incumbency. Even time alone has not exhibited a systematic effect on
the number of advertisements or speeches a candidate gives during presidential
campaigns. There is, however, a decline in the number of candidate-driven
campaign stories appearing in the front section of the New York Times over the
period. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict the raw time trends.

Mixed in with coverage of Major League Baseball’s World Series, campaign
coverage holds a dominant place on the front page of the New York Times dur-
ing most election years. Generally speaking, one article per day is devoted to
each party candidate, and given journalistic norms and rules about fairness, the
articles are often in mirrored places on opposite sides of a photo. Early cover-
age referenced cultural nuances of campaign events, such as what the candi-
dates wore. This was particularly true if the wives of the candidates were travel-
ing with them. As the century came to a close, however, first ladies began to get
coverage in their own right, and not about their wardrobes.
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Figure 4.1 Number of Campaign Advertisements, Speeches, and Articles
by Campaign Year
Scripts for advertisements and speeches provided by the Annenberg/Pew Archive
of Presidential Discourse (1952–1996). Data for 1964 does not include Gold-
water speeches, which are unavailable. Scripts for 2000 provided by Stanford
Political Communication Lab. New York Times data coded by author.



Table 4.1
Campaign Ads, Stump Speeches, and New York Times Coverage
by Year and Candidate

Year/Candidate Ads Speeches Articles

1952
Eisenhower 33 231 75
Stevenson 11 186 69

1956
Eisenhower 5 43 42
Stevenson 6 75 80

1960
Nixon 23 136 56
Kennedy 98 312 60

1964
Goldwater 9 40
Johnson 27 111 28

1968
Nixon 27 58 43
Humphrey 31 153 48

1972
Nixon 14 59 21
McGovern 36 98 37

1976
Ford 74 128 20
Carter 28 55 26

1980
Reagan 17 69 31
Carter 89 89 28

1984
Reagan 47 108 27
Mondale 60 66 29

1988
Bush 54 41 22
Dukakis 46 66 30

1992
Bush 22 126 15
Clinton 32 76 14

1996
Dole 22 78 32
Clinton 32 111 26

2000
Bush 26 22 30
Gore 26 20 27

Total 895 2517 956
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From a high of 144 articles in 1952 to a low of only 29 in 1992, a decline in
the total number of articles about what candidates said or did on the campaign
trail, per year, can be seen in the dashed line of figure 4.1. The drop mimics the
decline in campaign coverage more generally (horse-race stories, in-depth issue
analyses) over the period. A total of 4,197 stories about the campaign were run
in the paper over this period, with the decline in coverage starting around 1980.
By limiting the news analysis to stories that detailed the behavior of candidates
only, 3,241 articles were eliminated. How much of the total campaign coverage
is being eliminated? In other words, of all the coverage of presidential cam-
paigns in the New York Times, how much of it is actually about what candidates
did or said on the campaign trail and how much is about what editors and re-
porters want to write about? In 1972, 1976, 1992, and 2000, between 13 and 18
percent of New York Times articles about the campaign were based on candidate
behavior, thus most of the coverage of the campaign in those years is not in-
cluded in these data. In contrast to this is the coverage of the 1956 campaign, in
which 44 percent of the stories were candidate-driven. You can see from figure
4.2 that there appears to be a decline over time in the number of stories based
on what the candidates said or did as a proportion of all stories. Stories about
the campaign in general are declining, but the proportion that are about what
the candidates said and did on the campaign trail is declining at a greater rate.
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Oddly, it is in 1960, the year of the first televised national debates and the
highest number of campaign ads and speeches, in which coverage of actual cam-
paign behavior decreases (given the period under investigation). In that year,
coverage drops from levels of roughly 40 percent down to 27 percent. After 1960
the coverage of candidate behavior in campaigns bounces routinely between 18
and 27 percent, varying in a jigsaw pattern and taking a slight dip to its nadir in
1976.

The decline in candidate-driven coverage also imitates a decline in the overall
tone of campaign advertisements as reported by Geer (1998) and a decline in the
number of front-page stories in the New York Times that discuss policy issues (as
opposed to strategic issues), as coded by Patterson (1993, 74). Concomitantly,
Patterson reports a rise in what he calls “bad news” coverage of campaigns in
Time and Newsweek magazines (1992, 20). Bad news coverage, according to Pat-
terson, is coverage that is unflattering to a candidate, coverage that leads readers
to have doubts about a candidate, and coverage that frames the candidate’s be-
havior in a negative light. Bartels (2000, 25) reports declines in people’s overall
evaluations of the candidates over this same time period and slight declines in
people’s faith in elections (controlling for the faith in government).

Although in no way causal, these pieces of evidence paint a cynical picture of
campaign news coverage and its potential effects on voters. As the number of sto-
ries about what the candidates actually do in campaigns goes down, and the tone
of their campaigns gets worse, the stories that are printed in the news are mainly
unflattering and focused on the strategy, not the substance, of the election.

The decline in candidate-driven news coverage of campaigns, however, is not
by definition, a bad thing. Newspaper-driven coverage can be anything from very
helpful in-depth issue analyses or ad-watches to not-so-helpful stories about
strategy and who is ahead or behind in the polls. A low percentage of candidate-
driven coverage does not have to mean the coverage of the campaign that year
was poor. As reported in Gilens, Vavreck, and Cohen (2008), the overall coverage
of presidential campaigns in the New York Times A-Section remains focused on
policy, issues, and leadership—not horse-race coverage of who is ahead. Despite
a tapering off at the end (1996 and 2000), most campaign coverage in the New
York Times is not merely about who is winning or losing the election. Further,
Bartels (2000, 32–34) notes that voters know at least as much, if not more, about
candidates today than they did at any time in the previous thirty years.

Coding the Ads, Speeches, and News Coverage

The next important decision was how to measure what each advertisement,
speech, or news story was about. One possibility was to use a computer pro-
gram to search and count key words, something like Rod Hart did in Campaign
Talk (2000), and many others have done using Lexis-Nexis. What you miss from
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this kind of analytic approach, however, is the context of the material you are
coding—and often, in presidential campaigns, the context is critical. For ex-
ample, a computer program would not have known that John F. Kennedy’s
discussions about American children performing poorly in mathematics was
actually about the United States falling behind the Russians in terms of technol-
ogy and progress. Similarly, merely knowing the number of times the word “nu-
clear” was mentioned in a campaign did not seem to be of much objective in-
terest.9 Further, some concepts are more difficult to understand than others and
require more explanation, thus more words. Counting words associated with
more complicated problems as being more important to a campaign’s message
did not seem to have much construct validity.

Without counting key words, how can the content of an ad or speech be mea-
sured? Many possibilities come to mind, including counting the number of
paragraphs that mentioned important concepts or, following John Geer’s
(1998) lead, counting the number of “appeals” in each ad or speech. Counting
the number of paragraphs with important key concepts seemed to fall prey to
the same weakness as counting the number of times each word was men-
tioned—difficult or confusing concepts may be counted more frequently. Thus,
I turned my attention to Geer’s work on the content analyses of campaigns.

Geer content-analyzed advertisements from presidential campaign ads be-
tween 1952 and 1996. His unit of analysis was the “appeal.” For example, one
advertisement might contain many issue appeals and equally many trait ap-
peals. In this method, an advertisement is not about only one thing. Through
this method, Geer is able to capture the priorities of the candidate making the
ad without losing information, as one would do if each advertisement were re-
duced to a single, dominant theme.

I adopt a coding scheme that is nearly identical to Geer’s, except I do not code
every appeal; I code only those that are not repetitively mentioned in relation
to the same concept. For example, if a candidate is talking about “honesty” he
or she might say something like this:

Today I want to talk to you about honesty. Honesty is very important to the presi-

dency. Honesty is something your president owes you. Ask yourself, has your current

President been honest with this country?

In Geer’s coding scheme, this text would consist of four appeals to honesty. In
my coding of campaign content, this text contains one appeal to honesty. In this
case, the same point is made without the first three sentences, thus, I find them
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9A good example of the pitfalls of using search engines to do content analysis came when I ex-
perimented with one, asking it to search for the word “war.” It returned an amazingly large number
of hits, much to my surprise. As I investigated them, I learned that candidates use the word “war”
to describe a lot of different things—cultural wars, a war for our future, war on poverty, war on
drugs, war on values, etc. Relying on a search engine to tell me how many times a candidate spoke
about war, in its intended foreign policy meaning, would have been a mistake.



redundant. I want to be clear that this is only because they do not add new in-
formation about honesty to the speech. It would be different if the candidate
said this:

Your president owes you honesty. Has my opponent been honest with you about

taxes? No. Has he been honest about his private affairs? No. Has he been honest with

you about our relations with Russia? No.

In this case, there are four appeals to honesty because each one is about a differ-
ent concept—one is about the trait of honesty and its importance to the presi-
dency, another is about economic policy, the next about personal conduct, and
the last about foreign policy. Each one of these last three appeals would also be
counted in the substantive category about which it is centered—the economy,
personal conduct, and foreign policy. Another important coding point about the
first example using honesty concerns repetition of themes that are not proximal
to one another in the speech or ad. For example, if a candidate says:

I’m going to cut taxes and balance the budget.

That statement gets two economic appeals. If it is followed by this sentence—

Because that’s the kind of economically minded president I am.

—the coding does not change; those two sentences together are two economic
appeals (because no new information is added by the second sentence). How-
ever, if the candidate says these two sentences and goes on to describe the plight
of a middle-class family in Detroit in some detail, then comes back to finish the
story with these two sentences, I count them again. Clearly, this is not merely
superfluous redundancy but purposeful redundancy. The candidate repeats
these two sentences over and over again in the speech because they are impor-
tant to him. Thus, I count them as many times as he says them. Repeating these
two sentences seems conceptually different to me than adding the sentence,
“That’s the kind of economically minded president I will be” to the end of the
first phrase, and my coding tries to account for this.

The actual coding of the campaign content contained a code sheet covering
five major areas: traits, the economy, domestic policy, defense, and foreign pol-
icy. Within these five broad categories were nearly one hundred subcategories
of coding. For example, within the traits category were things like honesty, lead-
ership, experience, and characteristics such as hopeful and optimistic. Under
the economy were separate categories for prosperity, inflation, unemployment,
tax cuts, business tax cuts, and balancing the budget, among others. Domestic
policies included everything from education and health care to science develop-
ments, infrastructure, and drugs. This was the category with the most subfields.
Social, technological, agrarian, and developmental policies all had separate
codes. Defense appeals had the fewest subcategories, including only spending,
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preparedness, and strength. Foreign policy appeals were also numerous, includ-
ing things like nuclear weaponry, foreign trade, war, and peace.

Of immediate concern with content analyses is the reliability and validity of the
coding. Before I began coding presidential advertisements, speeches, and news
coverage, I obtained a set of midterm congressional and gubernatorial ads from
1998. I watched over one thousand of these ads in order to design a code sheet
that would encompass most of the things candidates mention in their campaigns.
I tested for interrater reliability using my code sheet on these midterm ads and
using a subsample of twenty-five ads. The correlation among four coders ranged
from .94 to .96.10 I then moved to coding presidential ads, speeches, and news ac-
counts, in which case two research assistants coded a party-stratified subsample
of fifty ads (220 appeals) and fifty news articles (311 appeals). In this case, the re-
search assistants and I agreed on the coding of the ads 88 percent of the time, and
each article 87 percent of the time.11 One final test was done in the middle of the
analysis. I went back and recoded some of the ads and speeches that I read in the
beginning phases of the content analysis to make sure I was not adjusting my
coding as I “learned” how to do it better or faster. The across-time reliability of
coding on the ads was 99 percent, and on the speeches it was 97 percent.

Finally, I coded only the spoken word and not the visual elements. It would
be impossible to code the visual elements of speeches, despite the nuances pro-
vided in early news accounts of what the scene was like and what the candidates
were wearing. Even with advertisements, the visual elements proved too com-
plicated in terms of reliability to warrant any sort of rigorous collection. I think,
however, that the visual aspects of advertisements, campaign speeches, and
news accounts are very important and encourage future scholars to pursue this
line of inquiry directly.

Since the coding of campaign content is central to my analysis and it is likely to
be a focal point for many readers, here is an example of an ad to illustrate how the
coding scheme works. In 1984 Ronald Reagan ran the following advertisement:

Ronald Reagan: In 1980 we said we would reduce inflation and we have. We said we

would create new jobs, lower taxes, rebuild our defenses, and we have. But in the next

four years we must do more. We must help those who haven’t shared fully in the re-

covery. We must build a lasting peace and create millions of new jobs. We pledge cities

of promise and a country of opportunity and pride.

Announcer: President Reagan. Leadership that’s working.
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10These measures of reliability are done using what results as the top three content categories of
an ad or speech. If two coders match on all three categories for all the ads they are coding, their in-
terrater reliability is 100 percent.

11Cohen’s Kappa is a conservative test for intercoder reliability that accounts for agreement by
chance (see Lombard, Snyder-Duch, and Bracken 2002, for complete discussion of interrater relia-
bility procedures and measures). In both cases, the null hypothesis of independence can be rejected
with confidence (Cohen’s Kappa � .72, Z � 9.0 for ads; and Kappa � .82, Z � 9.5 for news).



There is no doubt that the main theme of this ad is economic and foreign-pol-
icy successes during the previous four years, and the likelihood that those suc-
cesses would continue for four more years. Here is how my coding scheme ap-
plies to this ad:

Ronald Reagan: In 1980 we said we would reduce inflation (1 Inflation) and we have.

We said we would create new jobs (1 Jobs/Unemployment), lower taxes (1 Personal
Taxes), rebuild our defenses (1 Defense Strength), and we have. But in the next four

years we must do more (1 Future/Hope). We must help those who haven’t shared

fully in the recovery (1 General Economy). We must build a lasting peace (1 Peace)

and create millions of new jobs (1 Jobs/Unemployment). We pledge cities of prom-

ise and a country of opportunity (1 Future/Hope) and pride (1 Pride).

Announcer: President Reagan. Leadership that’s working (1 Leadership).

This ad is straightforward, almost every sentence an appeal to a new concept.
The only exception is the last sentence of Reagan’s text, in which he says, “We
pledge cities of promise and a country of opportunity and pride.” Here is an ex-
cellent example of repetitiveness that does not add anything new conceptually
to the content. The phrase “cities of promise and a country of opportunity”
would have the same meaning if it just said “cities of promise.” “Promise” and
“opportunity” describe the same appeal in my coding—a gesture toward the fu-
ture and how good it will be. It is not until Reagan adds, “and pride” to the end
of the phrase that he introduces a new concept to the sentence. Thus that final
sentence adds an additional appeal in the trait category of “Future/Hope” (but
not two additional appeals) and one appeal in the trait category of “Pride.”
Thus, this ad has five economic appeals, one foreign policy appeal to peace, one
defense appeal, and three trait appeals.12

The Content of Modern Campaigns

What are candidates talking about in modern presidential elections? When can-
didates put forward their own message in ads and speeches, they talk mainly
about domestic policy; the news coverage of their campaigns, however, is about
something else—predominantly foreign policy. As I show in table 4.2, not only
are there differences in terms of media coverage, but candidates use advertising
to deliver messages different from those delivered in speeches, perhaps in an
effort to attract attention from a deadline-driven media.
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12This coding scheme taps into the content of advertisements relatively well. In order to assess
the validity of these measures, I compared my findings to those of Geer. In terms of the dominant
theme of modern campaigns, my analysis matches Geer’s analysis in 90 percent of the cases. Thus,
I have confidence that my method is extracting the content of campaigns in a tractable and reason-
able manner.



Nearly 22 percent of candidates’ advertisements are predominantly about
candidate traits or themes (either theirs or their opponents’), while a little more
than 8.5 percent of their speeches are predominantly about these things.13 Can-
didates use their ads to suggest that their opponent is weak or inexperienced in
a way that they cannot do in a speech. One thing that distinguishes a speech
from an ad is that in the latter, the campaign can have someone else do the talk-
ing—the candidate does not have to use his or her own voice—making it much
easier to attack the opponent’s traits or to boast about one’s own good qualities
(Adasciewicz, Rivlin, and Stranger 1997). In a speech where, by definition, the
candidate is talking in his own voice, these things may seem less appropriate to
candidates. For example, think about Reagan’s 1984 campaign slogan, the
double entendre,“Leadership that’s Working.” This phrase is uttered by a voice-
over actor in almost every advertisement that Reagan makes, but Reagan him-
self never says it in any of his speeches. What is also clear from table 4.2 is that
in order to talk more about traits in the advertisements, candidates talk less
about domestic and foreign policy.

The Media Disconnect

The news coverage of campaigns does not appear to mimic either the advertise-
ments or the candidate speeches directly. In relation to what the candidates are
actually talking about, there is more news coverage of traits and foreign policy,
and less news coverage of the economy and domestic policy.

Foreign policy and candidate traits are exactly the kinds of topics that jour-
nalists and editors can dramatize and sensationalize. Foreign policy easily fits
into this mold as candidates are often talking about war, hostages, torture,
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13Geer’s advertising content analysis shows similar results.

Table 4.2
Content of Campaign Ads, Speeches, and News Coverage

Advertisements Speeches News Coverage

Traits 21.52 8.65 23.61

Economy 28.0 27.48 19.41

Domestic Policy 29.73 39.52 20.21

Defense 3.83 3.33 4.58

Foreign Policy 16.72 21.02 32.17

Note: Data are content analyses of ads, speeches, and news stories from presidential campaigns
for the period 1952–2000. Unit of observation is the appeal. Modal categories by column are in
bold. See table 4.1 for information on numbers of cases in total and broken out by candidate and
year.



terrorism, or the threat of nuclear disaster. The stakes are tremendously high.
Coverage of candidate traits also allows reporters to create drama and sensation
where there may in fact be very little. Was it the press in 1987 or a Democratic
opponent who first dubbed George H. W. Bush a “wimp”?14 And, in 1992, which
article seems more likely to sell newspapers, the one about Clinton’s ideas on
Americorp or about the revelation that he wears briefs not boxers? Many media
critics have documented these trends in American journalism (Fallows 1996;
Kovach and Rosenstiel 1999). In Breaking the News: How the Media Undermine
Democracy, James Fallows writes:

Step by step, mainstream journalism has fallen into the habit of portraying public life

in America as a race to the bottom, in which one group of conniving, insincere politi-

cians ceaselessly tries to outmaneuver another (1996, 7).

Fallows’s ideas connect back to Patterson’s (1993) argument about good and
bad news frames or strategy versus policy frames. Other frames are imaginable
that have just as many consequences for public life, and Fallows, in the above
statement, is suggesting that reporters have gotten into a habit of framing news
stories about politics in a particular way—one that emphasizes candidates’
traits at the expense of emphasizing their policy differences.

Breaking down the campaign communication by year gives a better sense of
how the media cover campaigns and how candidates use their campaigns. As
table 4.3 shows, there is a noteworthy trend that emerges over time.

In the early part of the period, the news coverage of campaigns is about for-
eign policy, even when neither candidate is discussing foreign policy domi-
nantly—1968, 1972, and 1984. These first two years (1968 and 1972) are years
in which the United States was involved in a foreign war, thus maybe it makes
sense that the media would cover the campaign within this framework even
though the candidates were not talking about it as much as they were talking
about other things. It could also be true that the conflict and drama associated
with Vietnam, and the fear Americans had about the resolution of the war, al-
lowed the press to take advantage of the situation—playing on readers’ anxiety
to sell papers.

What I find most compelling about these data is that after the Cold War es-
sentially ends, beginning in 1988, the news coverage of campaigns is no longer
about foreign policy, but instead about candidate traits—also something on
which neither candidate is focusing. This switch from foreign policy to trait
coverage leads me to conclude that the media coverage of foreign policy in the
early period was motivated, at least in substantial part, by a desire to generate
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14It was Newsweek magazine that first labeled Bush a “wimp” on October 19, 1987, in an article
titled:“Bush Battles the Wimp Factor” with the accompanying photo on the cover. A week after that,
Al Haig, also a candidate for the Republican nomination, substituted the word “whimp” for “whim-
per” in a debate accusation directed at Bush, and subsequently, there were 549 stories associating
Bush with the word “wimp” in major papers from October 26 until Election Day 1988.



an interesting drama. Once people were no longer scared of the Russians and
we were not fighting major wars against communists, the press found a new
area in which to create compelling campaign dramas—and as Fallows suggests,
candidate traits was the winner. Trait coverage includes stories about candidates
accusing one another of negative campaigning or of dirty attacks; it gives re-
porters the freedom to investigate allegations of past draft dodging, marital
infidelities, or drug use. In the absence of war, these salacious tidbits are likely
to sell papers and increase readership.

This may be too cynical a view. The media may not be reporting on the most
dominant issue discussed in elections, but may in fact be reporting on what one
of the candidates is talking about, even though he may be doing so less fre-
quently than the other candidate. The media coverage in table 4.3 might reflect
the discourse of one of the candidates, but not both. I present the content data
broken out by candidate in table 4.4.

As table 4.4 shows, this is sometimes the case, as Nixon and Mondale both
talked about foreign policy in 1972 and 1984, respectively, making its presence
in the news less of a mystery. In 2000, however, only Bush was talking about
traits with any frequency. This leads to a question about why the news media in
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Table 4.3
Dominant Subjects of Campaign Advertisements, Speeches, and News Coverage by Year

Advertisements Speeches News

1952 Economy Foreign Policy Foreign Policy

1956 Traits Foreign Policy Foreign Policy

1960 Domestic Policy Foreign Policy Foreign Policy

1964 Foreign Policy Economy Foreign Policy

1968 Domestic Policy Domestic Policy Foreign Policy

1972 Economy Domestic Policy Foreign Policy

1976 Traits Economy Economy

1980 Foreign Policy Domestic Policy Foreign Policy

1984 Economy Domestic Policy Foreign Policy

1988 Economy Domestic Policy Traits

1992 Economy Domestic Policy Traits

1996 Domestic Policy Domestic Policy Traits

2000 Domestic Policy Domestic Policy Traits

Note: Dominant subjects are those major topic areas that received a plurality of appeals in a given
year.



Table 4.4
Dominant Subjects of Campaign Advertisements, Speeches, and News Coverage by
Candidate and Year

Year/Candidate Ads Speeches News

1952
Eisenhower Economy Economy Foreign
Stevenson Foreign Foreign Foreign

1956
Eisenhower Traits Economy Foreign
Stevenson Domestic Domestic Foreign

1960
Nixon Foreign Foreign Foreign
Kennedy Domestic Domestic Foreign

1964
Goldwater Foreign Not Available Foreign
Johnson Domestic Economy Foreign

1968
Nixon Domestic Domestic Foreign
Humphrey Domestic Domestic Traits

1972
Nixon Domestic/Foreign Domestic/Foreign Economy
McGovern Economy Economy Foreign

1976
Ford Traits Economy Economy
Carter Traits Economy Traits/Economy

1980
Reagan Economy Economy Economy
Carter Foreign Domestic Foreign

1984
Reagan Economy Economy Foreign
Mondale Foreign Domestic Foreign

1988
Bush Economy Domestic Traits
Dukakis Domestic Domestic Traits

1992
Bush Economy Economy Traits
Clinton Economy Domestic Traits

1996
Dole Economy Economy Traits
Clinton Domestic Domestic Domestic

2000
Bush Domestic Traits/Domestic Domestic
Gore Domestic Domestic Traits

Note: Dominant subjects are those major topic areas that received a plurality of appeals.
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1988 and beyond spent most of their time talking about the candidates’ traits
when only one of the eight candidates who ran during that time period talked
predominantly about traits. The media sometimes frame their reporting
around things that neither one of the candidates is discussing, and this is trou-
bling if most voters experience the presidential campaign through the media. It
is especially troubling if people believe the media are reflecting the campaign
with high fidelity.

In many cases it appears as though reporters have one frame in mind and
cover both candidates within the same frame. In seven of the thirteen elections
(1952 through 1964 and 1984 through 1992), the main issue of news coverage
was the same for both candidates. In half those cases (1952, 1960, 1964, 1984),
at least one of the candidates was talking predominantly about what the news
was covering, but in the other half of the cases, neither candidate was talking
about the topic of media coverage. Further, in 62 percent of the twenty-six
cases, the dominant topic of media coverage was not the same as the dominant
topic of either the candidate’s ads or speeches. For example, in 1988 neither Bush
nor Clinton talked about their traits more than anything else, but the media cov-
erage of their campaigns was focused on candidate characteristics, not policy.

A multinomial logit analysis estimating the extent to which the dominant
topic of ad or speech content drives the dominant topic of news content reveals
no significant relationships between the news coverage and what candidates say
in their ads or speeches, controlling for the party of the candidate.15

Despite the lack of media connectedness to their campaigns, candidates are
fairly good at delivering a central message and staying on target. Seventeen of
the twenty-six candidates who ran for president from 1952 to 2000 stressed the
same issues in their advertisements and their speeches. In most cases, compet-
ing candidates focused on different issues. Still, in four elections—1968, 1976,
1992, and 2000—competing candidates talked mainly about similar topics. In
1968 both Nixon and Humphrey talked about domestic politics (albeit some-
what different ideas about domestic policies). In 1976 both candidates talked
about the economy in speeches, and characteristics in ads. In 1992 it was the
economy and domestic policy, and in 2000, both Bush and Gore talked mainly
about education and health care. For the remainder of campaign years, candi-
dates campaigned on different topics—defining their messages almost as if the
other candidate was not in the race. All of this may be for naught, though, since
media coverage of campaigns only loosely resembles actual campaign discourse.

These findings beg the question of whether the news media ought to be re-
porting on what they think is important in the given political climate or on
what the candidates actually say. A mirror model of news-making would sug-
gest the latter. Seeing the media as responsible for putting objective events in
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15Standard errors are clustered around election year. Tests for significance performed at the 95-
percent confidence level. Content variables are coded to reflect the dominant subject of ads,
speeches, and news.



context would be consistent with the former. Still another possibility is that the
media frame their campaign stories based on what the public thinks is the most
important issue at the time, regardless of whether the candidates talk about it
or the journalists think it is important. Data from Gallup on the nation’s most
important problem sheds some light on the last possibility (see table 3.1). In the
1960s and 1970s, Americans indeed thought foreign policy was the nation’s
most important problem. I was sure to use surveys prior to the start of the elec-
tion campaign so that causality could be somewhat isolated. In elections after
1972, the economy becomes more important to voters than foreign policy—
and yet, the news coverage does not change to an economic frame, but instead
to a traits-based framework. This seemingly rules out public opinion as the
driving force behind the news frame of campaigns.16

Exploring the overreporting of traits and foreign policy in more detail, I
show in figure 4.3 that candidates are not talking about these topics as much as
reporters are writing about them.

Figure 4.3 presents four graphs that describe the relationship between ad and
speech content, and news reports. The horizontal axis presents the percentage
of ad or speech content for a given candidate in a given year that is dedicated to
either traits or foreign policy. The vertical axis presents the percentage of cam-
paign stories about that same candidate in the same year about the relevant
topic. As is evident, candidates do not need to spend much time talking about
traits, especially in their speeches, to receive news coverage about traits. The sit-
uation is even worse for foreign policy. In some cases, candidates are spending
less than 15 percent of their speeches discussing foreign policy, and the news re-
ports about their campaigns are more than 50 percent about foreign policy.
There is literally no relationship between the amount of time candidates spend
talking about traits in their ads and the amount of news space dedicated to dis-
cussing their traits.

Figure 4.4 presents the same analysis for other issues—domestic and eco-
nomic policies. While the trend lines remain positive, the difference in the dis-
tribution of data is noticeable. For domestic and economic policies, some can-
didates are being overcovered and some undercovered.

For traits and foreign policy, nearly all the candidates are being overcovered
on these topics; in other words, the media reporting on the topics is not bal-
anced, and this is not a by-product of candidate behavior since candidates spend
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16Larry Bartels points out in response to this evidence that even if voters cared about traits, they
would probably not offer them up as answers to a question about the nation’s most important prob-
lem. This is a fair point, however, the Gallup data show people offering answers about traits, char-
acteristics, and values with some regularity. The following topics received just under 16 percent of
the answers to one of the most recent Gallup polls (November 14, 2007) on the question about the
nation’s most important problem: dishonest/integrity, unifying the country, abusing power, poor
leadership, corruption, the way we raise our children, breakdown of family values, lack of respect
for one another, or ethical/moral/religious decline.



much more time discussing the economy and domestic policy than they do
traits and foreign policy. The data demonstrate clearly that the media systemat-
ically overreport on traits and foreign policy and underreport on other issues.

Reporters, faced with quickly approaching deadlines and boring candidates
who repeat themselves day after day, must come up with an easy way to write
about the day’s campaign events and look good to their editors or producers.
Helping to sell newspapers or gain television viewers is one way for a reporter
to gain credibility with the bosses, thus, stories about campaigns get reduced to
a ready-made, reader-appealing controversy.
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Traits and Foreign Policy
News content data are from the New York Times A Section between September
1 and Election Day for each year. Candidate content from ads and speeches
cover same period. Forty-five-degree lines represent perfect fidelity. Fitted
lines are linear regression lines. N � 26 candidates from 1952 to 2000.



Most citizens probably experience campaigns through the news, thus the
media have tremendous power to shape the manner in which people conceive
political choices. Candidates, at least in the period under discussion, are left with
little ammunition against the media’s deconstruction of their campaigns. Per-
haps one of the reasons candidates strive to get free media time for their adver-
tisements is so they can actually frame the news story about their own campaign.

The media may be a business driven by the bottom line, which is why cries
for reforms of the sensational and salacious casting of news stories are ill effec-
tive.17 But, media reforms that encourage reporters to stick closer to the actual
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17After all, very few people choose to watch PBS or BBC even though they have the choice.
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content of campaigns may have merit. It is one thing to ask the media to change
behavior because they are producing a type of content that some feel is bad for
public civility. It is quite another to learn that the news stories about presiden-
tial campaigns do not mimic the behavior of candidates on the campaign trail
very well at all. Much of the public cynicism about politics, which is ceaselessly
attributed to the unappealing characteristics of politicians and government in-
stitutions, may well be driven by the representation of politics in the media.

The disconnect between media coverage of campaigns and the rhetoric can-
didates use in their campaigns sets up a natural test of whether voters are influ-
enced more by what the candidates are saying directly or by what the media is
reporting. The answer to this question will have implications for the theory of
campaigns—if voters are most influenced by the news, and the news is not
affected much by the composition of campaigns, candidates’ fortunes may be
largely in the hands of a revenue-driven media that wants to maximize sales. This
scenario leaves candidates with very little control over the outcomes of elections.

In the contest over influencing voters between the media content and the
candidate discourse, there is reason to believe that the candidate-sponsored
content will win. Remember that one of the measures of candidate discourse is
paid political advertising, and there is certainly no shortage of that during this
period. In fact, since voters may be incidentally exposed to advertising, as a by-
product of watching television shows they like, it is possible that the ads may
reach a segment of the population that the news media does not—those who
are only casually interested in politics. Because of this, the effects of ads may
trump the effects of news, especially if Zaller’s (1992) notion of attitude change
applies, and those most likely to be influenced are those with the lowest levels
of previously stored political information.

I turn now to testing these ideas. I begin the next chapter looking at adver-
tisements and speeches to explore whether predicted clarifying candidates talk
more about the economy than anything else and more about it than their op-
ponents—and whether predicted insurgent candidates are mainly talking
about something else on which they have an exclusive advantage. In the follow-
ing chapter, I return to the question of competition between candidate and
news content in the campaign environment.
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Chapter Five

THE MESSAGE MATTERS: CANDIDATE-LEVEL

TESTS OF THE THEORY

DOES MY THEORY OF campaign behavior explain the actual behavior
of candidates in campaigns over the last fifty years? I begin the presen-
tation of evidence on this matter in table 5.1, which uses the content

analyses of ads and speeches to list candidates by predicted campaign type
along with the issues each talked about most often in their campaign.

Before examining table 5.1, it will be helpful to discuss how best to evaluate
the evidence. What does it mean to behave as the theory predicts? For clarifying
candidates this means focusing predominantly on the economy, either in ads or
speeches. The clarifying candidate wants to dominate the discussion of the
economy, but also has the luxury of being able to discuss other things. The clar-
ifying candidate may even want to discuss the insurgent issue if the insurgent
candidate has not picked the issue carefully. For example, if the insurgent can-
didate did not pick an issue that exploits the clarifying candidate’s constraints
(note that in table 5.1 this is not a criteria for theoretical compliance), then it
may make sense for the clarifying candidate to talk about the insurgent issue in
order to neutralize the insurgent candidate’s claims and garner some of the
benefits from this issue’s growing importance.

For insurgent candidates, following the theory’s predictions means focusing
principally on something other than the economy in ads or speeches (the focus
of each need not be the same).

As table 5.1 shows, eight of the thirteen clarifying candidates focused either
their ads or their speeches on the economy, and ten of the thirteen insurgent
candidates highlighted something other than the economy in their speeches or
ads. As a rough cut at the first part of the campaign typology, candidates are be-
having as the typology predicts. But are those who stray from the typology’s
prescriptions losing elections? In fact, of the five clarifying candidates who did
not focus on the economy, only two of them (Nixon in 1972 and Clinton in
1996) won their elections—and in these two years, the insurgent candidates
(McGovern and Dole) may in the end have helped by stressing the economy in-
stead of some other issue, thereby increasing votes for the clarifying candidates.
The other three clarifying candidates who did not stress the economy (Nixon in
1960, Humphrey in 1968, and Gore in 2000) were all vice presidents, perhaps
hoping to break out of the shadow of a strong president by downplaying the
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Table 5.1
Dominant Subjects of Campaign Ads and Speeches by Campaign Type

Clarifying Insurgent

1952 Eisenhower Stevenson
Ads Economy Foreign
Speeches Economy Foreign

1956 Eisenhower Stevenson
Ads Traits Domestic
Speeches Economy Domestic 

1960 Nixon Kennedy
Ads Foreign Domestic
Speeches Foreign Domestic

1964 Johnson Goldwater
Ads Domestic Foreign
Speeches Economy NA

1968 Humphrey Nixon
Ads Domestic Domestic
Speeches Domestic Domestic

1972 Nixon McGovern
Ads Domestic/Foreign Economy
Speeches Domestic/Foreign Economy

1976 Ford Carter
Ads Traits Traits
Speeches Economy Economy

1980 Reagan Carter
Ads Economy Foreign
Speeches Economy Domestic

1984 Reagan Mondale
Ads Economy Foreign
Speeches Economy Domestic

1988 Bush Dukakis
Ads Economy Domestic
Speeches Domestic Domestic

1992 Clinton Bush
Ads Economy Economy
Speeches Domestic Economy

1996 Clinton Dole
Ads Domestic Economy
Speeches Domestic Economy

2000 Gore Bush
Ads Domestic Domestic
Speeches Domestic Traits/Domestic

Note: Winners in italics. Shaded cells mark theoretically correct behavior.



administration’s successes. These three elections are also the closest elections in
the last fifty years.

In 1960 Nixon lost with 49.9 percent of the two-party popular vote; in 1968
Humphrey lost with 49.6 percent; and in 2000, Gore lost the Electoral College
vote, although he won 50.3 percent of the two-party popular vote.1 Would these
candidates have won if they had discussed the economy and focused on their
administration’s efforts in cultivating strong economic conditions? We can try
to construct answers to this question by learning whether candidates who talk
about the economy increase its importance to voters or clarify their responsi-
bility for it to voters—and whether these things increase their vote share. That
is the aim of chapter 6.

For now, what seems clear is that if clarifying candidates’ treatment of the
economy in their campaigns matters at all, it matters at the margins, which
means that in some cases it could be critical. To buttress the previous statement,
how many clarifying candidates who talked about the economy lost elections?
Only one, Ford. And this is the next closest election in fifty years with Ford los-
ing after earning 48.9 percent of the two-party vote.

An analysis of whether following the theory’s prescriptions is related to win-
ning elections, done at the candidate level, shows that candidates who violate
the prescriptions win elections only 25 percent of the time compared to those
who follow the prescriptions—who win elections 61 percent of the time. The
null hypothesis of independence between these two variables can be rejected,
even considering that the outcome variable is not independent across candi-
dates. As you can see in table 5.2 (on the next page), following the theory’s pre-
scriptions is systematically related to winning elections.

In table 5.2 I define following the theory in terms of the main components
only. This table uses the “relaxed” definition of compliance: a clarifying candi-
date is in compliance with the theory if he talks predominantly about the econ-
omy in either ads or speeches and an insurgent candidate is in compliance if
he talks predominantly about something other than the economy in ads or
speeches. In the next section, I tighten the definition of compliance to include
the theory’s corollaries as discussed in chapter 3.

Clarifying Campaigns: Dominating Economic Discussion

Of the thirteen elections in this analysis, a clarifying candidate won nine of
them. These cases are not the most interesting to explore, since, by definition,
these candidates are expected to win based on a good economy, and many do.
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1Some people may disagree with my categorization of Gore as an election loser since he won the
popular vote but lost the Electoral College vote based on decisions that some may say compromised
the counting of all ballots in Florida. I am sensitive to this line of thought and try to do very little
with this particular case as a consequence.



There is, however, the compelling finding presented earlier: with impressive
regularity, clarifying candidates who do not talk about the economy often lose
elections. Of the thirteen clarifying candidates, eight talked about the economy
more than anything else in their campaigns and talked about it more than their
opponents. These eight candidates met the main component of the theory
(talking about the economy more than anything else in their own campaigns)
and they met the more nuanced theoretical corollary—dominating their oppo-
nent in terms of economic discourse. Of these eight clarifying candidates, only
Ford is unsuccessful after running a clarifying campaign that meets the theory’s
mandates (he talked about the economy and talked about it more than Carter,
but he lost). Five of the thirteen clarifying candidates did not talk about the
economy more than anything else in their campaigns, nor did they talk about it
more than their opponents (Nixon in 1960 and 1972, Humphrey, Clinton in
1996, and Gore). Three of these candidates (the three nonincumbents) lost their
elections. Although they did not run clarifying campaigns that satisfy the theo-
retical definition, Nixon (1972) and Clinton (1996) won their elections.

It comes as no surprise that both Nixon (1972) and Clinton (1996) focused
their elections on domestic-policy items, and for Nixon, foreign policy. These
candidates ran classically defined retrospective campaigns in which they re-
minded voters of all the good things they had done. In contrast, in 1960, Nixon
was immediately put on the defensive by Kennedy, who accused the Republican
administration of presiding over a slump in American competitiveness with the
Russians. The same thing happened to Humphrey in 1968, who reacted to Nix-
on’s accusations about law and order. Neither candidate was able to recover his
own message in the campaign, instead they were constantly reacting to what
their opponent said about them or their administration’s recent tenure in office.
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Table 5.2
Theoretical Predictions and Election Outcomes 

Follows Violates
Theory Theory Total

Loses 38.88 75.00 50.00
(7) (6) (13)

Wins 61.11 25.00 50.00
(11) (2) (13)

100 100 100
(18) (8) (26)

Notes: Candidates are the unit of observation. Period covers
1952–2000.

Chi Square � 4.3, p � 0.04.
Fisher’s Exact � .10.



Finally, Gore’s campaign focused on domestic policy, neither as a reaction to his
opponent’s criticisms nor as a retrospective cue. Gore’s focus on education
seems to be a deliberate choice—perhaps driven by a desire to distance himself
from the problems of the Clinton administration. I present a description of the
candidates’ actual behavior and the actual election outcome for clarifying can-
didates in table 5.3.

Insurgent Campaigns: Issue Selection Matters

The insurgent candidates are a more interesting group of candidates to analyze
since the task in front of them is a greater challenge. Not benefiting from the
state of the nation’s economy, they must find some other issue on which to re-
focus the national electorate. Wisely choosing this issue (or theme) is critical to
their success, and they must bear in mind that the issue should be one on which
they are closer to most voters than their opponent and on which their opponent
is committed to an unpopular position.

In table 5.4, I present each insurgent candidate, the outcome of the election,
and the answers to two simple questions: First, did the insurgent candidate talk
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Table 5.3
The Behavior of Clarifying Candidates and Their Electoral Success

Clarifying Candidate Won Election?

Behave as Campaign Typology Predicts: Eisenhower 52 YES
Eisenhower 56 YES

Talks about economy more than anything Johnson 64 YES
else in their campaign Reagan 80 YES

Reagan 84 YES
Talks about economy more than their Bush 88 YES

opponent Clinton 92 YES
Ford 76 NO

Does Not Behave as Campaign Typology 
Predicts: Nixon 72* YES

Clinton 96 YES
Nixon 60 NO
Humphrey 68 NO
Gore 00 NO

*Although classified as not following the theory’s mandate, almost half of Nixon’s newspaper
coverage in 1972 was on the economy and he got more economic coverage than McGovern.

Note: Data on candidate behavior are based on content analyses of campaign ads and speeches.
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mainly about something other than the economy? The answers to this question
are based on the content analysis of ads and speeches described in the previous
chapter. Second, did the insurgent candidate choose an issue on which he was
closer to most voters than his opponent was? And was his opponent constrained
to an unpopular position on this issue? The last more nuanced two questions are
necessary conditions for making a wise insurgent-issue choice, since it does not
help a candidate to make an election about an issue on which he or she does not
benefit. If the opponent is not committed to the unpopular position, he or she can
simply adopt the same position as the insurgent candidate and split the spoils.

In order to make judgments about whether insurgent candidates met these
two corollaries of the theory, a fair amount of judgment comes into play. Wher-
ever possible, I justify my judgments with the most obvious facts or provide
citations to public-opinion polls from the time. The table is meant to be parsi-
monious—more detailed discussions of each case and the reasons for my judg-
ments follow in the next section.

As table 5.4 makes clear, many insurgent candidates are drawn in by the pop-
ularity of foreign policy as one of the country’s most important problems even
though opinion on this issue is divided and malleable. Many insurgent candi-
dates may figure that among the people who are likely to vote for them in the
first place, opinion on foreign policy may not be divided thereby making this
seem like a good choice for an insurgent issue at first blush. The insurgent can-
didates who focused on foreign policy did not win elections—it is not a lop-
sided enough issue.

Of the thirteen insurgent candidates who ran for president, only four of them
won their elections. These numbers underscore the difficulty of running an in-
surgent campaign successfully. Of the thirteen candidates, only three of them
(mistakenly) decided to run on the economy—even though it was not neces-
sarily a benefit to them (McGovern, Bush in 1992, and Dole in 1996). Here is an
example of what an insurgent talking about the economy might say. McGovern
talked forcefully about closing tax loopholes that benefit the rich:

I have demanded a program to close $22 billion in tax loopholes. It will not take one

extra cent from any American whose income comes from wages or salaries, or from

investments that are already fairly taxed. None of you will pay more—but corpora-

tions and the wealthy will finally pay what they owe to their country. . . . Richard

Nixon also has a plan for your taxes. It is a secret plan—the same kind of plan he

promised for peace in Vietnam four years ago. And I think this time the secret plan is

not to reduce your taxes but to raise them. (September 25, 1972)

While credit should be handed to McGovern for recognizing that the War in
Vietnam was not going to be an issue that could unite people on his behalf, his
choice of economic policy was not a winning substitute.

In 1992 George H. W. Bush’s campaign was dominated by explanations of
why the economy was growing so slowly and how ending the Cold War slowed
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economic growth. He repeatedly painted Bill Clinton as a “tax and spend lib-
eral,” and an old-school “New Deal Liberal” who would surely raise taxes. In his
Agenda for American Renewal, released relatively early in the campaign, Bush
called for a period of massive economic growth:

My agenda offers the promise of a renewed America, an America with a $10 trillion

economy by early in the next century. With that kind of dynamic growth we can ad-

dress our problems here at home and guarantee that America will remain not just a

military superpower but an export superpower and an economic superpower. (Sep-

tember 12, 1992)

The problem with defending a stagnant economy is that Bush looks and sounds
like he thinks it is a good thing. Bush essentially spent most of his time during
the 1992 campaign reminding voters that the economy was actually not mov-
ing very quickly, despite the fact that the recession was over and indicators were
headed in positive directions. Bush further hurt his chances by choosing to label
Clinton as a New Deal Democrat. Clinton, whose campaign called him “A New
Kind of Democrat,” and who had been instrumental in developing the Demo-
cratic Leadership Council, was moving away from New Deal programs like wel-
fare. Bush’s strategy here is a clear violation of the theory’s explanation of win-
ning insurgent campaigns—insurgent candidates have to focus on issues on
which their opponents are committed to unpopular positions. Clinton was not a
committed New Dealer, and in fact, he was a committed new kind of Democrat.

Bob Dole focused on a 15-percent across-the-board tax cut for all Americans
in 1996. He reminded voters about Clinton’s 1993 tax increase, the “largest tax
increase in America history,” he said. And he explained systematically how he
could cut taxes and balance the budget:

If elected, Jack Kemp and I will cut tax rates by 15 percent for every American tax-

payer, and middle- and lower-income taxpaying families will receive a $500 tax credit

for every child under the age of 18. We will also cut the capital gains tax rate in half,

there—thereby creating more jobs and more opportunities for Americans every-

where. And that’s just phase one. Our goal in phase two is to end the IRS as we know

it and make our entire tax system fairer, flatter, and simpler. By saving only five to six

cents on the dollar in other areas of the federal budget, we will still save $576 billion

over the next six years—more than enough to pay for my tax relief proposals. These

savings, combined with the sale of some government assets like the broadcast spec-

trum, and the economic growth that will result from my program of tax reduction,

would complete the job and balance the budget by the year 2002. (September 7, 1996)

These insurgent candidates who focused on the economy chose to talk
about taxes in years when voters were feeling good about the economy and
they were going to reward the other candidate for this good mood. All three of
the insurgent candidates who focused their campaigns on the economy lost
their elections.
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Of the remaining ten insurgent candidates, six of them lost, despite running
on an issue other than the economy. To better understand why their choices did
not lead to electoral success, the corollaries of the campaign typology must be
evaluated. Were these candidates closer to most voters on the insurgent issue
than their opponents were? Was the clarifying candidate somehow constrained
or committed on this issue by an unpopular position or unflattering character-
istic? Unfortunately, the answers to these questions are often a resounding no.

Stevenson 1952 and 1956: Second Time Same as the First

In 1952 and 1956 Stevenson chose foreign policy as his insurgent issue. Specifi-
cally, in 1952 he focused on the war in Korea and the spread of communism
around the globe. In the face of widespread paranoia about communism and
nuclear war, this may have seemed like a winning choice. Stevenson eloquently
worried about what happens to art, poetry, and happiness in general when
communism is allowed to run rampant:

In the Soviet Union we see the totalitarian state in its gloomy reality. The first casu-

alty of the Communist regime is the free mind; and, once the free mind disappears,

all else must follow. Thus in Soviet Russia today the last trace of freedom has been ex-

tinguished. Not only history and economics and politics, but science and art and

music are enslaved by the regime. The unorthodox experiment, the unacceptable

melody, the extreme painting, become evidences of disloyalty. Unorthodoxy is trea-

son to the state. (October 8, 1952)

Implicit in these statements is the suggestion that Eisenhower allowed commu-
nism to grow or that he was “soft” on communism. Sometimes, Stevenson
helped voters draw the inference more explicitly:

This man [Eisenhower] had stood out against American isolationism, had supported

the Marshall Plan for aiding Europe, and had defended General Marshall as a great

patriot. But now he puts his arm around Senator Jenner, who called General Marshall

a willing front man for traitors, and here in Milwaukee, we are told, he deleted a de-

fense of General Marshall from his text when Senator McCarthy requested it. (Octo-

ber 8, 1952)

Connecting Eisenhower to McCarthy (in McCarthy’s home state) was a brave
move by Stevenson, who clearly hoped to capitalize on the country’s growing
dissatisfaction with the senator and his methods. He attempted to paint Ike as
a puppet of McCarthy, someone willing to throw his colleagues under the bus
if asked to do so by a megalomaniac like McCarthy. This was a hard sell for
Stevenson. Eisenhower’s military record, his proud, matter-of-fact mannerism,
and his straight-talking style all suggest that he was not a man who bowed down
to tyrants like Joseph McCarthy, nor was he a man who sympathized with com-
munists. If anything, the innuendos that Stevenson delivered on this refrain
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likely only led to further dissatisfaction with him by voters, who by 1952 were
getting tired of baseless accusations without substantiation.

In 1956 Stevenson played the same familiar tune, stating that Eisenhower’s
foreign policy was “bankrupt” and that he had no vision for America’s role in
the world:

We must have a foreign policy that is firm, consistent, and also comprehensible. We

must stop bluffing our enemies, boasting to our friends, and misleading our people

here at home. . . . We cannot stop this dangerous drift in foreign affairs by pretending

that all is well while Communist influence is spreading everywhere, while North

Africa is in rebellion, while the guns are loaded in the Formosa Strait, and when the

Russians have a foothold in the Middle East for the first time, when the Suez lifeline

of Western Europe is in peril for the first time, when Arab nationalism is rampant and

Communism its ostensible protector. (September 23, 1956)

Again, it is easy to appreciate Stevenson’s belief that the fear of communism
was the right issue for the time. It just was not the right issue with which to beat
incumbent President Eisenhower. By 1956 most Americans wanted to stay out
of world politics (Farber 1994). Americans wanted to have the benefit of their
cars, their refrigerator-freezers, their air conditioners, and they enjoyed the gen-
eral sense of prosperity that seemed to accompany the Eisenhower years. In
1956 more Americans held white-collar jobs than blue-collar jobs, and for the
first time in the nation’s history, more people worked in the service industry
than in production. The technological innovations and the progress of the pe-
riod played out in front of the backdrop of the Cold War, and although Amer-
icans’ fears of a theoretical Communist takeover were bona fide, their lives were
pretty good in reality, and getting better.

At first glance, Stevenson’s choices may seem like good insurgent issues. After
all, nearly all Americans preferred less communism around the globe to more;
and a rich foreign policy is better than a bankrupt one. But the question re-
mains, does Eisenhower have anything to do with promoting (or not stopping)
the spread of communism and does he really lack a world vision for the United
States? Both of these seem like a hard sell for a popular and successful war gen-
eral. Even more important is the fact that Eisenhower was not constrained in
any way by being a communist sympathizer at any point in his history. He
fought and won a world war against repressive regimes—if anything, Ameri-
cans identified him as tough on communism. But Stevenson’s claims in 1952
were born of the Korean War; could Ike end that war?

This is essentially what Stevenson was asking Americans to consider. Eisen-
hower is certainly not committed or constrained by anything in his past that
might have led him to behave in ways that would prolong the war, making this
choice of insurgent issue risky. In fact, on October 24, 1952, in Detroit, Michi-
gan, Eisenhower did exactly what an unconstrained clarifying candidate should
do—he moved in on Stevenson’s insurgent issue, which was likely becoming
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more important to voters, and declared: “I will go to Korea. I will end the war.”
In a single campaign moment, Eisenhower neutralized Stevenson’s insurgent
issue. Ike was not constrained in any way to an unpopular position on the war in
Korea or to the spread of communism. And his candidate characteristics worked
against Stevenson’s attempts to portray Eisenhower as soft on communism.

In 1956 Stevenson’s claims that Ike had a bankrupt foreign policy were neu-
tralized in much the same manner. Eisenhower ended the Korean War, as he
said he would. And coincidentally, in the final days of the campaign, the world
cooperated and provided Eisenhower with opportunities to show his foreign-
policy strengths. In Budapest, revolutionaries were suppressed by Russian tanks;
and the British, French, and Israelis invaded Egypt to reclaim the Suez Canal
from General Abdel Nasser. Stevenson was immediately critical of how Eisen-
hower handled these world crises. He argued that Eisenhower had told Ameri-
cans that the world was at peace, when in reality there was conflict everywhere.
He accused the president of golfing too much and paying too little attention to
foreign-policy matters. As for the Middle Eastern invasion, he claimed that
Eisenhower, only days before the seizure, claimed there was “good news” about
progress in the region. But the facts remained that Eisenhower had avoided an
interaction with the Russians over the Budapest uprising and had joined with
the Russians and the United Nations in stabilizing the rocky Middle East. If Ike’s
foreign policy was bankrupt, it was doing a good job of keeping the United
States out of military conflicts with its major enemies. Similar to 1952, by han-
dling these crises with aplomb, Eisenhower was able to neutralize Stevenson’s
insurgent issue for the second time.

Goldwater 1964: Just Enough Power to Get the Job Done

In his nominating-convention acceptance speech, Barry Goldwater said, “I
would remind you that extremism in defense of liberty is no vice. And let me
remind you also that moderation in the pursuit of justice is no virtue.” And
when Republicans held up signs that read Goldwater’s slogan: “In your heart
you know he’s right!” Democrats countered with their own signs reading:
“Yeah—extreme right!” And so went the Goldwater campaign of 1964. When
the election was over, Goldwater revisited his candidacy, and speaking about the
convention speech, he lamented, “If I had a pint of brains I should have known
in San Francisco that I had won the nomination but lost the election right there”
(Goodwin 2002).

Goldwater was an ideologue, a “shoot from the hip” speaker, and a candidate
with a record in the U.S. Senate that would back up any claims from his oppo-
nent about his radical policy positions. Goldwater voted against the 1964 Civil
Rights Act, wanted to break off relations with Russia, wanted out of U.N., and
advocated the use of “low-yield nuclear bombs” to fight the communists. In re-
sponding to a question about containing the War in Vietnam, Goldwater said
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he would like to “lob one [a nuclear bomb] into the men’s room of the Krem-
lin and make sure I hit it.” He thought Americans were afraid of the word “nu-
clear”—unrealistically afraid—and that it was his job to disabuse them of their
misgivings about mushroom clouds and fallout. Most of the time, Goldwater ar-
gued, nuclear firepower is “just enough power” to get the job done (Boller 1996).

Goldwater’s own statements about the use of nuclear weapons and breaking
off relations with the Russians made Johnson’s advertisement the Daisy Spot
provocative. Ultimately repudiated by Johnson and only aired once, this com-
mercial begins with a little girl picking the petals off a daisy in the familiar “he
loves me, he loves me not” manner. As she miscounts, the camera zooms in on
her eye and a reverse countdown to a missile launch is heard in the background.
The little girl’s eye turns into a mushroom cloud as Johnson’s voice is heard:

These are the stakes: To make a world in which all of God’s children can live, or to go

into the darkness. We must either love each other, or we must die.

Finally a voice-over announcer says, “Vote for President Johnson on November
3rd. The stakes are too high for you to stay home.”

Although the ad itself never mentions Goldwater by name, Goldwater’s own
statements about the use of nuclear weapons and Johnson’s discussion of it
during the campaign help the viewer understand or infer that this ad is about
what might happen to our children if Goldwater is elected. The ad played on
people’s fear of nuclear weapons, the same fear that Goldwater was hoping to
ameliorate.

In truth, Gallup reports that many Americans were afraid of nuclear weapons
and their use, making this a poor choice for an insurgent campaign issue. On
February 7, 1963, Gallup asked Americans whether they thought the hydrogen
bomb would be used against the United States in the next world war. Sixty per-
cent of Americans said yes. In March of 1963, Gallup asked people if they
thought they would live through a nuclear war. One out of every two people
said their chances of doing so were unlikely. In the same poll, 51 percent of
Americans said they did not believe we would ever have a nuclear test-ban
treaty with the Soviet Union, and, that if we did, two-thirds of Americans be-
lieved the Soviets would not hold up their end of the deal. Half of the people
living in America in 1963 were convinced nuclear war was on the horizon and
that it would kill them. Goldwater’s desire to disabuse Americans of their fear
of the word “nuclear” was timely, but unlikely.

Goldwater simply was not closer to most voters on this issue. Even though
he may have successfully reset the electoral agenda onto this issue, he did not
benefit from the effort. In October of 1964, only a few weeks before the elec-
tion, the National Election Study reported that 63 percent of Americans had
no confidence in or were not sure about Goldwater’s abilities to handle nuclear
weapons—too bad for him that he had refocused the entire election onto this
dimension.
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Carter 1980 and Mondale 1984: War through Strength

Amid high inflation, high unemployment, and stagnant growth, Carter in 1980
chose the control of nuclear weapons as his insurgent issue. It was likely this
statement, which Reagan made in his convention acceptance speech, that gave
the Carter campaign enough grist for their mill:

Of all the objectives we seek, first and foremost is the establishment of lasting world

peace. We must always stand ready to negotiate in good faith, ready to pursue any rea-

sonable avenue that holds forth the promise of lessening tensions and furthering the

prospects of peace. But let our friends and those who may wish us ill take note: the

United States has an obligation to its citizens and to the people of the world never to

let those who would destroy freedom dictate the future course of human life on this

planet. I would regard my election as proof that we have renewed our resolve to pre-

serve world peace and freedom. This nation will once again be strong enough to do

that. (July 7, 1980)

Carter told audiences across the country that if elected, Reagan would be the
first president since Truman to actively cultivate growth in the number of nu-
clear weapons. He insinuated that Reagan was a warmonger, anxious to show
America’s foreign strength by actively demonstrating her might. Carter said:

Our greatest commitment, ever since Harry Truman was in office, by Presidents, Dem-

ocratic and Republican, has been to control nuclear war, prevent the spread of nuclear

weapons to radical nations like Libya and Iraq and others, to have a careful, balanced,

verifiable control of nuclear arms. It’s the greatest overriding issue of this campaign.

The greatest legacy we can leave our children is a nation more peaceful, more dedicated

to the pursuit of peace. The election of 1980 is really a choice not just between two can-

didates or even two parties but a choice between two futures. (November 3, 1980)

As an insurgent candidate, Carter was somewhat similar to Stevenson. Did
Reagan say he wanted to build more nuclear weapons? Or did he just say he
wanted to achieve “peace through strength”? Carter made strength and nuclear
arms synonymous, when in truth, and even in Reagan’s construction, they were
not. Much like Eisenhower, when Reagan sensed that Carter’s accusations were
gaining traction, he neutralized them by declaring that arms reduction was a
priority in his campaign. Reagan retorted:

I would assign a high priority to strategic arms reduction. I have repeatedly said in

this campaign that I will sit down with the Soviet Union for as long as it takes to ne-

gotiate a balanced and equitable arms limitation agreement, designed to improve the

prospects for peace. (October 19, 1980)

Going even further, Reagan turned the issue around on Carter, quoting John
Glenn, who spoke against Carter’s Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty II. Glenn
said that he did not appreciate being characterized as a warmonger simply be-
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cause he was against this arms-control treaty (along with many other senators).
Since Carter’s attempt at strategic arms negotiations was never ratified, Reagan
painted Carter as a foreign-policy failure and promised that if elected he would
begin immediate preparation for negotiations on a SALT III treaty. “My goal is
to begin arms reductions,” Reagan said in a televised national speech on a strat-
egy for peace in the 1980s. Reagan neutralized Carter’s insurgent issue by
adopting the same positions that Carter had. Since he was not constrained in
any real way by being an advocate for nuclear proliferation (despite other simi-
larities he did not have Goldwater’s record on the topic), Reagan was able to rea-
sonably move over and share the voters who cared about this issue with Carter.

As if he had not seen the 1980 election, Walter Mondale chose to exploit the
exact same issues in 1984 when he ran against Ronald Reagan. Reagan was a
hawk, Mondale claimed, and he was going to get us into nuclear war:

America must always be strong. But in a world with fifty-thousand nuclear weapons,

a president must use our strength to work for peace, and reduce the risk of nuclear

war. That isn’t just an important issue. It is the issue. Mr. Reagan doesn’t understand

that. He joked about bombing the Russians and starting World War III. It’s time we

had a president who understands that nuclear war is no laughing matter. Mr. Reagan

called supporters of a mutual, verifiable nuclear freeze “jackasses” and “dupes of

Moscow.” It’s time we had a president who is a freeze supporter. (September 3, 1984)

Much as he did in 1980, Reagan demonstrated that despite not achieving nuclear-
arms limitations with the Soviets in the previous four years, he was trying. On
January 16, 1984, he gave a speech outlining his proposals for arms reductions.
In it, he made the following suggestions, which he repeated in many campaign
speeches:

Our second task must be to find ways to reduce the vast stockpiles of armaments in

the world. I am committed to redoubling our negotiating efforts to achieve real re-

sults: in Geneva, a complete ban on chemical weapons; in Vienna, real reductions to

lower and equal levels in Soviet and American Warsaw Pact and NATO conventional

forces; in Stockholm, concrete practical measures to enhance mutual confidence, to

reduce the risk of war, and to reaffirm commitments concerning nonuse of force; in

the field of nuclear testing, improvements in verification essential to ensure compli-

ance with the threshold test ban and peaceful nuclear explosions agreements; and in

the field of nonproliferation, close cooperation to strengthen the international insti-

tutions and practices aimed at halting the spread of nuclear weapons, together with

redoubled efforts to meet the legitimate expectations of all nations that the Soviet

Union and the United States will substantially reduce their own nuclear arsenals.

(September 24, 1984)

Working in concert with statements like this was the image of American pride
and strength that Reagan’s campaign exuded. His famous “It’s Morning Again
in America” advertisement used flags and farmers while a dizzying array of
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booming economic statistics melted off of the announcer’s voice. “Are you bet-
ter off today than you were only four short years ago?” the voice-over rippled
hauntingly throughout the campaign. Most Americans had to answer “yes” to
Reagan’s rhetorical question. We were still at peace and the economy was grow-
ing. Reagan had neutralized the arms-control issue again.

Dukakis 1988: An Unfocused American Dream

There may be more written on the 1988 election campaign than any other cam-
paign in history. This campaign was attack oriented, it was negative, it con-
tained race baiting; some people think Bush’s ads were clever, others think they
were dishonest, and others claim they were all about race. Through it all, how-
ever, Michael Dukakis was an optimist. His campaign centered around domes-
tic-policy themes—particularly, education and health care. With the Cold War
essentially over, a new drama had begun.

Dukakis spoke often about creating “opportunity for every American citizen”
and providing “good jobs at good wages” for everyone who wanted to work. He
said he would “bring prosperity home to the American people.” His was a cam-
paign about getting things done—about government working well to help
people achieve goals. No single issue leaps out as the one thing Dukakis dis-
cussed—and perhaps this was part of the problem—and his message, although
wholly inspirational, lacked focus. It had breadth but little connection. After
reading his speeches and talking to him as I wrote this book, however, I am con-
vinced that the glue that held his ideas together was the notion that government
could work: it could do good things for people. Dukakis’s energy certainly en-
couraged people to believe him, and his rhetoric backed it up:

I want to be the president who stands up for the families of this country. I want to

build an America where our kids can afford a new home; where our parents can get

decent health care and enjoy a secure retirement; and where every American family is

a full shareholder in the American dream.

Dukakis was unable to refocus the electoral agenda onto his insurgent issue
because of the unconnectedness of his messages. If voters did pick up on the
“government that works” theme, they were loudly and ubiquitously reminded
of all of Dukakis’s failures as a manager and governor of Massachusetts. It
turned out, according to the Bush campaign, that government in Massachusetts
did not work that well at all.

Bush claimed that under Dukakis’s stewardship Boston Harbor became the
“dirtiest harbor in America,” children in schools were denied the opportunity
to say the Pledge of Allegiance, education in Massachusetts sank to the bottom
of all states, the state pension fund was raided to the tune of 27 million dollars,
and furloughed prisoners committed heinous crimes.

The Revolving Door ad, made by the Bush campaign, followed closely on the
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heels of an ad made by an independent group about a man named William
Horton, who was involved in a murder while on furlough from state prison.
This was, according to the ad, the fault of the Dukakis crime policy—which,
consistent with Bush’s theme, was much too liberal. These two campaign ads
(and the entire 1988 campaign) have been analyzed and reanalyzed by journal-
ists, pundits, and political scientists for twenty years now (for one complete
treatment, see Mendelberg 2001). Whether one is convinced by Mendelberg’s
argument that the Revolving Door ad was made to prime racial resentment
among whites in an implicit manner through the images in the ads, or the host
of other scholars who argue that the impact of the ad in real time, that is dur-
ing 1988, was to focus on Dukakis’s failed crime policy (Farah and Klien 1989;
Hershey 1989; Anderson 1995; Hagen 1995), one thing was made clear by Du-
kakis’s response to these advertisements: not striking back immediately and in-
tensely further reinforced the notion that Dukakis’s campaign lacked a message.

The Bush campaign further capitalized on the Dukakis campaign slogan,
“The best American is yet to come!” by reminding voters:

And now he [Dukakis] wants to do for America what he’s done for Massachusetts.

America can’t afford that risk.

If it was Dukakis’s goal to convince voters that the best America was yet to come
and that government could help them realize it, Bush did not so much neutral-
ize the issue as he demonstrated that Dukakis could not do what he was prom-
ising. Further, Bush was not constrained by prior commitments or characteris-
tics that made him weak on education or health care. In fact, he went on to label
himself the “education president.”

Insurgent Candidates Making Wise Choices

Of the thirteen insurgent candidates, four eventually win their elections (Ken-
nedy, Nixon in 1968, Carter in 1976, and Bush in 2000). These are the most in-
teresting cases to explore, as they help to illustrate why the slightest change in
the way an issue is framed can make a difference, and why some issues have
traction at certain times when they do not at other times. Most important, these
cases show how exploiting an opponent’s weaknesses, weaknesses to which they
are permanently attached, is effective. It is these candidates who are able to
overcome the structural conditions and the powerful economic context of their
elections.

Kennedy 1960: High Hopes

John F. Kennedy ran a classic insurgent campaign in 1960. What is striking about
his candidacy is that his ultimate focus was on the same underlying issue into
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which Stevenson twice tried to tap. Kennedy, however, gives fear of the commu-
nists a slight twist and pins Nixon into a corner he cannot back out of.

Kennedy talked about a “New Frontier”:

[W]e stand today on the edge of a new frontier—the frontier of the 1960s—a fron-

tier of unknown opportunities and perils—a frontier of unfulfilled hopes and

threats. . . . Beyond that frontier are uncharted areas of science and space, unsolved

problems of peace and war, unconquered pockets of ignorance and prejudice, unan-

swered questions of poverty and surplus. . . . For the harsh facts of the matter are that

we stand on this frontier at a turning point in history. We must prove all over again

whether this nation—or any nation so conceived—can long endure; whether our so-

ciety—with its freedom of choice, its breadth of opportunity, its range of alterna-

tives—can compete with the single-minded advance of the Communist system. Can

a nation organized and governed such as ours endure? That is the real question. Have

we the nerve and the will? Can we carry through in an age where we will witness not

only new breakthroughs in weapons of destruction, but also a race for mastery of the

sky and the rain, the ocean and the tides, the far side of space and the inside of men’s

minds? Are we up to the task? Are we equal to the challenge? Are we willing to match

the Russian sacrifice of the present for the future? Or must we sacrifice our future in

order to enjoy the present? That is the question of the New Frontier. (July 15, 1960)

Instead of highlighting fear of communist expansion as reason to elect a
strong military leader or a seasoned negotiator, Kennedy used this fear to pit
American against Russian in an all-out showdown for the future of everything.
Who will explore space? Who will understand the oceans? Who will better edu-
cate their children? Ultimately, who will win this war between nations? Capital-
izing on the Soviets as enemy number one, Kennedy was able to rally voters to
“his” side, the “American” side. Want better schools? Maybe people did not, but
once they heard that Russian schoolchildren could outperform American kids
in math, they changed their minds. Want to explore space? A lot of people did
not, but when reminded that the Russians beat us to the moon (Luna 2 landed
on the moon on September 14, 1959) a lot of people changed their minds about
space exploration. Kennedy reminded voters that the first emblem on the moon
was a Soviet symbol, not an American one (Luna 2 scattered Soviet “pennants”
around the Moon on impact). The first satellite in space was theirs, not ours. He
told them that “the first canine passengers to outer space who safely returned
were named Strelka and Belka, not Rover or Fido, or even Checkers” (Septem-
ber 7, 1960). Kennedy managed to work the idea of the New Frontier into every
aspect of his campaign. Whether it was domestic policy or foreign policy, it al-
ways came back to how we were going to do better than the Russians.

The single issue that stood out was the “missile gap,” the alleged fact that the
Soviets had outproduced the Americans in missiles. Kennedy had quotes from
all sorts of military generals:—“We are in mortal danger. The missile lag por-
tends serious trouble” (Lt. Gen. James Gavin 1960) and “We are now threatened
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with a missile gap that leaves us in a position of potentially grave danger” (Gen-
eral Maxwell Taylor 1959).2 The Russians had more missiles, more and better
scientists, had beat us to the moon, and Kennedy even argued that their econ-
omy was doing better than America’s in what he called the “economic gap.”

How did Nixon respond to Kennedy’s claims about the mediocrity of every-
thing American? In Kennedy’s hometown of Boston, Massachusetts, Nixon said,
“The American people believe in measuring promises against the solid perform-
ance, and they are going to vote for real performance and not unreal problems.”
Nixon claimed Kennedy was a dreamer whose visions amounted to nothing
more than a return to pre-1952 Democratic policies. But in so doing, he adopted
Kennedy’s language. Almost from the very beginning, Nixon was letting the
Kennedy campaign set the agenda and define the terms of debate, literally. In a
televised national speech on September 29, 1960, Nixon countered Kennedy:

High hopes? Yes. High spirits, lofty expressions—these are great. We [Republicans]

have them, too. They are all commendable, but they are a poor substitute for solid

performance, and on performance they [Democratic Congress] haven’t produced

and they can’t produce and won’t. Why? Because they would go back, go back to poli-

cies that we left in 1953. You’ve heard about these new frontiers. We all travel to new

frontiers.

But when Nixon told voters to weigh solid performance over unreal prom-
ises, Kennedy took him up on that charge and began detailing the record Nixon
had accumulated and that constrained him in this campaign.

[A]nd I think that we can compare very satisfactorily not only Mr. Nixon, but the Re-

publican party’s record of their performance against the promises of this campaign,

for the Republican party, the same party which gave us the missile gap, and the eco-

nomic gap, have also given us a performance gap, and that is the gap which will bring

about the rejection of the Republican party this November.

Kennedy goes on to explain that Nixon’s campaign promise of a new housing
program is empty because Nixon voted against the Housing Act of 1949 when
he was in Congress; and as vice president, he cast the deciding “no” vote on a bill
that would have decreased interest on GI home loans. Nixon promises to keep
the cost of living down? Unlikely, said Kennedy, as in the previous eight years
Nixon had supported policies that had increased the cost of medical care by 32
percent, rent by 20 percent, household management by 23 percent, and he had
signed off on adding $3 billion of interest to the debt. Nixon promised health
care for seniors and improvements to social security? Not likely, Kennedy re-
sponded. He directed the opposition to a bill that would have helped seniors get
medical care; and worse yet, when the roll-call vote was read in the chamber,
Kennedy told voters that Nixon had smiled at its defeat (Boller 1996).
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There was no end to Kennedy’s ability to find Nixon, on the record, undoing
something he had just promised to do. This constrained Nixon’s chances to
neutralize Kennedy’s issues—he could not do it, since Kennedy had already
demonstrated to voters where Nixon really stood on most important matters.
The choice of a package of promises called the “New Frontier” and particularly
the scary Missile Gap were great insurgent issues. Not only was Kennedy’s po-
sition on beating the Russians a patriotic one for nearly all Americans, Nixon
could not come up with any evidence that these “gaps” did not exist. He was a
part of the administration that let America fall behind the Russians in educa-
tion, in missile production, and in space exploration, and there was nothing he
could do to counter that.3

Even though this election took place in an unstable economy, slightly bene-
fiting Nixon, but not by much, and Kennedy ran a tremendous insurgent cam-
paign, it was still the second closest election in history with a vote margin of
two-tenths of a percent. Nixon lost by only 114,673 votes or 84 Electoral Col-
lege votes. Even the best insurgent campaigns result in only modest victories for
insurgent candidates.

Nixon 1968: Freedom from Fear or Racial Appeal?

In 1968, despite the good economy, people were scared. What were they scared
of? Quite simply, one another. The nonviolent-turned-violent protests by civil
rights activists, free speech advocates, and students led to a state in which Amer-
icans felt they needed protection, one from the other, more than ever. Civil
rights were never more important in an election than they were in 1968.

Americans’ sense of fear in this period was spurred on by large-scale riots in
major cities like Newark and Detroit. Young African American men, who were
being let go from industrial jobs due to the onset of automation of the assem-
bly line, clashed with the mainly white ethnic police officers maintaining order
in the cities. Often, a simple misunderstanding (like a taxi driver pulling around
a double-parked police cruiser in Newark) sparked multiple days of rioting,
leading to hundreds of deaths and nearly ten thousand arrests. In addition to
big-city riots in Northern cities, there were clashes over segregation in the
South, particularly on college campuses, which were becoming symbolic of
protest and violence. The Orangeburg Massacre resulted in the deaths of three
college students from South Carolina State College, who were rallying around
a bonfire on the campus. The students were protesting a whites-only bowling
alley in town, and after a couple of days police came to extinguish the fire. One
officer fired his pistol into the air to clear the crowd in an attempt to restore
order to the situation. Other officers responded by firing their weapons into the
crowd, resulting in multiple deaths.
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As if the brutality in big cities and on college campuses were not enough,
there was also the War in Vietnam. In 1968 American opinion started to turn
against the war as images of executions and civilian deaths entered American
culture. The Tet Offensive, the Battle of Saigon, and the My Lai massacre hap-
pened before the year was half over. Twenty-four thousand troops were com-
mitted to fight in a second tour in Vietnam, involuntarily.

Perhaps the most powerful demonstrations of violence during this year,
however, came in the assassinations of Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert F.
Kennedy. King was shot on April 4 in Memphis, Tennessee, after a powerful
speech about hope and progress, and Kennedy was shot two months and a day
later in Los Angeles, leaving a hotel after declaring victory in the California
Democratic primary. When it was announced that King had died, riots broke
out in sixty cities around the nation.

Both King and Kennedy held Americans’ imaginations—their language and
rhetoric centered around hope, the future, and the possibility of better times.
The fact that both men died horribly, at the hand of another, was symbolic of
the disorder and chaos of the time. The possibility of violence was everywhere,
and when realized, it was destroying even the most hopeful of Americans.

Nixon capitalized on this unrest and the high level of crime in his 1968 cam-
paign. Running for the fourth time on a presidential ticket, he focused his
campaign on something entirely different from what he had ever spoken about
before: order, hope, and progress. His theme was reassuring to voters; he ac-
knowledged their fear and told them it was okay to be afraid, but that more po-
lice, more order was not the right solution. In other words, Johnson’s solution
of pouring more government money into more police was not going to help.
Nixon argued that order without hope blocks progress, and he wanted order
and progress, so he would provide Americans with the hope that in the future,
they could be free from fear:

I want to tell you my views. I say that when crime has been going up nine times as fast

as population; I say that when over a hundred cities have experienced riots and burn-

ings in various parts of those cities; I say that when the city of Washington, D.C.,

which should be an example of respect for law around the world, becomes so unsafe

that Charlie Jonas’ secretary . . . can’t work after dark and go home because of fear of

what could happen because of crime there; I say to you that when we find that kind

of a situation in America, it is time for new men and new policies that will stop the

rise in crime and also establish respect for law all over this nation. I pledge that kind

of leadership. It will be fair; we will have justice with order. But let us never forget that

without order you cannot have progress. (September 12, 1968)

But what does it mean in 1968, a year in which the country witnessed police
clashing with Southerners over civil rights, for Nixon to have said he wanted to
establish “respect for law all over this nation”? Whose law and whose justice was
Nixon talking about? Nixon’s choice of an insurgent issue may have been more
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complicated than it first seems. Some analysts of this election argue that Nixon’s
issue resonated so well with voters because it contained, as Mendelberg (2001) de-
scribes, an “implicit appeal to race.” This embedded appeal triggered racial an-
tipathy among whites that manifested itself in support for Nixon. It suggested
that the unspoken appeal to race would allow voters to express latent prefer-
ences for less equality without explicitly or consciously stating that position.
This is valuable because many people would have found it difficult to express
overtly segregationist positions in 1968. If true, the implicit connection to race
is also important in understanding this election because Humphrey did not re-
veal Nixon’s issue as secretly race-based (which Mendelberg argues would have
neutralized it).

In 1968 Humphrey only tangentially discussed race during the campaign.
Humphrey was vulnerable on this issue, not because crime had gone up under
his watch, but because he was committed, beyond any doubt, to advancing civil
rights. The 1968 election, and its interpretation in the secondary literature, is
much more complicated than it first seems. The implicit racial appeals worked
well in this case because no one exposed them for what they were; this is critical,
according to Mendelberg’s theory. Although Humphrey talked about the “other
side” of this issue, he never came out and explicitly told people that Nixon’s
campaign was appealing to their sense of white pride or racism. Humphrey said:

The choice is simply this: shall we—as a nation—move forward toward one society

of opportunity and justice or shall we abandon this commitment out of fear and prej-

udice and move instead toward a fractured and separated society—black against

white, rich against poor, comfortable against left-out?

The decision we make this year will, in fact, answer this question for ourselves, for

our children, and for all those who have believed and sacrificed in the building of this

nation.

It is my belief that the modern movement for human rights in America is one

continuous struggle, that it is still going on, and that for us to survive as a free nation,

it must continue.

For about a quarter of a century our nation has been making steady progress to-

ward equal treatment under law and social opportunity for all Americans. In the last

decade, it has been rapid progress.

Think how far we have come in the past generation in civil rights alone: the

wartime FEPC; the desegregation of the armed services; the adoption of a strong civil

rights plank at the 1948 Democratic Convention; the Truman civil rights program;

the 1954 Supreme Court decision outlawing legal segregation; the Montgomery bus

boycott; the 1957 and 1960 Civil Rights Acts; the sit-ins movement; the freedom rides;

the Voters’ Rights Act; the Voting Rights Act of 1965; the Civil Rights Act of 1968.

There has been historic progress in lifting the level of health, of education, of hous-

ing for every American. Not enough progress, but nonetheless historic progress. . . .

Until now, we have been moving steadily forward—making progress under law

together, Republicans and Democrats, black and white, rich and poor. The North
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united with a growing part of the South—in fact, slowly and steadily all Americans

increasingly pulling together.

But now in 1968 there comes a crossroads: a dangerous election, a hazardous na-

tional choice.

Opponents and some who were once supporters of the movement for equal rights

and social opportunity now disdainfully write it off. Some Americans of all races,

creeds and colors look upon that movement as finished—maybe even as a failure.

(September 8, 1968)

Humphrey’s retort was subtle—a “much has been done but more needs to be
done” argument. He alleged that under Nixon, the country may have been sep-
arated, white from black, but he did not go on to explain why or how—and as
Mendelberg claims is needed, Humphrey did not go on to bluntly explain that
Nixon was “playing the race card.”

At one of the most disorderly times in recent history, Nixon found two insur-
gent issues that met all the criteria and that worked together in symbiosis.
Maybe he was being strategic, as Mendelberg and others describe; or maybe the
link between crime and race was so strong in the minds of Americans that any
mention of urban unrest would have primed people’s racial predilections, re-
gardless of Nixon’s intent.

Both crime and race were salient issues in 1968, and Nixon was closer to most
voters than Humphrey on important aspects of both of them. On February 28,
1968, Gallup issued a press release titled,“Crime Tops All Domestic Worries for
First Time in Polling History.” The report quotes an elderly California woman
who said, “It’s a different world we are living in. I don’t even dare step out on
my porch at night” as typical sentiment among Americans. Nearly 30 percent of
Americans were afraid to go out alone in their own neighborhoods at night, and
among women or those living in large cities, the number was 40 percent. By Oc-
tober 1968, nearly half the country’s women were afraid to walk alone within a
mile of the neighborhood in which they lived. These sentiments were felt most
severely in the Midwest.

Nixon held the advantage on race relations as well, so if the crime issue trig-
gered that response for voters, Nixon would also benefit vis-à-vis Humphrey.
The closest polling on desegregation from the period was done in 1969, just
after the Nixon administration announced abandonment of the school deseg-
regation deadlines set by the Johnson administration. Gallup reported in July of
1969 that “twice as many” Americans thought school desegregation was mov-
ing “too fast” as compared to “not fast enough.” They quoted a young house-
wife, who said, “People can’t accept integration too quickly. If it’s pushed,
trouble breaks out.” Another man said, “A gradual approach [to desegregation]
will keep things from getting out of hand.” These last two comments show the
connection in people’s minds between race relations and crime. Whether
purposefully or not, Nixon, by talking about crime reduction was also signaling
to voters that he would slow systematic efforts at integration.
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Nixon was not the only person in the 1968 presidential race with this set of
policy positions. No discussion of the 1968 campaign would be complete with-
out mention of George Wallace, the former (and future) governor of Alabama.
Wallace ran on the American Independent Party ticket and received nearly
1 million votes. He won forty-six Electoral College votes and carried five South-
ern states. Wallace ran a law-and-order campaign, similar to Nixon’s, although
there was nothing implicit about its ties to race. Wallace was a segregationist
and did not apologize for it. He criticized pointy-headed intellectuals and fed-
eral encroachment on states’ rights as he attempted to court blue-collar voters.
Wallace’s rhetoric became more and more extreme as the campaign wore on.
He shouted back at one campaign stop suggesting that there were a few four-
letter words that hippies did not know, for example, “work” and “soap.” He
later told campaign supporters that they were building a bridge over the Po-
tomac River for all the “white liberals fleeing to Virginia.” Statements like this
reminded people of Wallace’s most famous speech, his first inaugural address
in 1962, in which he uttered the now infamous phrase, “I say segregation now,
segregation tomorrow, segregation forever.” In the end, it was the white South-
erners who kept him from being governor in 1958 (when he was moderate 
on race) and elected him governor in 1962 (after he embraced segregation to
win their votes) who mainly voted for him in this presidential election. His
message, though similar to Nixon’s, was much more explicitly racial—and 
as Mendelberg suggests, the explicit nature of the appeal probably worked
against him.

The twist that Nixon appreciated and Wallace did not was that the segrega-
tion issue could be masked in the cloak of law and order. Nixon got all the
benefit of running on race without any of the backlash. People were able to rally
around Nixon without concern over what others thought of their opinions. An-
other twist is that Nixon did not have to worry about Humphrey changing his
position and stealing this issue away—Humphrey, in a million years, would
never have denounced civil rights; and in its more clever construction, it is hard
to be for urban unrest and disorder.

Carter 1976: Outside and Honest

Jimmy Carter saw an opportunity in 1976 to exploit a characteristic of Gerald
Ford that he knew was immutable—the fact that Ford had been in government
for a long time and was part of the group of politicians that created cynicism in
America about politics—and that meant Ford could not be part of the solution.
How could the man who pardoned Richard Nixon heal the country’s wounds
from Watergate and Vietnam? Carter said:

There has never been an American election quite like this one. We have had eco-

nomic problems before. We have had poor leadership before. But never before have
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we had such widespread lack of trust in our government. Because of a war our

people did not want, because of scandals our people did not want, because of eco-

nomic mismanagement our people did not want, millions of Americans have lost

faith in our government.

We feel we have lost control of our own government, that it has become our mas-

ter instead of our servant, that we are being ruled by special interests, and by politi-

cians who don’t care about us. To a tragic extent, that is exactly what has happened.

That is what this campaign is all about. We as Democrats must give our people faith

in our government again by giving our people control over our government again.

Government by the people—that is the issue this year. Once the people rule again,

we can solve our economic problems. Once the people rule again, we can have a fair

tax system. Once the people rule again, we can reorganize our government and make

it work with competence and compassion. Once the people rule again, we can have a

foreign policy to make us proud again.

It all depends on the people.

This is why we are going to win. Because we have gone to the people. Because we

have listened to the people and learned from the people. Because we take our strength

and our hope and our courage from the people. Because we owe the special interests

nothing. Because we owe the people everything. (September 15, 1976)

In response to Carter, Ford tried to convince people that things were much
better in America in 1976 than they were in 1974 when he became president.
Maybe he reminded people too well of 1974, repeatedly campaigning, “as I said
in 1974, ‘Our long national nightmare is over.’” People may have focused on the
“national nightmare” part and not the “over” part. Despite what Ford wanted
Americans to believe, most people did not have a lot of faith in government.
Worse yet, those who did think trust could be restored in Washington thought
Carter was more likely to do it by nearly 2 to 1 (Gallup Poll, July 1976). And un-
like Eisenhower or Reagan, there was nothing Ford could do to demonstrate his
trustworthiness. There were no SALT treaties to negotiate or wars to declare
ends to. He had already proclaimed the long nightmare’s end—and though he
had not done anything to make matters worse, he had pardoned Richard Nixon.
Ford was an inside man, and nothing he could do would get him out. Ford ran
a solid clarifying campaign, but even his focus on the economy could not dis-
lodge voters’ memory of him as part of the problem.

Like the Missile Gap, Carter’s outsider campaign was broad in scope and the-
matically centered. All sorts of issues were discussed under this rubric, therefore
any time Carter spoke, he reinforced his insurgent message: “trust me, I am not
them, I will not disappoint you.” Even if people wanted to trust Ford, he was
“them” and he did disappoint people by pardoning the president.

Figures 5.1 through 5.13 illustrate a campaign’s content in ads, speeches, and
news and contrast the clarifying candidate’s campaign content with the insur-
gent candidate’s.
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Figure 5.1 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1952
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Eisenhower (55.1)
 Theme: Cost of Living, Tax Relief
 Slogan: “It’s Time for a Change”

INSURGENT: Stevenson (44.4)
 Theme: Korean War, Spread of Communism
 Slogan: “You’ve Never Had It So Good”
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CLARIFYING: Eisenhower (57.4)
 Theme: Economy, Traits
 Slogan: “Peace, Prosperity, and Progress”

INSURGENT: Stevenson (42.0)
 Theme: Bankrupt Foreign Policy
 Slogan: “Vote Democratic—The Party for You 
 and Not Just a Few!” 

Figure 5.2 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1956
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Nixon (49.6)
 Theme: Foreign Policy, Cold War, USSR
 Slogan: “Nixon-Lodge: They Understand What Peace Demands”

INSURGENT: Kennedy (49.7)
 Theme: New Frontier: Missile Gap
 Slogan: “Kennedy: Leadership for the ’60s”

Figure 5.3 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1960
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Johnson (61.0)
 Theme: Foreign Policy, Nuclear Arms Use
 Slogan: “In Your Heart, You Know He’s Right”

INSURGENT: Goldwater (38.5)
 Theme: Economy, Domestic Politics
 Slogan: “The Stakes are Too High for You 
               to Stay at Home”

Figure 5.4 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1964
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
Goldwater speeches unavailable.
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CLARIFYING: Humphrey (42.7)
 Theme: Law and Order
 Slogan: “Humphrey− Muskie: Two You Can Trust”

INSURGENT: Nixon (43.4)
 Theme: Law and Order, Justice, Safety
 Slogan: “Vote Like Your Whole World Depended on It”

Figure 5.5 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1968
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Nixon (60.7)
 Theme: Domestic and Foreign Policy
 Slogan: “President Nixon. Now More than Ever.”

INSURGENT: McGovern (37.5)
 Theme: Economy, Taxes, Unemployment
 Slogan: “McGovern. Democrat. For the People.”

Figure 5.6 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1972
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Ford (48.0)
 Theme: Traits, Taxes
 Slogan: “He’s Making Us Proud Again”

INSURGENT: Carter (50.1)
 Theme: Traits, Washington Outsider, Trust
 Slogan: “Leadership for a Change”

Figure 5.7 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1976
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Reagan (50.1)
 Theme: Economy
 Slogan: “The Time Is Now for Strong Leadership”

INSURGENT: Carter (41.0)
 Theme: Foreign Policy, Defense Hawk, Arms Control
 Slogan: “Re−Elect President Carter on November 4th”

Figure 5.8 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1980
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.



Figure 5.9 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1984
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Reagan (58.8)
 Theme: Economy
 Slogan: “America Is Back.  Leadership That’s Working,”

INSURGENT: Mondale (40.1)
 Theme: Foreign Policy, Arms Control
 Slogan: “Fighting for Your Future.”
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Figure 5.10 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1988
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Bush (53.4)
 Theme: Taxes, Crime
 Slogan: “Experienced Leadership for America’s Future”

INSURGENT: Dukakis (45.7)
 Theme: Domestic Policy, Health, Education, Drugs
 Slogan: “The Best America Is Yet to Come”
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Figure 5.11 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1992
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Clinton (43.0)
 Theme: Taxes, Health Care, Education
 Slogan: “For People, For a Change”

INSURGENT: Bush (37.4)
 Theme: Taxes
 Slogan: “Commander−in− Chief”
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Figure 5.12 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 1996
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Clinton (49.2)
 Theme: Health Care, Education
 Slogan: “Meeting Our Challenges, Protecting Our Values”

INSURGENT: Dole (40.7)
 Theme: Tax Cuts
 Slogan: “A Better Man for a Better America”
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Figure 5.13 Campaign Messages in Ads, Speeches, and News, 2000
Data are from New York Times A Section from September 1 until Election Day 
and from primary sources of candidate ads and speeches over same period.
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CLARIFYING: Gore (48.4)
 Theme: Education
 Slogan: none

INSURGENT: Bush (47.9)
 Theme: Education, Common Ground
 Slogan: “A Uniter, Not a Divider”
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These descriptions of insurgent candidates running campaigns that highlight
the theory’s prescriptions demonstrate the importance of appreciating the con-
text of an election campaign. The nation’s conditions and the candidates’ char-
acteristics matter a great deal. But they are not deterministic. The context pro-
vides candidates with the raw material on which their campaigns can be run, but
what candidates do with those raw materials makes a difference to the outcome.

It is not enough to be advantaged by the economy. Nixon (1960), Humphrey,
Ford, and Gore had economic conditions on their side, and except for Ford,
they talked about something else and lost their elections. Nixon again (in 1972)
and Clinton (1996) did the same thing but won. Two important differences are
evident: Nixon (1972) and Clinton (1996) were incumbent presidents running
for re-election and might have had to work less hard to establish their link to
the economic conditions. Moreover, their opponents both ran insurgent cam-
paigns focused on economic issues (taxes). The others—Nixon (1960), Hum-
phrey, Ford, and Gore—all forwent economic discussion although conditions
benefited them; but their opponents exploited characteristics and conditions
on which they were more popular among voters and on which these clarifying
candidates were constrained.

The elections of 1964 and 1988 are good illustrations of clarifying candidates
talking about economic conditions and insurgent candidates struggling to find
issues on which they have an advantage. Goldwater simply took unpopular po-
sitions and, as he admitted, probably should have known better. And Dukakis,
also in his own words, reaffirmed his decisions, saying that a presidential can-
didate’s campaign is determined by his long career in politics, not by the nature
of the current election. But the candidates who recognize the value of the cur-
rent context and who leverage their opponent’s constraints are more likely to
win elections. The context of an election is not deterministic. What candidates
do with the context is.

Two More Tests of the Theory at the Candidate Level

A More Rigorous Test of Compliance

Now that I’ve discussed the details from the content analyses of campaigns, I
would like to revisit table 5.2 and change the definition of what it means for a
candidate to meet the theory’s prescriptions. The test in table 5.2 took into con-
sideration only the main arguments of the theory—did clarifying candidates
talk mainly about the economy and did insurgent candidates talk mainly about
something else. In table 5.5, I use a more strict test of theoretical compliance by
evaluating the candidates’ behavior in light of the theory’s main arguments and
its corollaries. In order to be in compliance with the theory for the purposes of
this more strict test, a clarifying candidate must talk about the economy more
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than his opponent, and an insurgent candidate must choose an issue on which
he is closer to most voters and one on which the clarifying candidate is con-
strained to an unpopular position. A violation of any one of these corollaries
puts the candidate in the noncompliance category.

When the two corollaries for insurgent candidates are accounted for, an even
more striking dependency emerges. With this new classification, only 14 percent
of candidates who violate the typology’s prescriptions go on to win elections,
compared to 92 percent of candidates who behave as the theory suggests they
should. Once again, the null hypothesis of independence between these two vari-
ables is rejected. Candidates who violate the theory’s prescriptions lose elections.

This is the second statistical demonstration of the theory’s power. The de-
pendency results are robust to different classifications of violations and are not
dependent on party, incumbency, or clarifying candidate status. A clarifying
candidate who violates the typology may lose the election (and most often will),
but an insurgent candidate who violates the typology always loses. Following
the theory’s prescriptions seems to be most important for insurgent candidates.
This is nicely illustrated by considering the cases in which the candidates vio-
lated the most basic prescription for insurgents—they talked about the econ-
omy when it helped their opponent to do so (McGovern, Bush 1992, Dole). In
these cases, the insurgent candidate always loses. Talking about something other
than the economy is a necessary condition for insurgent candidates, although it
may not be sufficient (Stevenson, Goldwater, Carter, Dukakis). On the other
hand, focusing on the economy is not a necessary condition for winning elec-
tions, but it is nearly sufficient for clarifying candidates, as only one clarifying
candidate who talked about the economy lost (Ford).4
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4 Or perhaps I should say the state of a good economy itself is a sufficient condition for winning
elections. At this point, I have not demonstrated that it is anything these clarifying candidates did
that garnered them a victory, only that they were benefiting from a good economy, talked about it,

Table 5.5
Theoretical Predictions and Election Outcomes, Strict Test

Follows Theory Violates Theory Total

Loses 8.33 85.71 50.00
(1) (12) (13)

Wins 91.67 14.29 50.00
(11) (2) (13)

100 100 100
(12) (14) (26)

Notes: Candidates are the unit of observation. Period covers 1952–2000.
Chi Square � 15.5, p � 0.00.
Fisher’s Exact � .00.



Explaining the Errors in Forecasting Models

For a more exacting test of the theory’s power, I now ask whether we learn any-
thing more from this classification of campaigns than from basic economic
forecasts. This is another attempt to illustrate, at the candidate level, whether
candidate messages matter to outcomes separate from the state of the economy
in general. In chapter 3, I discussed the power of simple economic forecasts to
predict election winners. While economic forecasts can identify the winning
party most of the time, the models often mis-estimate the margin of victory by
significant amounts. The point estimates are usually on the correct side of the
50 percent mark, but they do not isolate the predicted outcomes with much
precision. For example, using data from 1952 to 2000, a very simple model of
outcomes using change in GNP from the fourth quarter of the year before the
election to the second quarter of the election year results in an R2 of .38 and a
root mean square error (RMSE) value of 4.7. Thirty-eight percent of the vari-
ation in election outcomes is explained by the simple model, and on average,
the predictions are off by about 4.5 points, which, however, often cover 50 per-
cent—making it difficult for candidates to learn much from the forecasts other
than an understanding that the election is likely to be quite close.

Election forecasters are sensitive to this critique and make great efforts to
sharpen their predictions. Incumbency can be added to the model as an indica-
tor for whether one of the party nominees is actually the sitting president.
When incumbency is added to the forecast, the model’s ability to explain the
variation in outcomes improves. Forty-seven percent of the variation is ex-
plained by changes in these variables and the RMSE drops to 4.4, still large
enough to straddle the 50-percent mark in a few elections over the last sixty
years. Substituting other objective measures of economic performance (stock-
market performance, leading indicators, real disposable income, or job growth)
does little to improve the error.5

But what if forecasters add variables to their models that might pick up opin-
ion dynamics? One obvious baseline measure of opinions about the upcoming
election is the Gallup measure of presidential approval in July of the election
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and subsequently won. The fact that two candidates won, who benefited from the economy and
didn’t talk about it, lends some credence to the view that it is the actual economy that matters, not
the candidates’ talking about it. Finally, the fact that Ford had a good economy, talked about it, and
still lost gives further support to the possibility that what the candidates are saying may be irrele-
vant. The strongest support for the notion that clarifying-candidate behavior matters is the fact that
three of the five clarifying candidates who ignored the good economy lost their elections by very
narrow margins.

5Using RDI instead of GNP does not significantly change the results or trends reported above.
Table 5.7 presents the summaries for GNP as well as RDI. Included in the RDI model are an indi-
cator for whether the country is at war (and the incumbent is to blame) and a count of the number
of terms the incumbent party has been in office. These variables are coded by Bartels and Zaller
(2001) and are based on Hibbs’s (1987) “bread and peace” model.



year. When this variable is added to the forecast along with GNP change, the
model explains 71 percent of the variation in outcomes—a thirty-three-point
improvement from the GNP-only model. The RMSE drops to 3.2, still rather
large for someone in the business of telling a candidate whether he or she is
likely to win an upcoming election, and hardly an improvement over the model
with incumbency and GNP change together.

Turning the forecasting models a bit on their side—what happens if I evalu-
ate them in retrospect and add a variable indicating whether the out-party can-
didate followed the campaign theory’s prescriptions? Can candidate behavior
in campaigns explain the errors in forecasting models of presidential elections?
The results strongly suggest that what the candidates do in campaigns matters
in important ways.6

The forecasting model that includes the previous indicators and whether the
out-party candidate followed the theory’s prescriptions explains 93 percent of
the variation in election outcomes and the RMSE drops to 1.67. That is a 65 per-
cent reduction in the model’s error when compared to the straightforward fore-
cast using only change in GNP. Additionally, this model correctly predicts the
outcomes of all but one presidential election since 1952. These comparisons are
presented in table 5.6 along with other popular forecasting models, like the
bread and peace model.

Of course, for these years, these are in-sample predictions, since it is only
possible to observe whether the candidates followed the theory’s mandates once
the election is over—or at least substantially under way. In this sense, the fore-
cast with campaign variables is less an actual prediction and more an illustra-
tion of two potential election outcomes. In advance of the election, the existing
“correct campaign forecasting models” can be used to predict what will happen
if the nonincumbent-party candidate follows the typology’s mandates.7 Es-
sentially, a prediction can be made from a model that sets the “correct cam-
paign” variable to one—meaning the out-party candidate met the theory’s cri-
teria—and another prediction can be made setting the value of the correct
campaign variable at zero, indicating that the out-party candidate did not run
the predicted campaign type.

The results of the model with the correct campaign variable suggest that run-
ning the predicted type of campaign results in roughly a six-point gain in two-
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6The model is a linear regression of two-party vote share for the incumbent party candidate with
the following independent variables: GNP change as described above, an indicator for incumbency
status, and an indicator for whether the nonincumbent-party candidate followed the theory’s pre-
scriptions.

7It is worth noting that sometimes this is the insurgent candidate and sometimes the clarifying
candidate. Most of the out-party candidates are insurgent candidates. Adding an additional indica-
tor for whether the incumbent party candidate behaved as the theory prescribes does not change
the results and actually results in a small increase in RMSE. Seven out-party candidates meet the
criteria, three of them are clarifying candidates and four are insurgents.
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party vote share for the nonincumbent party. This trumps the effects of incum-
bency, which are slightly less than 2 points.8 The campaign variable is able to ex-
plain 67 percent of the variation in the residuals of a basic economic forecast-
ing model using only GNP change. Put more clearly, knowing whether a
candidate leverages the nation’s economic conditions or refocuses the election
onto some other issue explains two-thirds of the random noise in basic fore-
casting models. It turns out the noise is not random at all—it captures the be-
havior of candidates in campaigns and the messages they send, which political
scientists rarely measure.

This implies that candidates should heed the nation’s economic context and
make decisions about what type of campaign to run accordingly. Candidates
can leverage the state of the economy by highlighting good times or downplay-
ing bad times. Their behavior in campaigns magnifies the effects of the eco-
nomic situation. Incumbents in good economies can do better than merely
resting on their accomplishment—they can talk about the economy in their
campaigns in order to increase their vote shares by nontrivial amounts. But per-
haps more importantly, out-party candidates who recognize how the structural
conditions determine their campaign content can dramatically increase their
vote shares on Election Day. In close elections, this magnitude (six points) im-
provement in two-party vote share could be critical. Eleven of the last fifteen
presidential elections have been decided by smaller margins. Only 1972, 1964,
1984, and 1956 had bigger margins.

8Complete models and results are in the Appendix.

Table 5.6
Forecasting Models, Explained Variation, RMSE, and Accuracy

Correctly 
Model R2 RMSE Predicted

GNP Q4-Q2 .38 4.7 8/13

GNP and Incumbency .47 4.4 9/13

GNP and July Approval .71 3.2 10/13

GNP, July, and Incumbency .79 2.8 12/13

GNP, July, Incumbency, and Out-Party Campaign .93 1.7 12/13

RDI Q12-15 .50 4.2 10/13

RDI, War, and Terms .69 3.34 11/13

RDI, War, Terms, and Out-Party Campaign .81 2.6 11/13

Notes: Period covers 1952–2000. Full model results in Appendix.
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Chapter Six

THE MESSAGE MATTERS: MICROLEVEL 

TESTS OF THE THEORY

SO FAR, I HAVE DESCRIBED candidate behavior in presidential cam-
paigns as predictable long before the candidates are known or the first
general election campaign dollar is spent. I have described a campaign en-

vironment in which the economy plays a starring role and both candidates react
to it. I have shown that candidates seem to understand this world and generally
behave as the typology predicts they should, or they lose elections. Presidential
candidates, at least some of them, understand that national context matters and
that the decisions about where to center their campaigns have consequences.
Some of them are better at it than others, and some of them are exemplary (Ken-
nedy, Nixon, Carter, and George W. Bush). Candidate behavior in campaigns
and its effects are predictable and systematic, across candidates, across elections,
and across varying national contexts. We no longer need to resort to New York
Times editorial board explanations like President Bush turning into “nasty-man”
in 1992 after brilliantly outcampaigning Dukakis in 1988 in order to under-
stand campaign effects. My theory of campaigns brings some structure to a pro-
cess previously described by analysts as wildly idiosyncratic or even irrelevant.

This argument requires the belief that what candidates say to voters affects
citizens in systematic and important ways. I have shown that the messages
matter to outcomes in general—but now, I attempt to get specific. Do voters
connect the clarifying candidate to economic prosperity if he talks about it more
than his opponent? How, exactly, do economic messages affect people? How
difficult is it for insurgent candidates to increase the importance of nonecono-
mic issues in voters’ minds? Is it even possible for insurgent candidates to prime
issues among the electorate? Even those insurgent candidates who choose issues
unwisely should have some success making those issues more important among
voters, but what does the evidence suggest? In order to understand why the the-
ory explains outcomes and candidate behavior so well, it is necessary to explore
individual-level voting data that can demonstrate how voters are affected by the
different types of campaigns. In this chapter, I investigate the individual-level
mechanisms that drive the aggregate results presented heretofore. These indi-
vidual-level data help to make sense of the pattern of aggregate results observed
earlier and bolster the theory’s credibility.

Before I introduce these data, I want to set some expectations. Any argument



is only as good as the evidence on which it is based. Sometimes we lose sight of
this. For a long time now, the divide between scholars of politics and practition-
ers of politics over whether and how much campaigns matter has grown. The
people who work on campaigns for a living, the candidates, the news media—
they know that campaigns are important. Their evidence is anecdotal and per-
sonal, but real. And the people who analyze campaigns, study them, and look
deeply for patterns of effects over time have decided campaigns matter only in
minimal ways, and only at the margins. Their evidence is observational, limited
in quantity, but also real. Both sets of evidence suffer from limitations, and I fear
it is the limitations, not the evidence itself, that is motivating the arguments.
Too often we hear anecdotal stories about a campaign strategist’s successes
while tending not to hear about the failures. Similarly, we hear about the lack of
change in voters’ attitudes or survey responses over the course of “the cam-
paign” without hearing that the campaign is being defined as a few weeks be-
fore the election.

To make stronger arguments we need better evidence. In order for analysts to
argue that campaigns are important to voters, we need evidence showing the
initial perceptions and affinities voters have for candidates, and by initial, I
mean in the early stages of the nominating process, before the nominees are an-
nounced. Further, we need these data for lots and lots of people in order to iso-
late what might be a small (in size) yet important effect on people’s decisions.
Then, we ideally need many interviews with these same people over the course
of the campaign and over many years of elections in order to track how opin-
ions change leading up to vote choice. And, the interviews would be quite long
so that we could ask people about all the possible sources of impact on their po-
litical attitudes and behavior. The costs of such a study would be astronomical,
and as such, it is not surprising that no study like this has been done.

What has been done, and done quite well, is no less impressive in size, conti-
nuity, and scope. For every presidential election year since 1952 (and most
midterms, too), the American National Election Study (ANES) completes at
least one thousand interviews with American citizens before and after the elec-
tion.1 The project is currently funded mainly by the National Science Founda-
tion, but had many grantors over the years.2 The content of the study changes
year to year, but a surprising number of items have been retained over time.
These data are analysts’ only and best shot at uncovering a pattern of effects for
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1The ANES has undergone a series of name changes over the years, the most recent from the Na-
tional Election Study to its current name in 2005. Prior to that, it was called the Michigan Election
Study (1948–76)

2Funding sources included the University of Michigan Survey Research Center, Office of the
Provost, and Department of Political Science; the Social Science Research Council, the Carnegie
Corporation, the Rockefeller Foundation, IBM, the National Science Foundation, the Ford Foun-
dation, the National Institute of Mental Health, the Markle Foundation, Russell Sage Foundation,
Center for Investigation and Research on Civic Learning and Education, and Stanford University
(IRISS program).



presidential campaigns that span the last half-century. It is to these data that I
append my data on the content of campaigns and news coverage in an effort to
learn whether the things candidates say and do in campaigns affect voters in
elections. Of course, these data are not perfectly suited for this task, and the lim-
itations will significantly impact the conclusions I can draw about campaign
effects, but they will allow me to clearly identify patterns in most cases and, in
others, to carefully suggest relationships at work. Because the nature of the ar-
gument I am making is temporal—within but also across elections—the ANES
is the best source of political time-series data available. No single coefficient’s
test of significance will make this argument. But through repeated tests with
consistent results, across years and candidates, these data show how messages
affect people.

Clarifying Candidate Campaign Effects: Do Campaign
Messages Shape Voters’ Evaluations of Candidates?

Among other things, the ANES contains measures that reflect the way ordinary
Americans talk about presidential candidates. In each election since 1952, the
ANES has asked a nationally representative sample of survey respondents the
following set of questions about each of the major party candidates:

Now I’d like to ask you about the good and bad points of the major candidates for

President. Is there anything in particular about [insert candidate’s name] that might

make you want to vote for him? What is that? Anything else?

Is there anything in particular about [insert candidate’s name] that might make you

want to vote against him? What is that? Anything else?

Interviewers code up to five reasons for voting for and against each candidate
for a total of up to twenty reasons for the two major party candidates.3 These
open-ended questions have the distinct advantage of allowing respondents to
convey whatever voting considerations they may hold. Closed-ended questions,
in contrast, restrict respondents to a set of predetermined considerations that
the survey writers have identified in advance. The flexibility of the open-ended
questions is especially important in tracing changes in the bases of presidential
voting over time, since survey writers are likely to do a better job some years
than others in anticipating the considerations that will be uppermost in Amer-
icans’ minds.4

The candidate likes/dislikes questions are coded by the ANES into hundreds
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3In 1972 the ANES recorded three rather than five items for each question.
4While concerns are sometimes expressed that these open-ended questions are overly sensitive

to the momentary accessibility of one or anther consideration in respondents’ minds, Geer (1991)
shows that respondents’ comments do not indiscriminately reflect recently encountered informa-



of different substantive categories, which I recoded into the same groups as
those that describe the candidate and news content of campaigns: the economy,
domestic policy, foreign policy and defense, and traits or character. The combi-
nation of data on campaign content in advertisements and speeches, news cov-
erage of campaigns, and voters’ evaluations of candidates makes this a unique
and powerful dataset for testing whether the things that candidates talk about
in their campaigns influence voters in elections. In other words, before I can
argue that it matters to voters what clarifying candidates say about the econ-
omy, I want to demonstrate that what candidates say during campaigns makes
it at all into voters’ thoughts.

In order to test the fidelity of this candidate-voter relationship, I reduce these
open-ended data to the proportions of comments in each issue area for each
candidate in any given year. If voters are affected by the campaign such that the
more candidates talk about something, the more voters either believe that thing
is important or learn more about the candidate’s position on that issue (the two
modes of campaign influence derived from the spatial model of voting), then
voters’ evaluations of the candidates ought to reflect the things candidates are
raising in their campaigns. And to some degree, the comments ought to be re-
sponsive to changes in the composition of candidates’ campaigns—maybe not
over the course of a single election, but historically we would expect that voters
make fewer comments about foreign policy in years when the candidates do not
talk about foreign policy than in years when this issue is discussed with great
frequency. Even if voters are merely sampling off the “top of their heads” (Zal-
ler 1992), we would expect there to be more considerations about foreign pol-
icy available for random sampling when candidates or the media talk about it a
lot compared to a paucity of considerations about foreign policy at the top of
one’s head when candidates do not mention the issue much at all.

High Fidelity?

To show the relationship between what candidates and media talk about during
campaigns and what voters say they like about the candidates, I present the
figures below, grouped by the four issue areas under consideration.5 Each figure
plots the percentage of voters’ comments about an issue on the vertical axis and
the percentage of candidate or news discourse about that same issue on the hor-
izontal axis. Each point is a candidate in a given year. A 45-degree line represents
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tion. Similarly, the NES recently expressed concern about the quality control of the coding of these
responses. From 1990 to 1992, while working as Warren Miller’s research assistant at Arizona State
University, I coded similar responses to questions on the mass-elite-linkages project (the Conven-
tion Delegate Study). My training, by Professor Miller, was thorough and clear. I assume that my
counterparts working on the NES questions were equally prepared for their work even if documen-
tation of the training appears haphazard in retrospect.

5I do not present results for defense spending since so few candidates talk about this at all.



perfect fidelity—if the points fall on (or near) the 45-degree line, a 1-percent
increase in candidate or news discourse on a topic is reflected in a 1-percent in-
crease in voters’ comments on that topic. As I mentioned earlier, we might not
expect this relationship to be perfectly reflective, but it serves as a benchmark
from which we can evaluate the fidelity of this system.6

As is evident in figure 6.1, high fidelity relationships rarely exist. In some cases,
voters rarely talk about issues (the economy), making it difficult for changes in
candidate or news content to register effects. In other cases, voters talk a lot
about the topic (traits), which also makes it difficult for changes in candidate or
news content to have an effect. Most of the relationships, however, are positive,
with the exception of trait coverage in the news, which seems to negatively affect
how much voters talk about these things. A few relationships are flat, indicating
no fidelity between candidate or news content and voters’ thoughts, but most of
these relationships are with news content. The conclusion for campaign-voter
fidelity seems to be that voters are subtly responsive to changes in campaign
content, but their comments do not necessarily reflect the overall composition
of the campaign very well.7

Each row of the figure represents a different issue, and each column a mode
of campaign communication (ads, speeches, news). There are several ways to
evaluate the trends in figure 6.1. One way is to examine the tightness of the fit
of the data, in other words, how closely are the data points scattered about the
regression line? It is clear that the economy is the issue for which the relation-
ship between campaign discourse and voters’ thoughts is the tightest—regard-
less of whether the information comes from ads, speeches, or news. This sug-
gests that the issue itself may drive the relationship, not a specific method of
campaign content delivery. Domestic and foreign policy, on the other hand,
trend slightly more parallel to the 45-degree line than the economy, but the data
have a lot of dispersion around the regression lines. This suggests that the gen-
eral relationships move in the right direction, but that there is a lot of variation
in the relationships between domestic and foreign-policy campaign content
and voters’ evaluations of candidates on these topics.

In terms of the mode of communication, the relationship between ads,
speeches, news, and voters’ evaluations of candidates is positive and signifi-
cantly different from zero for advertising about the economy, foreign policy,
and traits. Speech content is only significantly related to voters’ comments on
domestic and foreign policy, and news content is not significantly related to vot-
ers’ thoughts on any of these issues. Surprisingly, news coverage seems to have
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6For all of the data presented in the remainder of this chapter, information about numbers of
cases for each election year, for each subset (clarifying v. insurgent, partisanship, information level,
etc.), can be found in the Appendix. For the years under investigation, the NES data has 25,502 re-
spondents. From 1972 forward, when NES began asking the seven-point issue scales used at the end
of this chapter, the total number of respondents is 16,870.

7These analyses use the things that voters say they “like” about a candidate.
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very little if any relationship to the kinds of things people say about the candi-
dates. As I described earlier, one explanation for this may be the media’s con-
stant need to define stories in compelling and sensational ways. It is possible
that news stories, while interesting, do not provide voters with the kind of ma-
terial they can recite when asked what they like or dislike about the candidates.
Or perhaps voters turn all this information into generalities about candidates’
traits, which people seem more than willing to talk about regardless of whether
the candidates or the media do. Another possible explanation is that candidates
are better than the news media at judging what voters will find compelling, how-
ever, both actors have worthy incentives to appeal to voters, and it is not imme-
diately obvious why candidates would be better at this than reporters or editors.

Ads: Messages That Matter

To further investigate the unique forces driving voters’ evaluations of candi-
dates, I analyze the open-ended responses and ascertain specifically which, of
ads, speeches, or news coverage, is mainly affecting people’s thoughts about
candidates.8 The regression coefficients in table 6.1 describe how voters are in-
fluenced by a 1-percentage-point (1 percent of total message composition) in-
crease in candidates’ messages about the issues in each column. In these mod-
els, the ads, speeches, and news coverage compete along with incumbency
status and the party of the candidate to have a unique effect on voters’ evalua-
tions about the candidates.

When ads, speeches, and news compete for influence, advertising is the treat-
ment that most often influences voters. An increase in advertising about the
economy and traits leads directly to increases in voters’ evaluations of candi-
dates on these topics, controlling for incumbency status and candidate’s party.
In a striking demonstration of campaign advertising effectiveness, the link be-
tween trait content in advertising and trait evaluations by voters is 1.5 :1. A can-
didate need only increase his or her trait-based message in ads by a point and a
half to move voters’ evaluations by one point. This is especially notable given
that the baseline level of trait commentary in the absence of any signaling is
quite high (35 percent of their comments are about traits). Voters are inclined
to talk about candidate characteristics and traits—and, when the campaigns
advertise about these things as well, voters respond.

As the earlier figure (6.1) demonstrated, news coverage of campaigns does
not affect voters’ thoughts about the candidates on any of the issues, all else
being equal. Speeches, which are heavily dominated by domestic policy, affect
voters’ evaluations only on domestic issues. The other relationship with a pos-
itive and discernible effect on voters’ evaluations is incumbency status as it re-
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8I do this using OLS regression and controlling for incumbency status and party. I cluster the
standard errors around campaign year.



lates to foreign policy, although the effect is substantively very small. The small
size of this effect, however, is important to the story about how much the can-
didate messages matter. Controlling for the things candidates say in campaigns,
incumbency status matters very little to the kinds of comments voters make
about the candidates.

It would not have been surprising to learn that it is easier for people to say
things about incumbents since people presumably know a lot about them al-
ready, but in fact, the direct effects for incumbency status are basically negligi-
ble in this context. Another possibility is that incumbency conditions the effec-
tiveness of campaign communication, but there is little evidence that this is true
either. In tests of the four models presented in table 6.1 when the models are
fully interacted with incumbency, significant differences exist only for advertis-
ing on the economy and traits. For economic advertising, voters respond more
to challenger advertising. But, for traits, they respond more to incumbent adver-
tising. There were no differences for other modes of communication or other
issues. The messages of campaigns affect people, regardless of candidate party
or incumbency status.

To detail this relationship with a bit more nuance and to put the theory to a
tough individual-level test, I am going to focus solely on campaign advertising,
since that is the method of campaign communication with the strongest rela-
tionship to voters’ evaluations. My theory of campaigns suggests that clarifying
and insurgent candidates send voters different messages during campaigns
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Table 6.1
Do Ads, Speeches, or News Affect Voters’ Evaluations of Candidates?

Economy Foreign Policy Domestic Policy Traits

Advertising .19 (.08) .17 (.10) .07 (.16) .65 (.17)

Speeches .01 (.06) .14 (.13) .48 (.21) –.04 (.28)

News Coverage .01 (.11) –.06 (.10) .14 (.30) –.21 (.21)

Incumbency .02 (.02) .04 (.02) –.04 (.04) –.01 (.07)

Republican –.01 (.01) .05 (.02) .05 (.04) .05 (.05)

Constant –.01 (.01) .00 (.02) –.09 (.06) .35 (.10)

R2 .52 .45 .41 .42

Note: There are twenty-five cases for each column because Goldwater speeches were not avail-
able. Cell entries are OLS regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses. Standard er-
rors are clustered for campaign year. Campaign content is measured in percent of appeals in ads,
speeches, or news coverage about each issue in the columns. The content analysis is done for each
candidate in every year from 1952 to 2000. Voters’ comments are from the ANES open-ended likes-
dislikes questions (likes only). Full model results in Appendix.



because real economic circumstances condition the kinds of things they should
talk about. In chapter 5 I showed that some candidates figure this out and some
do not. The aggregate data demonstrate that the candidates who understand
that context matters greatly to the formation of their messages are more likely
to win elections. But can this powerful aggregate result be seen at the individ-
ual level—and if so, how does it operate?

To establish the relationship between campaign messages, voter evaluations,
and economic context at the individual level, I am going to use two sets of voter
evaluations—the first is the proportion of economic statements people make
when they talk about liking a candidate. The second is the proportion of eco-
nomic statements people make when they talk about liking a candidate and dis-
liking his opponent. The second measure allows me to test whether economic
messages shape the positive considerations about one candidate, presumably
the candidate sending the message, while also influencing the negative consid-
erations about the other. If messages truly matter, the analyses should show ad-
vertising effectiveness for both types of candidates, clarifying and insurgent, but
the things voters say about the candidates may be different depending on their
type. This pattern is demonstrated nicely in table 6.2.

Clarifying candidates prime economic considerations in the minds of voters
by increasing their economic messages in ads. Clarifying candidates benefit
from the economy and should talk as much as possible about this issue so vot-
ers associate the clarifying candidate with the economy. The data in the first col-
umn of table 6.2 show that voters respond to clarifying messages. For every
three-point increase in economic content, clarifying candidates increase the
economic content in voters’ evaluations by one point. This same level of re-
sponsiveness is not observed for insurgent candidates. Their ability to shape the
things voters like about them does not change when they talk about the econ-
omy. This is the role of context. The insurgent candidate is sending messages
about the economy in an environment that does not reinforce his positive asso-
ciation with this issue. Reality neutralizes the effect of this positive association.
This, however, does not mean that insurgent messages on the economy do not
matter. In fact, quite the contrary is true.

The insurgent messages may not prime positive economic evaluations of in-
surgents, but given the content of insurgent messages about the economy, these
messages might affect the things voters associate negatively with the clarifying
candidates—especially since the clarifying candidate is likely to have identified
the economy as the central issue in his or her campaign. The last column of
table 6.2 demonstrates this effect. When the things voters like about a candidate
and the things they dislike about the opponent are considered jointly, the mes-
sages of insurgent candidates become equally as effective as the messages of
clarifying candidates. Insurgent candidates cannot shape their own positive im-
ages with economic campaign messages, but they can influence the negative
things voters say about their opponents.
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The difference in where these individual-level effects operate is compelling
and reinforces the theory’s fundamental claims. Clarifying candidates help
themselves by talking about the economy (and they damage their opponent’s
images too), but insurgent candidates do not help themselves directly by talk-
ing about the economy. The best they do is damage their opponent’s position
relative to this issue. To boost their own evaluations among voters, insurgent
candidates have to send messages about something other than the economy.
These open-ended comments suggest that insurgents’ messages about traits in
ads and domestic-policy coverage in the news are most likely to shape their pos-
itive images.

Clarifying Candidate Campaign Effects: Do Campaign
Messages Help Voters Learn about Candidates’ Issue Positions?

Campaign messages about the economy affect the composition and direction of
voters’ evaluations of the candidates. Specifically, these messages interact with
the nation’s economic context to influence voters’ considerations, both positive
and negative, of clarifying candidates. As candidates increase the economic con-
tent in their message, voters respond by using the economy more in their as-
sessments of the candidates. Economic messages affect whether voters like or
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Table 6.2
Effects of Campaign Messages about Economy on Evaluations of Candidates

Candidate Likes 
Candidate Likes and Opponent Dislikes

Clarifying Insurgent Clarifying Insurgent 

Advertising .30 (.08) .06 (.05) .23 (.09) .23 (.08)

Speeches –.11 (.12) .15 (.07) –.06 (.13) –.19 (.12)

News Coverage –.03 (.12) –.03 (.09) –.01 (.13) .27 (.15)

Incumbency .04 (.02) –.01 (.01) .01 (.02) –.02 (.02)

Republican –.00 (.02) –.02 (.02) –.00 (.02) –.01 (.02)

Constant .00 (.02) .02 (.03) .00 (.04) –.01 (.03)

R2 .72 .73 .57 .66

N 13 12 13 12

Note: Cell entries are OLS regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses. Campaign
content is measured in percent of appeals in ads, speeches, or news coverage about the economy.
The content analysis is done for each candidate in every year from 1952 to 2000. Voters’ comments
are from the ANES open-ended likes-dislikes questions.



dislike the clarifying candidate over the course of the campaign, but are voters
actually learning anything about the candidates’ positions on economic (or
other) issues during the campaign? On the one hand, it is normatively appeal-
ing to believe that campaigns educate voters about important issues, so a cam-
paign effect illustrating learning seems important. On the other hand, candi-
dates do not so much care why voters like them or they vote for them, just that
they do. From this perspective, increasingly positive evaluations about candi-
dates may be equally satisfying as evidence that people learn about issue posi-
tions over the course of the campaign. As an investigator of the process, I am
agnostic about whether learning should occur, but I would like to know if it
does. In a further effort to elucidate the individual-level mechanisms that drive
the aggregate results from the previous chapter, I turn now to an investigation
of campaign learning. The next several pieces of evidence use the ANES data,
but not the open-ended questions. Instead, I use closed-ended questions about
specific policies.

The ANES introduced a regular battery of issue questions in 1972 to tap into
citizens’ perceptions of candidates’ positions on issues. Respondents are asked
to place themselves, and if they can do that, they are asked to place each of the
presidential candidates on the same issues.9 Several issues have been asked re-
peatedly over the last thirty-four years and some of them coincide with the
kinds of things candidates were talking about or getting news coverage of in
their campaigns; they are: whether the government ought to be responsible for
making sure every American who wants a job can find one; whether we should
cooperate with Russia; whether we are spending the right amount of money on
national defense; whether the government ought to increase spending and ser-
vices or cut both; whether health insurance should be universally provided;
whether the government has provided too much or too little help to minorities;
and whether women should enter the workforce or stay home. The general
question text, which changes for each issue and for whether the respondent is
placing him- or herself or the candidates, reads:

Some people feel that the government in Washington should see to it that every per-

son has a job and a good standard of living. Suppose these people are at one end of a

scale, at point 1. Others think the government should just let each person get ahead

on his/their own. Suppose these people are at the other end, at point 7. And, of course,

some other people have opinions somewhere in between, at points 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6.

Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you thought much about

this?10
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9After 1996, the ANES sometimes asked respondents to place the candidates even if they could
not place themselves. For consistency’s sake, I only use candidate placements for respondents who
could place themselves.

10This wording was used in some years, and in other years it was not specified, “suppose these
people are at one end . . .” For exact question wording, see Appendix.



Additionally, the ANES asks respondents to place themselves and candidates on
an ideology scale that ranges from very liberal to very conservative.11

Measuring Uncertainty

These issue questions give us great leverage on whether voters know enough to
place the candidates on the issues, and if so, whether those issues are important
in evaluating candidates. Roughly a quarter to one-third of respondents cannot
make a placement about themselves or the candidates on these issues. I assume
this means they know so little about the candidates or the issue that they can-
not even guess what position on the scale might be reasonable. If the campaigns
are reducing uncertainty on candidates’ issue positions, especially clarifying can-
didates’ positions on economic issues, then over the course of the campaign more
people should be able to offer placements of the candidates on these scales. By
dividing the campaign into two-week intervals, I measure the changes in how
many people can place candidates on these issues during the campaign. I expect
to see greater levels of reduction in nonplacement for clarifying candidates who
talk about the economy compared to those clarifying candidates who focus on
something other than the economy. The theory is less clear about whether in-
surgent candidates ought to be able to reduce uncertainty about the insurgent
issue, since their main goal is to change the coefficient on this issue from zero
to something greater than zero, not to clarify their position—reductions in un-
certainty are a luxury good candidates can purchase after the issue on which
they are campaigning is salient and they are advantaged.

In figure 6.2, I show changes in the average level of nonplacement on six is-
sues from the first two weeks of September to the last two weeks before Election
Day aggregated across all years. The data show that clarifying candidates are in
fact able to reduce the average level of uncertainty about their positions on eco-
nomic issues, like whether the government should guarantee jobs to everyone
who wants to work. They also reduce uncertainty on their positions on the gen-
eral left-right ideological placement scale and on the level of cooperation they
desire with Russia. The largest reduction, as expected, is on the jobs issues. In-
surgent candidates, on average, are not able to reduce voters’ levels of uncer-
tainty on any of the issues over the course of the campaign.

Admittedly, a one-point movement is small. Many people are inclined to
treat such small differences as unimpressive or unimportant, but small in size is
not synonymous with negligible. The one-point reduction in uncertainty for
clarifying candidates on the jobs issue corresponds to roughly a 4-percent de-
crease in nonplacement on this issue. And, given that nonplacement on this
issue is limited to a small range (13–34 percent), the one-point shift taken over
the observable range of nonplacements is actually more like the equivalent of
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what would be a five-point shift over the entire range of possible outcomes. A
simple regression of the change in nonplacement on the jobs question control-
ling for year and using only candidate type as a regressor shows that the one-
point reduction in uncertainty is not due to sampling error (the standard error
on the coefficient of 1.0 is .39).

Further, nonplacement is a rather blunt operationalization of uncertainty re-
duction or learning. In truth, I am using this dichotomous observation to mea-
sure something continuous (and unobservable), thus the small reductions in
uncertainty for clarifying candidates suggest that everyone is becoming more
certain of the clarifying candidate’s position on economic issues, but not so for
insurgent candidates. Clarifying candidates show an advantage on the economy.

In figure 6.3, I break out the clarifying candidates by year and examine those
who talk mainly about the economy separately from those who do not. As the
figure demonstrates, and as we saw with the aggregate content data, sometimes
talking about the economy yields desired effects, but sometimes it does not. In
1976 Ford talked mainly about the economy in his speeches (and about traits in
his ads) but was not able to reduce voter uncertainty about the economy. The
same is true in 1980 for Reagan, who talked about the economy in both ads and
speeches. In 1984, 1988, and 1992, however, Reagan, Bush, and Clinton were all
able to reduce voter uncertainty about the issue of jobs over the course of the
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Figure 6.2 Changes from September to Election Day in Mean Levels of Issue
Uncertainty by Candidate Type
Each bar in the figure represents the average change across all years (1952–2000)
from the first two weeks of September to the two weeks before Election Day in
respondents’ inability to place the clarifying candidate on an issue compared to
their inability to do the same for the insurgent candidate. Decreases in uncer-
tainty indicate learning over the period of the campaign. Data are from ANES
seven-point placement scales.



campaign. In 1972 and 2000, the clarifying candidates talked about something
other than the economy and were unsuccessful at reducing uncertainty on those
issues. It is not enough just to be the clarifying candidate or just to talk about any
issue—clarifying candidates cannot reduce voter uncertainty about any issue
and are especially advantaged on the economy. In the three years (1972, 1996,
2000) in which the clarifying candidates talked mainly about something other
than the economy, reductions in economic uncertainty are observed for two of
them (1972 and 2000). Since I previously showed that insurgent candidates who
talk about the economy influence what people think about clarifying candidates,
it is worth mentioning what the insurgent candidates were talking about in
these years. In 1972 McGovern talked mainly about the economy, and Dole did
the same in 1996. In 2000 neither candidate did, although one-third of Gore’s
campaign content was about the economy and roughly a quarter of Bush’s.

Dole’s and McGovern’s economically centered insurgent campaigns in 1996
and 1972 leave only one election—2000—in which neither candidate talked
mainly about the economy. This makes it very difficult to separate the effects of
messages about the economy from the effects of simply being advantaged on
the economy. As a first step toward sorting this out as much as possible, in figure
6.4 I present the changes in average levels of uncertainty about insurgent issues
from Labor Day to Election Day for insurgent candidates.
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Figure 6.3 Changes in Mean Levels of Uncertainty from September to Election
Day for Clarifying Candidates by Dominant Topics of Campaign Messages
Each bar in the figure represents the change from the first two weeks of Septem-
ber to the two weeks before Election Day in respondents’ inability to place the
clarifying candidate on the issue on which they focused their campaign mes-
sages. Decreases in uncertainty indicate learning over the period of the
campaign. Dark shades indicate a theoretically anticipated effect.



It is difficult to reduce uncertainty on issues that are not salient to voters—
and some of these insurgent issues may be only mildly salient, or not so at all.
Interestingly, the two years in which insurgent candidates were able to reduce
uncertainty about their insurgent issues—1972 and 1992—are both years in
which insurgents talked about the economy even though it did not benefit
them. There simply are not enough cases to sort out whether this is an incum-
bency effect, an effect of the economy as an issue, or both. The fact is, though,
that except for 1976 and 1980, every candidate who talked about the economy
reduced voters’ uncertainty about the issue. Some of these candidates were ad-
vantaged by the economy, but two were not. Four candidates who did not talk
about the economy still experienced reduced uncertainty about their positions
on guaranteed jobs (both candidates in 2000, Nixon in 1972, and Dukakis in
1988). Except for 2000, these other candidates could have been affected by their
opponents’ dominant discussions of the economy. One fact, however, is clear:
candidates who talked about other issues never decreased the average aggregate
levels of uncertainty on those issues when all the years are examined together.

Reducing Uncertainty

The patterns in figures 6.3 and 6.4 are mixed, and with so few cases, it is not easy
to understand exactly what forces are at work and in what magnitudes. It is time
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Figure 6.4 Changes in Mean Levels of Uncertainty from September to Election
Day for Insurgent Candidates by Dominant Topics of Campaign Messages
Each bar in the figure represents the change from the first two weeks of Septem-
ber to the two weeks before Election Day in respondents’ inability to place the
insurgent candidate on the issue on which they focused their campaign messages.
Decreases in uncertainty indicate learning over the period of the campaign. Dark
shades indicate a theoretically anticipated effect.



to dig into the data a little deeper. Using all the issue-candidate-year data, I test
whether dominant campaign messages reduce voters’ uncertainty about the
candidates’ positions on those issues. This multivariate test will help to clarify
the size and pattern of the effects by tying specific candidate messages to actual
effects within election years on related issues. I present these results in table 6.3.
The results are from a linear regression using ninety-four candidate-issue-year
observations on the proportion of respondents who are unable to place the can-
didate on each issue at different points during the campaign. The first column
presents the mean level of uncertainty for those interviewed near Labor Day,
and the second column reports the changes occurring for those interviewed
during the campaign between Labor Day and Election Day. Reductions in un-
certainty are indicative of learning about where candidates stand on issues. The
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Table 6.3
Reductions in Mean Levels of Issue Uncertainty for Eight Issues

Labor Day Labor to Election Day

Clarifying Candidate –.13 (.07) .37 (.45)

Message: Economy –4.3 (1.3) –1.1 (.58)

Message: Domestic –9.6 (2.0) –2.4 (.72)

Message: Foreign –.9 (2.0) –.06 (.29)

Economic Issue and Message –2.9 (1.8) –1.42 (.29)

Domestic Issue and Message –4.3 (1.2) .32 (.90)

Foreign Policy Issue and Message –1.3 (1.8) .16 (.86)

Constant .41 (3.9) 2.85 (.82)

N 94 94

R2 .71 .44

Difference due to Economic Message –7.2 –2.5

Note: Data are respondents’ abilities to place each candidate on eight different issues: guaranteed
jobs, defense spending, cooperation with Russia, services v. spending, the role of women, aid to mi-
norities or blacks, government-supplied health insurance, and the ideological left-right scale in
every year from 1972 to 2000. Not all issues are asked in each year. The dependent variable is coded
1 if the respondent cannot place the candidate on the issue, thus negative coefficients indicate re-
ductions in uncertainty levels. Cell entries are regression coefficients generated by regressing
whether the candidate in question was the clarifying candidate, whether the candidate talked pre-
dominantly about the economy, domestic policy, or foreign policy, and the interaction of these mes-
sages with whether the issue placement is on one of those issues. Indicators for each year are also
included (coefficients suppressed), except 1972. Changes between Labor Day and Election Day are
defined as the difference between the first two weeks of September and the first two weeks of No-
vember. Standard errors are clustered on issue.



model includes indicators for each year (except 1972), an indicator for being the
clarifying candidate, indicators for whether a candidate talked about a given
issue in a specific year, and interactions between the issues candidates talked
about and voters’ abilities to place those candidates on the particular issue on
which their message focuses.12 For example, I include both the direct effect of
talking about the economy and its interaction with whether the issue placement
we observe is an economic one in order to pick up the full force of message
effectiveness. It is possible that focusing on the economy reduces people’s un-
certainty about placing the candidates on economic issues, but also reduces un-
certainty about the candidates’ preferences over domestic spending or federally
funded health insurance, or even how sympathetic they are to the role of women
in the workforce. I want to illustrate these “spillover” effects where they exist,
but also test the stronger hypothesis that messages about the economy help vot-
ers learn about economic policy positions in particular.

Candidate’s campaign messages, specifically about the economy and domes-
tic policy, successfully reduce voters’ levels of uncertainty about the candidates’
positions on issues in general. In the campaign period prior to Labor Day, can-
didates who focus their messages on the economy decrease the average non-
placement rate on issues by 4.3 percentage points. Campaigns that focus on do-
mestic policy are more than twice as effective, decreasing the average rate of
nonplacements by 9.6 points (these results are in the first column of the table).
After Labor Day, the effects are smaller, but still important: a 1.1-point reduc-
tion from economic messages and a 2.4-point reduction from domestic mes-
sages (these results are in the second column of the table). These effects estab-
lish the “spillover” effects mentioned above. Even though the candidates are
talking mainly about the economy or domestic policy, they are successful at re-
ducing uncertainty on average—across all the issues in the dataset—by sub-
stantial amounts. It is not hard to imagine how this happens. The eight issues
in the dataset cover aid to minorities, the role of women in society, government-
sponsored health insurance, and general ideological placements, along with
whether the government should guarantee a job for everyone who wants to
work and two questions on defense spending and relations with Russia. Learn-
ing about a candidate’s position on domestic spending for education could help
voters figure out where to place the candidate on the ideological spectrum. Sim-
ilarly, hearing that a candidate wants to lower taxes might suggest to voters that
the candidate is not in favor of large government programs like federally ad-
ministered health care.

That voters make these connections is at the same time intuitive and remark-
able. It makes sense that people could learn about ideology from hearing can-
didates speak about specific policies, but effects like this, directly from cam-
paign messages, have been difficult to document. These kinds of connections
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are at the heart of Popkin’s (1991) “reasoning voter,” yet there have been few de-
monstrations of this kind of inferential thought process by voters. As Popkin ar-
gued and these data show, candidates send messages or signals about one thing
during a campaign, and voters actually learn about other political dimensions
as well. Popkin argues that this is a result of voters making inferences about a
candidate’s position on various issues because of the things the candidate says
and does in the campaign. Voters, according to Popkin, are constructing narra-
tives in their heads about the candidates. The “scripts” are generated from the
kind of generalizations I call spillover effects from messages.

An equally compelling finding is the effect of specific messages on only those
issues related to the campaign message. When the effect of the messages is con-
ditioned by whether the issue is in the same policy area as the message, addi-
tional reductions in uncertainty occur. In the period prior to Labor Day, the av-
erage nonplacement rate on economic issues alone goes down another three
points when campaigns are about the economy—making the total reduction in
uncertainty on economic issues slightly more than seven points. The average
nonplacement rate for domestic issues is reduced an additional four points, for
a total reduction from domestic messages of about fourteen points. These are
dramatic effects from campaign messages especially when considering the ob-
servable range on nonplacement on most issues ranges from roughly 10 to 40
percent. Fourteen points on a thirty-point range is nearly a 50-percent reduc-
tion in the rate of nonplacement directly attributable to the things candidates
talk about in their campaigns.

In the traditional campaign period, between September and November,
however, one set of issues stands out as responding directly to campaign mes-
sages, and that is the economy. Over the course of the campaign, as candidates
focus on the economy, average rates of nonplacement decrease by roughly 2.5
points (a 1.1-point effect from the message directly and another 1.42 points on
economic issues specifically). The other issues show no decreases in uncertainty
over the course of the campaign on the issues on which candidates focus. The
economy is slightly privileged in this regard—messages about it matter to vot-
ers over the campaign period in a way that they do not for other issues. This
finding demonstrates a microfoundation for an effect that has long been ac-
cepted as an aggregate regularity: the economy is a good predictor of election
outcomes. The trends in table 6.3 suggest one microlevel reason why this is
true—because people learn about the candidates’ positions on economic issues
over the course of the campaign if the candidates talk about the economy in a way
that they do not learn about other issues.

Campaign Learning about the Economy

I know there will be skeptics who question this result, so I want to come at this
from one more, somewhat different, angle. Average rates of nonplacement are
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indicative of people’s levels of uncertainty about candidates over the course of
the campaign, but one of the advantages of individual-level data is the ability to
allow different people to have different reactions to conditions or messages. It
is time to investigate whether these learning results are robust to individual-
level controls, and to push the test of the clarifying message to the most difficult
level I can with these data. In order to do this, I model issue nonplacements sep-
arately for the eight issues mentioned above and include controls for age, race,
gender, education, and fixed effects for election year. As above, the dependent
variable is an indicator for whether the respondent can place a specific candi-
date on a specific issue. Since I am interested in documenting reductions in un-
certainty, a one on the dependent variable indicates an inability to place the
candidate on that issue. I expect coefficients on campaign variables to be nega-
tive. To this simple probit model I add a final test of the theory. The NES asks
respondents how much attention they pay to the campaign in various forms of
media. I use these measures to scale a person’s likelihood of receiving campaign
messages. I expect the campaign messages to reduce uncertainty in greater mag-
nitudes for people who have high likelihoods of experiencing the campaign
messages when compared to those who have low likelihoods of getting the mes-
sages. The scale is a simple additive measure using attention to the campaign on
television, in newspapers, on the radio, and in magazines.13 I add this variable
to the model and interact it with the time of the person’s interview. This inter-
action is the test of campaign message effectiveness and follows the spirit of
Bartels (1986). Reductions in uncertainty should be greatest for those people
who pay attention to the campaign in the media between Labor Day and Elec-
tion Day. More specifically, uncertainty about economic issues should be re-
duced over the course of the campaign for clarifying candidates. I show these
effects in figure 6.5 as predicted probabilities of nonplacement on each issue for
an average respondent in an average year.

The predicted levels of nonplacement, broken out by particular issues, con-
firm the story told by the mean levels of nonplacement. There does not appear
to be anything special about just being the clarifying candidate—there are issues
on which uncertainty about clarifying candidates is decreased, but there are also
issues on which uncertainty about clarifying candidates is increased, all else
being equal. The left side of the figure shows the predicted probabilities of non-
placement on each issue for people with no exposure to the campaign through
the media. In comparison to the right side of the figure, it is easy to see that
people with no media exposure to the campaign are not as affected by the cam-
paign during the six weeks before the election—several issues actually show in-
creases in nonplacement over the course of the campaign for both candidates.
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day of watching TV news is equivalent to “none” in the attention-to-campaign news question.



The right side of the figure, for people paying high levels of attention to the
campaign in the media, shows reductions in uncertainty, on average, for all is-
sues and all candidates. This is evidence of campaign learning. From Septem-
ber to November, people who pay attention to the campaign in the news are
better able to place candidates on all issues at the end of the campaign, control-
ling for basic demographic indicators. This is not true for people who do not
encounter the campaign in the news.

The largest reduction in uncertainty over the course of the campaign is for
the placement of clarifying candidates on the economy and on cooperation
with Russia. The reduction in uncertainty for clarifying candidates is more than
twice as large as the reduction for insurgent candidates. People are, on average,
approximately five percentage points more likely to place the clarifying candi-
date on the issue of guaranteed jobs at the end of the campaign than they are at
the beginning of the campaign, all else being equal. For insurgent candidates,
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Figure 6.5 Changes in Predicted Probability of Issue Nonplacement over Course
of Campaign by Levels of Attention to Campaign in Media
Each bar in the figure represents the change in an average respondent’s predicted prob-
ability of nonplacement for the candidate on the related issue from the first two weeks
of September to the two weeks before Election Day. Decreases in uncertainty indicate
learning over the period of the campaign. Predicted probabilities of nonplacement are
generated from fourteen probit analyses with inability to place each candidate on each
issue as the dependent variable. Explanatory variables include level of attention to the
campaign in the media, date of interview, demographic controls, and indicators for
campaign year. Standard errors are robust and clustered on campaign year. Full
model results appear in the Appendix.



the average increase in likelihood of placement on this issue is only about 1.5
percentage points. Even controlling for demographics, year-specific effects, and
media attention, clarifying candidates reduce uncertainty about economic issue
positions to a level that insurgent candidates cannot match on any issue.14 Pay-
ing attention to the messages of the campaign matters to voters’ knowledge of
candidates’ positions on issues.

Table 6.3 together with figures 6.1 and 6.5 demonstrate that the messages
clarifying candidates send to voters make a difference. It is not enough to be an
incumbent party nominee in a good economy or a challenger in a time of eco-
nomic decline. Candidates who make this connection the most important mes-
sage of their campaigns affect what voters think and know about them, and ul-
timately, they win elections. I demonstrated this pattern at the candidate level
in chapter 5; and, as a test for mechanisms driving the candidate-level pattern,
I show effects of candidate messages at the individual level in this chapter.

The economy matters, but how candidates react to it matters, too. The Clin-
ton campaign in 1992 seemed to understand this. In Bill Clinton’s 1992 cam-
paign headquarters, a sign read,“It’s the economy, Stupid.” This adage turns out
to be more right than maybe even Clinton and his strategist James Carville imag-
ined. The economy matters because it determines which candidates can talk
about which issues in campaigns; it is always an important consideration to vot-
ers; and, it is critical that candidates advantaged by the economic situation talk
about it during the campaign more than they talk about anything else and more
than their opponents talk about it, even if they are incumbents. Clinton and
Carville probably knew this, as the sign was inward facing, to remind people who
were talking to the press, writing ad copy, or drafting speeches, and to remind the
candidate himself that the campaign’s message was simple: remind voters that
times were not as good as they seemed at the hands of George H. W. Bush.

Insurgent-Candidate Campaign Effects: Changing 
the Debate by Increasing the Importance of Issues

The previous section detailed the connections between what candidates talk
about on the campaign trail and what voters say about candidates during the
same time period—particularly for clarifying candidates and economic mes-
sages. Citizens make more comments about the economy when asked to de-
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interview (the test for learning) is significantly different from zero for clarifying candidates on the
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probabilities on the same issue calculated for the same period of the campaign are statistically differ-
ent from one another, but it does not indicate that predicted probabilities across issues are statisti-
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scribe the candidates, and they are better able to place clarifying candidates on
economic-issue scales if the clarifying candidate talks mainly about the econ-
omy in ads or speeches. But sometimes, clarifying candidates lose elections.
These losses are not merely caused by errors on the part of clarifying candidates
(a few win even though they do not talk mainly about the economy). The other
important element of electioneering is, of course, what the insurgent candidate
is doing alongside the clarifying candidate.

Because the economic context does not benefit him or her, the insurgent can-
didate needs to focus the election off the economy and onto some other issue.
Specifically, an issue on which he or she is closer to the average American than
his or her opponent, and an issue on which his or her opponent is committed
to an unpopular position. It also helps if public opinion on the issue is lopsided,
that is, that opinion on the issue is not split between the two candidates’ posi-
tions. It does little good to increase the importance of an issue on which half the
people will favor the opponent’s position. The kinds of things insurgent candi-
dates choose to talk about vary across year and party, but typically they fall into
two broad categories: foreign and domestic policy.

In the fifties Stevenson tried to refocus the elections onto Eisenhower’s mis-
handling of the Korean War. In 1960, Kennedy painted a picture of both foreign
and domestic decline as he compared the United States to the Soviet Union.
Mondale wanted to portray Reagan in 1984 as reckless and aggressive in his pos-
sible reactions to the Soviets. And in 2000 George Bush offered leadership for
solving domestic problems that was bipartisan, kinder, compassionate—yet
conservative and market driven. A few insurgent candidates centered their cam-
paigns on economic issues (McGovern, George H. W. Bush, Dole) and thereby,
according to the theory and the results presented earlier, helped their oppo-
nents win the election.

How successful are the insurgent candidates at increasing the importance of
their chosen insurgent issues? Using the ANES data, I create a measure for “in-
surgent issue” that varies by election year. The insurgent issue questions I use in
the remainder of the book are constructed such that each year relates to that
specific candidate’s insurgent issue. So, the observations on the insurgent issue
for 1980, for example, always refer to foreign policy—specifically, our relations
with the Soviet Union and the willingness of the United States to go to war. For
2000 they always deal with domestic policy—education, social security, and
health care.15

To organize the analyses that follow in a tractable manner, I define two differ-
ent classes of insurgent candidates, which escalate in accordance with how well
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15These issues are: 1972 economy—guaranteed jobs; 1976 outsider status/morality; 1980 and
1984 foreign policy—relations with Russia; 1988 domestic policies—services/spending; 1992
economy—guaranteed jobs; 1996 economy—guaranteed jobs; 2000 education/healthcare—ser-
vices/spending. All NES variables are seven-point issue scales with the exception of 1976 for which
I use the seven-point trait-evaluation scales on morality.



the insurgent candidate followed the theory’s prescriptions. I will present re-
sults for each group and its complement. This results in four different groups
for which I analyze the data.

At the high end of the adherence scale are those insurgent candidates who
meet all the insurgent candidate criteria laid out by the theory. That is, they talk
about something other than the economy; they are closer to most voters than
their opponent on this issue; and their opponent is committed to his unpopu-
lar position on this issue. I defined these candidates as Kennedy (1960), Nixon
(1968), Carter (1976), and George W. Bush (2000). For the remainder of the
book, I classify these candidates as fully meeting the theory’s criteria. The label
“Meets Criteria” in the remaining figures represents them. The candidates who
are not in this category are those who failed to meet both of the theory’s crite-
ria in one way or another. These include McGovern, Bush in 1992, Dole (who
failed to meet both), and the others who failed to meet just one criterion,
Stevenson twice, Goldwater, Carter in 1980, Mondale, and Dukakis. In the
figures that follow, this group of candidates is labeled the “Violates Criteria”
group. The Meets Criteria and Violates Criteria groups are complements of
each other, and together they exhaust the list of candidates under investigation.

Because decisions about whether the candidates satisfy the theory’s corollar-
ies may seem subjective to some (it is a matter of some judgment to determine
whether Eisenhower actually was “soft on communism” or whether Reagan
truly was “a hawk” who preferred military solutions to diplomatic ones), I cre-
ate a second class of candidates by relaxing the theory’s requirements and
counting those candidates who satisfy the first criteria—they talk about some-
thing other than the economy—as meeting the requirements. These insurgent
candidates include the four above and Stevenson twice, Goldwater, Carter in
1980, Mondale, and Dukakis. I will refer to this class of candidates as the “Meets
Topic” group in subsequent tests because they meet the theory’s criteria for
choosing a campaign message. The three remaining insurgents who talked
about the economy (McGovern, Bush in 1992, and Dole) make up the comple-
ment or opposite group to this one—those who violate the theory and its corol-
laries in total. I label this group “Violates Topic” in the pages ahead. As above,
the Meets Topic and Violates Topic groups taken together exhaust the list of
candidates under investigation. This latter group allows any insurgent candi-
date whose message is on a topic other than the economy to be counted as a suc-
cess. It provides a more relaxed test of the theory.

If the theory is a good explanation of how insurgent candidates win elec-
tions, and if messages matter, the candidates who meet the theory’s criteria will
show the greatest effects of priming their insurgent issues during the campaign.
Further, the candidates who talk about something other than the economy
should do better in terms of the insurgent issue helping them gain votes than
those candidates who use the economy as their insurgent issue (since this issue
favors the clarifying candidate).
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The Most Important Problem in the Nation

Each year, the NES asks respondents to name the nation’s most important
problem. I use this measure as a first test for whether the various classes of in-
surgent candidates are successful at increasing the importance of their insur-
gent issues over the course of the campaign.16 For what group of insurgents do
voters think the insurgent issues are the nation’s most important problem?
The answer is as expected—insurgents who meet the theory’s criteria convince
more voters (27 percent) that the insurgent issues they stress are important.
Their complement group, those who violate at least one of the theory’s man-
dates, convince only 21 percent of the people this is the case. Relaxing the cri-
teria, insurgents who choose a topic other than the economy convince 25 per-
cent of the public the insurgent issue is important, and the complement to this
group, those insurgents who talk mainly about the economy even though it
benefits the other candidate, convince only 17 percent of voters that this issue
is the most important.17 Each of these differences is significantly different from
zero at a 99 percent level of confidence.

More compelling than just the marginal distributions of these issues is the
way they change over the course of the campaign. Can insurgent candidates who
choose wisely increase the importance of their issues as the campaign wears on?
In figure 6.6, I plot the mean percent of respondents who named the candidates’
insurgent issues as the nation’s most important problem by date of interview
(broken into roughly two-week segments) for each of the classes of insurgent
candidates over all the years. Care should be taken not to make too much of the
time trend in these figures, since prior to the 1990s the ANES did not employ a
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16The NES began asking the Most Important Problem question in its current form 1960. These
analyses are done on data from 1960 to 2000. Because the insurgent issue in ads in 1976 is a char-
acteristic or trait (honesty, trust, morality), and these kinds of qualities are not expressed as answers
to the most important problem question, I drop 1976 from the analysis on this question. Results are
robust to its inclusion (if I operationalize the concept using a question about “trusting the govern-
ment to do the right thing,” findings do not substantively change), but for clarity’s sake I do not in-
clude it when looking at data on this question.

17It may seem odd that the economy is not very important since I argued earlier that it is always
one of the most important issues in elections. Interestingly, it is among the top three issues men-
tioned in these years, but in 1972 and 1996 there are unusually high rates of missing data on the
most important problem question. For this question, missing represents a respondent saying they
“don’t know” or do not have an answer to the question. In 1972 the level of missingness is 63 per-
cent. In 1996 it is 55 percent. In most years it is between 10 and 25 percent. Except for 2000—the
only year in which neither candidate talked about the economy. The incidence of missing on this
question in 2000 is 51 percent. These data suggest that when the clarifying candidate does not talk
about the economy, people have a hard time identifying what the nation’s most important prob-
lems are. Of people who offer an answer, the economy is always important, but fewer people offer
answers when the clarifying candidate is not talking about the economy. This makes its overall per-
centage lower in some years than in others.



sampling design that generated representativeness at the daily, weekly, or
monthly level. After 1990, they released the sample in representative quarter-
samples. There is, however, little reason to believe that the people who partici-
pate in the face-to-face interviews in the first weeks of the period are systemat-
ically different from those who participate in the last few weeks on the things
we care about that would introduce bias. Any interesting trends based on time
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Figure 6.6 Mean Percent of Respondents Who Offer Insurgent Issue as
Nation’s Most Important Problem over Time for Different Classes of
Insurgent Candidates
Data are from the NES (1960–2000, 1976 omitted), N � 24,840. Insurgent
campaigns are grouped according to their level of adherence to the theory’s
prescriptions. Within each class of candidate for each time period, the figure
demonstrates the mean percent of respondents who volunteered the insurgent
candidate’s insurgent issue as the nation’s most important problem when asked.
Results with confidence intervals appear in the Appendix.



of interview, however, should be taken as suggestive of a larger pattern, with this
caveat in mind.

Generally speaking, none of the insurgent candidates do a very good job of
increasing their issue’s importance over the course of the campaign when the
beginning is compared directly to the end. Nevertheless, the differences between
the groups are telling, especially as they move over time. As the campaign is get-
ting into full swing, late September into October, those candidates who meet
both criteria (Meets Criteria) and those who talk about something other than
the economy (Meet Topic) are able to increase the importance of their insur-
gent issues by eight and five points, respectively. In early October they are still
doing marginally better than when they started, but the gains are lost in the last
weeks before the election. Both groups finish below where they started.18 Still,
when compared to the dynamics of the candidates who violate one or both of
the theory’s criteria, the candidates who meet the mandates fare well. The vio-
lators never rise above their starting point, and at the height of the campaign
their incidence rate is declining instead of increasing. Compare the candidates
who meet both criteria (Meets Criteria) to those who violate both criteria (Vi-
olate Topic): the difference in the number of people who think the insurgent
issue is the most important problem is tripled for those candidates who meet
the theory’s criteria.

Further support for the robustness of these trends comes from looking at the
data for insurgent candidates who talk about something other than the econ-
omy (Meets Topic). The percentage of respondents who think the nonecono-
mic insurgent issue is the most important in the country reaches a high of 34 in
the first half of October. This number is between the numbers for insurgent can-
didates who get it wrong in one way or another (between 14 and 20 percent)
and those who get it right (42 percent). In other words, getting it “half-right”—
talking about something other than the economy, but not something on which
you are uniquely advantaged vis-à-vis your opponent—lands a candidate half-
way between the individual level effects of those who violate in some way and
those who fully meet the theory’s criteria.

Like the volatility and reversion Gelman and King (1993) illustrate with pub-
lic opinion polls over the course of the campaign, these individual-level data
show movement during the campaign period with reversion to starting points.
This is a pattern that will emerge again and again throughout the remainder of
this chapter. It is a set of trends worth pondering. For now, I introduce the idea
that this reversion is the result of campaigning from the other candidate(s) in
the race. In the beginning of the campaign, the insurgent candidate gains trac-
tion on his issue, but as the clarifying candidate works to neutralize insurgent
gains, much of the insurgent candidates’ early successes are lost.
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18These differences are robust to varying definitions of time periods. The middle and end part
of the campaign are systematically different than the beginning.



Most Important Problem and Vote Choice

The evidence from figure 6.6 suggests that insurgent candidates who behave as
the theory suggests they should are successful at priming their issue in the
minds of voters, increasing the percentage of people who think the issue is the
most important by a high of twenty-eight points relative to those who violate
the theory—in late September. But, the question remains: does the importance
of this issue matter to a vote choice on Election Day? In order to learn whether
increasing the importance of the insurgent issue helps these insurgent candi-
dates at the polls, I present the results in figure 6.7. The vertical bars represent
the changes in reported vote share for the insurgent candidate as a function of
whether respondents name the insurgent issue as the nation’s most important
problem.19 I present these comparisons for each of the four classes of insurgent
candidates and across different levels of respondents’ political information.

The set of bars on the left side of the figure present the changes in vote for the
insurgent candidate when the entire set of respondents is taken as a whole. The
differences between the insurgent candidates’ vote shares, depending on
whether people think the insurgent issue is the most important problem in the
country, are not large for any class of insurgent candidate. Only the three- and
five-point increases in vote for those insurgents who violate the theory are dif-
ferent from zero using conventional tests. This may seem counterintuitive, es-
pecially for those candidates who talked about the economy because the econ-
omy ought to be helping the clarifying candidate. But, recall from above that
only 17 percent of respondents think the economy is the most important prob-
lem in these years, the lowest of any of the classes of insurgent candidates. One
interpretation of this result is that challengers running against incumbents in
good economies (McGovern and Dole) cannot prime the economy the way
clarifying candidates can. In these years, neither Nixon nor Clinton talked pre-
dominantly about the economy, leaving only their insurgent challengers to send
an economic message. Although it appears that the message is persuasive to
those who are primed, very few people (comparable to other insurgent issues)
end up believing the economy is the single most important issue in these years.
In 1972, 8 percent of the people named it most important and, in 1996, 9 per-
cent did so. The other year in this category of insurgent candidate is 1992—and
in that year, both candidates talked about the economy more than anything else.
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19These results are generated from twelve cross-tabulations using postelection vote report and
an indicator for whether the respondent named the insurgent issue as the nation’s most important
problem. These results can be thought of as the change in the probability of vote for the insurgent
candidate depending on whether respondents think the insurgent issue is the most important one.
Significant differences (at the 95-percent level of confidence) in the proportion of insurgent vote
exist for all classes of insurgent candidates in the low-information group. In the full sample, the
change is significant for those in the Violates Criteria group only. None of the differences in the
high-information group are significantly different from zero.



Not surprisingly, 32 percent of the electorate thought it was the most important
problem in the country.

The connection between the insurgent issue’s importance and vote share for
the insurgent candidate gets much more interesting when the sample is broken
down by respondents’ levels of political information. There are a lot of differ-
ent ways to measure this concept. I use an assessment made by the NES inter-
viewers about how knowledgeable the respondent appears as they complete the
survey. The assessment is the interviewer’s judgment. Although it is possible to
scale people based on how many correct answers they give to questions about
who the vice president is or how many members there are on the Supreme
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cross-tabulations. Full tables appear in the Appendix.



Court, the interviewer’s assessment correlates highly with these measures and is
generally considered an acceptable substitute.20

The relationship between the insurgent issue as most important problem and
vote choice is amplified for low-information voters, who seem especially sus-
ceptible to the campaign. If the insurgent candidates who fully meet the the-
ory’s criteria prime their issues they gain sixteen-points in terms of vote share
(compared to the vote share from those people who do not think the issues are
important). This large increase in vote is statistically distinct from the increase
experienced by candidates in this group’s complement—those who violate the
theory’s criteria. Although even these candidates can increase their vote share
by eight points, the doubling of this effect for the candidates who meet the cri-
teria is both substantively and statistically important. The null hypothesis that
the difference between the groups is zero can be rejected easily.

Even those insurgents who meet only the broad topic criterion—and pay no
heed to whether they are advantaged vis-à-vis their opponent on the issue—
benefit from making their issue important in the minds of voters. The increase
in vote share due to priming their issue is seven points. Although this seven-
point effect is notably different from zero at a 95 percent level of confidence, it
is not distinguishable from the effects experienced by the complement to this
group—the Violates Topic group. Once more, these candidates get a large bump
(twelve points) from the small number of people who think their issue is the
most important in the country.

The high-information voters show very small and nondistinguishable effects.
When considered in light of the effects among high-information voters, the
presence of campaign effects among low-information voters is striking. The
high-information voters seem impervious to campaign appeals. High-informa-
tion respondents may have such a large store of previously acquired political
knowledge that the new information and messages provided by the campaigns
do not persuade them. In the words of Zaller (1992), the high-information
people have a host of considerations with which to filter out information that
is inconsistent with their previously held beliefs. Low-information people do
not have these filters, and thus any new information they receive affects them.

As interesting as the changes in vote share due to changes in importance of
the insurgent issue are the levels at which voters are casting ballots for the in-
surgent candidate. Taken together, the changes and the levels paint a sensible
and responsive campaign environment. The first thing that any candidate is
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20There are five categories of information level as recorded by the NES interviewers. I use the two
highest and two lowest to define the categories of information I use in subsequent analyses. This
leaves the middle group, which the NES calls “average.” Results are robust to including this group
with one or the other of the divisions I use, but doing so only dampens the differences between the
high- and low-information people. The average people, in the middle, seem truly to be between the
high- and low-information people in terms of the things I am interested in presenting. For simplic-
ity of presentation, and because the middle is not so interesting, I leave them out.



concerned about is getting more votes than his or her opponent. I have reduced
all the vote shares under analysis to two-party votes—so candidates in this
framework aim to get 50 percent plus one single vote. The insurgent candidates
are only successful at crossing the 50-percent threshold in four cases—all of
them for groups of candidates who meet the theory’s mandates in some way.
These effects are marked with stars in figure 6.7. In the whole sample and for
both levels of information, insurgents who meet both criteria of the theory rise
above the 50-percent mark. Additionally, insurgent candidates who talk about
something other than the economy (Meets Topic) also cross this line for low-
information voters only. Interestingly, and consistent with expectations about
political knowledge, high-information people are already voting for the insur-
gent candidates who meet both criteria of the theory even if they do not think
the candidate’s insurgent issue is very important. Highly informed voters do
not need to be primed by the candidates’ campaigns—they already understand
the issues and how the candidates relate to them.

When the results in figures 6.6 and 6.7 are taken together, a compelling im-
pression emerges: Candidates can affect how important their insurgent issue
becomes to voters—and for any type of insurgent—the more important the
better. But, the gains they make early in the campaign are lost as Election Day
draws near, perhaps a result of campaigning to neutralize the insurgent issue by
the clarifying candidate. If insurgent candidates can keep some of those gains
they achieve early in the campaign period, they can persuade voters in impor-
tant ways—gaining election-winning critical votes if they meet the theory’s cri-
teria and keep voters from waning on the importance of their insurgent issues.
The dynamics of the story are most impressive for low-information voters, who
show substantial changes in outcomes (sixteen points) due to the success and
longevity of insurgent campaign messages.

The use of respondents’ self-reports of the nation’s most important problems
to explain changes in vote shares, however, is not ideal for a number of reasons.
Primarily, it is possible that the campaign influences both of these things in real
time. It may not be possible to isolate the causal direction in this relationship.
Maybe ideas about the nation’s most important problem drive vote, but maybe
vote preference drives ideas about the nation’s most important problem. The
worst-case interpretation is that insurgent candidates who meet the theory’s
criteria are the most qualified candidates (after all, they could figure out how to
beat the economically advantaged candidate) and that the campaign just reveals
this information to voters over time. In this scenario, increases in vote share and
issue priming are simultaneously driven by the revelation of information—not
by the particular messages these candidates send. The best reassurance I can
offer about the spuriousness or endogeneity of these effects comes from the
strong, historical relationship between economic performance and election
outcomes. Incumbents in good economies usually win (similarly challengers in
bad economies), but in a few years this does not happen—and it is in those
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years that we see the insurgent candidates convincing people about the impor-
tance of their issue. The movements on this over the campaign period are dra-
matic even though the real election outcomes are narrow to say the least; and in
one year, 2000, the outcome is in the wrong direction! I settle on this point: even
if the relationship works in the opposite direction from what I claim, the fact
that voters change their minds and decide to vote for the insurgent candidate in
these situations—and then begin to mimic his or her campaign message—is
evidence that the things candidates say in campaigns reach voters and that
people use this information when they talk about the candidates or the election.
Even if it is just to justify the change in their vote choice, it is a campaign effect
nonetheless.

Insurgent-Candidate Campaign Effects: Being Closer 
to Most Voters on the Insurgent Issue

These results hint at intricate and compelling campaign effects at the individ-
ual level, yet thus far, I have reduced even the individual-level data to aggregate
indicators. As in the previous section on clarifying candidate effectiveness, it is
time to dig a little deeper into these data. In addition to making the insurgent
issue more important to voters over the course of the campaign, insurgent can-
didates can also gain advantages by persuading people that the relative distance
between the voter’s position on the insurgent issue and the candidate’s position
is closer for insurgent candidates than it is for clarifying candidates. In other
words, they can attempt to demonstrate or even change their advantage on the
issue. This is a test of the insurgent candidate’s ability to persuade voters. To elu-
cidate whether insurgent candidates can do this over an eight-week campaign
period, and assess again whether they are increasing the importance of their is-
sues, I return to the seven-point issue-position scales I used in the section on
uncertainty.

The Difference in Distances

As the spatial theory of voting illustrates, I take the difference between the can-
didate’s position and the voter’s position for each issue and square the value
such that all distance measures are expressed in positive numbers.21 Greater val-
ues indicate there is a larger distance between the voter and the candidate. I do
this for both the clarifying and insurgent candidates on each issue. To answer
the question, “To which candidate is the voter closest?” I simply subtract the
clarifying candidate’s squared distance from the insurgent candidate’s squared
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21A fair number of people are unable to place the candidates or themselves on these issue scales. In
the analyses that follow, missing values on issue scales are imputed. Results are robust to this process.



distance. This gives me a relative measure of proximity for this issue. I call this
measure the “Difference in Distances.” Negative values of this difference in dis-
tances indicate the voter is closer to the insurgent candidate. Positive numbers
indicate the opposite. For example, if the voter places both of the candidates
and him- or herself at exactly the same point on the issue scale (regardless of
where that was on the scale), the squared differences for each candidate are 0
and the difference in distances is 0. If a voter places both candidates at positive
6 and him- or herself at 1, each squared distance is 25 and again, the difference
in distances is 0. On the other hand, if a voter places the clarifying candidate at
6, the insurgent at 1, and him- or herself at 4, the squared distance to the clari-
fying candidate is 4 (6 � 4 � 2 and 22 � 4), and the squared distance to the in-
surgent candidate is 9 (1 � 4 � �3 and �32 � 9). Thus the difference in dis-
tance would be 9 � 4 � 5. Since this is a positive number, we know that the
voter is closer to the clarifying candidate. Because the issue scales have 7 points
where people can place candidates and themselves, the difference in distance
measure can range from �36 to �36. In truth, most values fall near the 0 mark,
but are not actually 0.

If insurgent candidates are successful, they not only prime the importance of
their insurgent issue, but they choose an issue on which they are closer to vot-
ers than the clarifying candidate—or they try to convince voters of this over the
course of the campaign. Figure 6.8 presents the changes in average values of
the difference in distance measure for the insurgent issues over the course of the
campaign. Again, I present these data for the four different classes of insurgent
candidates (with the complementary groups matched by the shading of the
lines). I also break out the results by levels of respondent political information
in the bottom two panels. Of primary importance is the fact that the classes of
insurgent candidates “stack” in the correct order—with the average distance
between the voters and candidates being closest to the insurgent candidate for
those candidates who meet both the theory’s prescriptions. The next closest dis-
tance is for those candidates who talk about something other than the economy,
and so on. The largest distance from the insurgent candidate appears for those
insurgents who talk about the clarifying issue—the economy. The stacking of
the lines is important because it demonstrates why issue selection is critical to
insurgent-candidate success. The candidates who meet both criteria (talk about
something other than the economy and something on which they are advan-
taged) are closer to voters than the candidates who pick issues on which they are
not advantaged—but even these candidates are closer to voters than the insur-
gents who run on an issue that benefits their opponent (the economy). The or-
dering of the lines shows why and how the theory’s corollaries are powerful.

Not only do the lines stack in the expected order, the values of the distances
for the candidates who meet the theory’s criteria (whether defined loosely or
strictly) are negative—in other words, voters think they are closer to the insur-
gent candidate than the clarifying candidate on these insurgent issues. The
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Figure 6.8 Mean Differences in Squared Distances on Insurgent Issues over
Campaign Period for Each Class of Insurgent Candidate by Levels of Political
Information
Data are from the NES (1972–2000), N � 16,870. Difference in distances are calculated
for each insurgent candidate on the insurgent issue of their choice by differencing their
proximity to voters relative to the clarifying candidate’s proximity to voters on the same
issue. Negative values favor the insurgent candidate. Levels of political information are
interviewers’ assessments. Results with confidence intervals appear in the Appendix.
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other two sets of insurgents, those who violate the typology in any way, consis-
tently show small advantages for the clarifying candidate (positive values on the
Y-axis).

The dynamics over the course of the campaign are interesting as well. Look-
ing at the sample as a whole (the top panel) the familiar pattern of movement
during the early part of the campaign with reversion to starting values appears
again. The last time we saw this pattern it was for changes in the percentage of
people who think the insurgent issue is the most important issue in the coun-
try (figure 6.6). The data in this figure (6.8) are from the same dataset, but do
not use the same question and are not asking about the importance of the issue
at all. These data are showing how close respondents think they are to the can-
didates on the insurgent issue. For candidates who meet the theory’s criteria,
taken together these results suggest that the early period of the campaign does
two important things: it increases the importance of the insurgent issue as the
insurgent candidates talk about it and it persuades voters that their own posi-
tions on this issue are closer to the insurgent candidate’s than to the clarifying
candidate’s. Critically important, however, is the fact that these gains are lost by
Election Day.

This illustrates again the possibility that the clarifying candidate is telling vot-
ers that he or she holds exactly the same position as the insurgent candidate. He
or she neutralizes the issue because it costs nothing to do so—this is why the
theory’s second corollary is so important: the clarifying candidate should be
committed to the unpopular position. Examples of candidates doing this in-
clude Eisenhower pointing out that he in fact was not soft on communism by
referencing the Berlin Air Lift and declaring, “I shall go to Korea, I shall end the
War!” to neutralize Stevenson’s insurgent issue. Similarly, Reagan argued against
the claim that he was reckless and prone to start a nuclear war by holding up as
evidence START-nuclear arms reduction talks he initiated with the Soviets dur-
ing his first term.

As with the previous analysis, the results among low-information voters
(middle panel) are slightly amplified compared to the sample as a whole. These
unsophisticated voters show slightly greater movement over the campaign pe-
riod for those candidates who fully meet and fully violate the theory’s criteria.
But while the movement over the period is active, at the end of the campaign,
low-information voters end up closer to the zero point than the full sample.
They are equally influenced by both campaign messages such that at the end,
they find fewer differences between themselves and each candidate than they
found as the campaign began. Voters with low levels of political knowledge
again appear to be the most susceptible to campaign messages.

The results for high-information voters demonstrate the sophistication that
these voters bring with them at the beginning of the campaign. They are imme-
diately able to place themselves close to those insurgent candidates who meet
the theory’s criteria. It is almost as if they do not need to hear the message over
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and over again to understand that the insurgent candidate has an advantage on
this dimension—they get it at once. We might think of them as opinion lead-
ers, one “period” ahead of the other voters in terms of the effects of campaign
messages. In figure 6.8 one can see this by looking at the bottom line of the bot-
tom panel. Even though these high-information voters begin by giving the in-
surgent candidates who meet the theory’s expectations benefits on the insur-
gent issue, over the course of the campaign, even the high-information voters
are persuaded by the messages from the clarifying candidates that attempt to
neutralize this issue. By Election Day, even sophisticated voters have attenuated
the advantage given to the most successful insurgent candidates on the insur-
gent issue to the point of indifference between the two candidates on this issue.

One more interesting comparison can be drawn from figure 6.8. Looking at
the candidates who meet the theory’s criteria in one way or another (the dia-
mond and circle lines) it is easy to see that for every period of the campaign, for
each type of voter, the strict definition of adherence to the theory (the dia-
monds) results in greater advantages for the insurgent candidate. What this
shows is that insurgent candidates who talk about something other than the
economy and pay attention to whether their opponent is committed to an un-
popular position on this issue (and whether they are advantaged) do better than
those candidates who only choose an issue other than the economy and pay no
heed to their relative position vis-à-vis their opponents. This is the difference
between being Barry Goldwater in 1964 and Richard Nixon in 1968. Goldwater
did not run on the economy, but neither did he choose an issue on which he had
an advantage among voters relative to Johnson. Nixon, on the other hand, did
not run on the economy, but chose an issue on which he knew he would be
more popular with most voters and an issue on which he knew Humphrey
could not take the identical position. Finding the latter type of insurgent issue
has benefits—as the difference in distances between respondents and the can-
didates is always closer to the insurgent candidate for candidates who find is-
sues as Nixon did.

The evidence to this point shows that there are some groups of voters who
react to the campaign in volatile ways and some who remain more steady
throughout the campaign. Low-information voters show more instability over
the course of the campaign than high-information voters, but low-information
voters may not be the only vulnerable ones in the population. Campaigns may
also exhibit greater effects among self-described independents, or those with no
political party affiliation. Figure 6.9 presents the results for differences in dis-
tances broken out by party type.

For the ease of presentation, I eliminate one class of insurgent candidates
from this picture—those who talk about the economy (Violates Topic). These
lines look similar to the trends for the Violates Criteria group and including
them makes the overall pattern of the figure more difficult to discern. Of pri-
mary importance again is the fact that the lines, within each category of party
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identification, stack in the correct order. Even among respondents who identify
with the clarifying candidate’s party (this can change in a given election year,
sometimes it is the Democrats and sometimes the Republicans), insurgent can-
didates who behave as expected (whether defined strictly or loosely) fare better
in voters’ minds than those who violate the theory’s prescriptions in one way or
another. Of course, even with these effects for insurgent candidates who choose
their messages well, the clarifying partisans always believe they are closer to the
clarifying candidate than they are to the insurgent candidate on the insurgent
issue. Similarly for the insurgent partisans. Although they understand that
those candidates who violate the theory’s prescriptions are farther away from
their ideal positions on the insurgent issue than the insurgents who choose their
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issues more carefully, these insurgent partisans still reward all insurgent candi-
dates relative to clarifying candidates, regardless of how carefully the insurgent
candidate chooses the insurgent issue.

This leaves only the independent voters—who appropriately position them-
selves between the two partisan groups of voters. Like the low-information vot-
ers, independents show a familiar trend over the first few weeks of the cam-
paign—they are most affected by the candidates’ behaviors in the latter part of
September, but then slowly revert to ending points that are close to where they
started. Both low-information voters and independents show movement of
about a two-point range over the course of the campaign on the difference in
their proximity to the candidates on the insurgent issue. This is not a terribly
large difference in the distances, but it is the largest among all groups of voters
examined.

One more interesting pattern emerges from figure 6.9. Partisan voters begin
the campaign with polarized views of the relative proximity of the candidates
to voters’ ideal positions on the insurgent issue. But as the campaign begins,
partisan voters moderate their perception of relative proximity to the candi-
dates. Unlike the other movements we have seen, this attenuation does not go
away by Election Day. Clarifying partisans move toward the insurgent candi-
date on the insurgent issue over the course of the campaign and insurgent par-
tisans move toward the clarifying candidate on the insurgent issue as the cam-
paign progresses. This is an unexpected overall pattern of movement, but one
that paints a charitable picture of partisan voters in America over the last fifty
years. It seems that even partisan voters consider the messages sent by both can-
didates during the campaign and allow themselves to be influenced slightly by
candidates of the opposing party. Granted, this persuasion is not changing the
partisan voters’ overall assessments of which candidates they prefer on the in-
surgent issues, nonetheless, this move toward the middle shows a level of cam-
paign responsiveness that is surprising in light of the power of party identifica-
tion to shape attitudes. Partisans are still, well, partisan, but they are responsive
to campaign messages in an unexpected way.

These data show that low-information voters and independents are the most
easily influenced by the campaign in its initial period, and that the advantages
they give to candidates during this time dissipate as the campaign wears on. As
I have mentioned repeatedly in this chapter, it is difficult to isolate the cause of
this reversion with these data. Campaigning from the opposition seems like the
most obvious explanation, especially since the probability of voting for the in-
surgent candidate remains positive (despite the reversion) for insurgents who
choose theoretically correct issues, but becomes negative for those insurgents
who choose poorly. Other more complicated explanations are imaginable, in-
cluding the possibility that even low-information and independent voters are
predisposed to support one or the other of the candidates, and despite being
swayed by short-term information during the campaign, these movable voters
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return to their original preferences on Election Day. Fortunately, each of these
explanations is interesting from a campaign perspective. Unfortunately, one of
them implies that campaigns matter a great deal to voters (the first explana-
tion), and the other implies that they do not matter at all. More and better data
are needed to sort out exactly what is going on with this pattern.

Differences in Distances and Vote Choice

I have shown that the candidates can move voters’ assessments of these distances
during the campaign, but the main question remains. How important are these
relative distances in predicting the vote? To assess this, I model vote for the clar-
ifying candidate as a function of the difference in distances on two issues—the
insurgent issue and the clarifying issue (the latter of which is an economic ques-
tion about guaranteed jobs for those who want to work). I will finally let the in-
surgent and clarifying issues compete for influence over people’s vote choice.
Controls in these models include gender, age, race, and party identification.22

I am not trying to model the vote in an explanatory way in these tests; I aim only
to show the effects of each candidate’s message, controlling for basic consider-
ations like gender, race, and age.

Results show that both issues have substantively and statistically significant
effects on the vote in the expected directions. Coefficients are expected to be
positive for both issues such that if there is no perceived difference in the com-
parable distances by voters (a difference in distance observation of zero), the
issue is neutralized and the issue has no effect on the vote choice. But, for in-
creasing values of the difference in distances (increasing values favor the clari-
fying candidates), the issue increasingly benefits the clarifying candidate. Neg-
ative values of the difference in distances benefit the insurgent candidate such
that increasing distances are a drain on the probability of a clarifying vote choice.

When voters see no difference between the candidates on the insurgent issue
and only a slight advantage on the economy for the clarifying candidates (two
points), voters are more likely to cast ballots for the clarifying candidate, all else
being equal. In this situation, the probability of an average voter in an average
year voting for the clarifying candidate is .63. This strong likelihood of voting
for the clarifying candidate holds whether the insurgent candidate meets or vi-
olates the theory’s criteria, because the leverage of the insurgent issue is essen-
tially neutralized in the calculation of these probabilities. Relative issue proxim-
ity matters to voters in predictable ways.

An interesting pattern emerges when I change the perceived differences be-
tween the voter’s proximity to the candidates on the insurgent issue. I allow the
difference in distances to take on three values for each class of insurgent candi-
date: zero, negative four, and negative fifteen. I hold the difference in distances
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for the clarifying issue at two (a modest net gain for the clarifying candidate).
For each level of difference, I calculate the probability of voting for the clarify-
ing candidate holding other variables at their means. Again I will leave out the
insurgent candidates who campaign on the economy since I cannot make this
distance simultaneously close to the insurgent and the clarifying candidate.

Figure 6.10 illustrates the importance of issue-position proximity to election
outcomes separately for those with low and high levels of information. If there
is no difference between the candidates on the insurgent issue, the clarifying
candidate will win the election handily regardless of voters’ levels of informa-
tion. All the data points in figure 6.10 are above the dotted 50-percent line (clar-
ifying candidate territory) when voters see no differences between the candi-
dates on the insurgent issue and a slight benefit for the clarifying candidate on
the economy. Moving away from indifference between the two candidates, if
voters perceive they are closer to the insurgent candidate on the insurgent issue
than they are to the clarifying candidate on this issue (while still slightly closer
to the clarifying candidate on the economy), the insurgent candidate gains
votes. The gently downward sloping lines tell the story of why it is important to
leverage the difference in voters’ proximity to the candidates on issues. This is
why insurgent issues with lopsided public opinion and opponents committed
to the wrong side of the distribution are so attractive.

When voters perceive slight advantages for the insurgent candidate, the prob-
ability of voting for the clarifying candidate drops below the 50-percent point
for insurgent candidates who meet all the theory’s criteria. And, among low-in-
formation voters even those who meet only the topic requirements are more
likely to win. The importance of relative-issue proximity is easily appreciated
when the differences are large. When voters perceive a fifteen-point advantage
for the insurgent candidate, nearly every voter is likely to vote for the insurgent
candidate, regardless of voters’ levels of information. Insurgent candidates who
meet the theory’s prescriptions have a higher likelihood of winning voters than
those who violate the theory’s mandates, but at very large levels of distinction
between the candidates, all types of insurgent candidates benefit.

High political-information voters show slightly greater rates of change in the
probability of voting for the clarifying candidate as the relative proximity be-
tween the candidates changes. Unlike the previous evidence on changes in
mean placements on issues or average salience of the insurgent issue, this evi-
dence seems to suggest that the high-information people are more affected by
the campaign—not the low-information people. In truth, what these data show
is that the high-information people know how to use the proximity measures
in their political calculations, while the low political-information people are
less affected by these changes in relative distance to the candidates. Low-infor-
mation voters may be more susceptible to campaign efforts at persuasion, as
demonstrated by their marked shifts on differences in distances over the course
of the campaign, but once the relative differences have changed, they affect the
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low-information voters less than they would those who are more politically
aware. This is an interesting conundrum for candidates—precisely those people
they are able to persuade are the ones for whom issue proximity matters the least.

I present the differences in the way high- and low-information voters re-
spond to the changes in relative issue distances in figure 6.11. For each type of
insurgent candidate, the bar represents the increase in predicted vote for the in-
surgent candidate (using the model described above) when no differences are
perceived on the insurgent issue compared to the vote when the insurgent can-
didate is thought to have a fifteen-point advantage in relative proximity. The
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Figure 6.10 Predicted Vote for Clarifying Candidate at Varying Differences in
Distances on Insurgent Issues by Levels of Political Information
Data are from the NES (1972–2000), N � 16,870. Difference in distances is cal-
culated for each insurgent candidate on the insurgent issue by differencing their
proximity to voters relative to the clarifying candidate’s proximity to voters on
the same issue. Negative values favor the insurgent candidate. Levels of political
information are interviewers’ assessments. Results are predicted probabilities
based on twelve probit analyses. “Slightly closer” category sets difference to –4.
“Very close” category sets distance to –15. Full model results appear in the
Appendix.



white portion of the bar is the increase in predicted vote for the insurgent can-
didate for low-information voters, all else being equal.

The shaded portion of the bar adds the additional increase in probability of
voting for the insurgent candidate for high-information voters, given the same
change in relative insurgent-issue proximity. For every class of insurgent candi-
date, high-information voters increase their probability of voting for the insur-
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Figure 6.11 Change in Predicted Probability of Voting for Insurgent Candidate by
Levels of Information for Varying Degrees of Differences in Distances
Data are from the NES (1972–2000), N � 16,870. Difference in distances is calculated
for each insurgent candidate on the insurgent issue by differencing their proximity to
voters relative to the clarifying candidate’s proximity to voters on the same issue. Nega-
tive values favor the insurgent candidate. Levels of political information are interview-
ers’ assessments. Each bar represents the change in predicted probability of voting for
insurgent candidate moving from no difference between the candidates on the insur-
gent issue to –15 points of difference. White bars are the increase in probability for
low-information voters. Shaded bars demonstrate the additional change experienced by
high-information voters. Results are changes in predicted probabilities from eight pro-
bit analyses. Full model results appear in the Appendix.



gent candidate by greater amounts than low-information voters as the insur-
gent candidate becomes closer to the voters on the insurgent issue. Just to make
the campaign environment even more challenging for candidates (and political
scientists), high-information voters are the hardest to persuade with campaign
messages, but are more likely to use campaign information when making a vote
choice.

The Message and Its Effects

With the previous series of analyses I attempted to show that campaign mes-
sages affect voters in elections. The nature of the survey data available to test for
message effectiveness, and the competitive essence of campaigning, make it
difficult to execute a single, definitive test for campaign effects at this level, but
the ten sets of findings in this chapter suggest that the messages of campaigns
matter to voters.

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 summarize the series of findings about each type of cam-
paign in an effort to illustrate the repeated patterns in these data that demon-
strate how candidates’ messages influence people. These theoretically derived
patterns allege that clarifying candidates will associate themselves with the econ-
omy and reduce voters’ uncertainty about that association over the course of
the campaign, and that insurgent candidates will refocus the election off of the
economy and onto an issue on which they are closer to most voters and on
which the clarifying candidate is committed to an unpopular position. In chap-
ter 5, the candidate-level data showed that candidates behave as the theory pre-
dicts and that those candidates who do not do so lose elections. The analyses in
this chapter demonstrate why those candidate-level patterns exist by using in-
dividual-level data to identify microlevel mechanisms that explain the aggre-
gate patterns. This collection of evidence substantiates the theory’s value.

Economic messages from clarifying candidates help voters positively associ-
ate the economy with clarifying candidates and negatively associate it with in-
surgents. Clarifying candidates who talk about the economy more than any-
thing else and more than their opponents reduce voters’ levels of uncertainty
about economic issues like jobs and unemployment by substantial amounts.
These effects are amplified for people who report paying a lot of attention to
campaign news in general.

Table 6.5 further illustrates the importance of candidates’ messages. Insurgent
candidates can prime issues over the course of the campaign if they choose issues
on which they have a solid advantage (they are closer to most voters, and their op-
ponent is constrained to an unpopular position). Voters increasingly think these
issues are important problems in the country and these assessments affect vote
choice in important ways. All of this is particularly true for voters with low levels
of political information or sophistication, and for self-identified independents.
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Those with low levels of information are the most susceptible to campaign
influences, especially in the early weeks of the campaign. As time wears on,
however, the advantages gained are lost. Moreover, these voters actually use the
new information they receive from campaigns less than their more informed
counterparts when making a vote decision.

The individual-level data presented here is in some cases only suggestive of
trends in the right direction. Nonetheless, the data illustrate nicely the mecha-
nisms that drive the spatial model of campaign competition. Aggregate election
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Table 6.4
Summary of Individual-Level Campaign Effects for Clarifying Candidates
and Messages

What Is Changing? What Is the Effect?

Fraction of campaign ads, speeches, and Voters’ comments are reflective of
candidate’s news about the economy, changes in campaign messages but the 
domestic policy, foreign policy, and traits. fidelity is low. Comments are responsive

to changes but do not reflect overall com-
position of campaign message very well.

Strongest relationships come from adver-
tisements.

Content of campaign ads, speeches, and Clarifying ads on the economy shape 
news compete with incumbency and positive images of clarifying candidates 
party to affect voters’ comments about and negative images of insurgents.
the candidates on particular issues. Insurgent ads on economy only shape

negative images of clarifying candidates
(not positive images of insurgents).

From Labor Day to Election Day, change Biggest reductions in uncertainty are for 
in average number of people who can clarifying candidates on economic issues.
place clarifying candidate on issues Insurgents do not reduce uncertainty on 
compared to insurgent candidate. any issues.

Same as above but separately for people Biggest reductions in uncertainty are for 
with varying levels of attention to the clarifying candidates on economy among 
campaign in the media. those who pay high levels of attention to 

the campaign.

Same as above, but allowing each issue/ Messages make a difference. Talking 
year pair to be affected by campaign about an issue reduces uncertainty on  
messages for all candidates and all issues. that issue. Biggest effects for economic

and domestic issues. Only economic
messages work as election draws near.

Note: Data about voters’ comments and candidate placements on issues are from ANES. Data on
content of campaigns is from the content analysis discussed in chapter 4.



forecasts and candidate-level tests establish the theory’s explanatory and pre-
dictive capabilities, but these individual-level data corroborate the foundations
on which the theory is built.

The dynamics of presidential campaigns, given these data, are found in the
late-September to early-October period. As the election approaches in the last
week of October and into November, however, on measure after measure, aver-
age positions and effects return to their early September values. A charitable ex-
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Table 6.5
Summary of Individual-Level Campaign Effects for Insurgent Candidates and
Messages

What Is Changing? What Is the Effect?

From Labor Day to Election Day, percent- Increases in the middle of the campaign 
age of people who think insurgent issue  for insurgents who follow theory’s 
(II) is nation’s most important problem prescriptions. Not so for insurgents who 
(MIP). fail to meet criteria. Despite dynamics

during campaign, percent finishes where
it started—it reverts to starting level for
all types of insurgent candidates.

From Labor Day to Election Day, change Sixteen-point increase for candidates 
in vote for insurgent candidate depending who meet criteria among low-
on whether II is thought of as nation’s information voters. Eight-point increase 
MIP. for those who talk about something other

than the economy.

From Labor Day to Election Day, change Movement in middle of campaign toward 
in average difference in distances (DID) insurgent for candidates who follow 
between two candidates on II. theory’s prescriptions. Movement for

others less pronounced. Despite move-
ment, finishes near indifference between
candidates. Amplified for low-
information voters and self-described
independents.

From Labor Day to Election Day, changes At indifference on II between two candi-
in predicted vote for insurgent as DID on dates, probability of voting for insurgent 
II vary (all else at mean). is very low for all insurgent candidates.

At modest levels of advantage, probability
becomes greater than .5 for insurgents
who meet theory’s criteria. At large diff-

erences, probability is very high for all in-
surgents. Amplified for high information
voters.

Note: Data about voters’ distance from candidates on issues are from ANES.



planation for this pattern is that candidates are reasonably good at what they
do—they know when they are getting beaten or when their opponent is gaining
the advantage, and they adjust their messages and strategies accordingly. Voters
seem to respond. This back-and-forth results in nearly neutral advantages for ei-
ther candidate come Election Day. Another possibility is that the predispositions
held by voters are so strong that despite being persuaded by candidates during
presidential campaigns, voters return to their previously held beliefs.

Why is the economy a strong predictor of election outcomes? Finally, there is
a campaign-based, individual-level explanation for this regularity beyond so-
ciotropic voting. The economy matters because the candidate who benefits
from it talks about it a lot during the campaign and this makes voters more
aware of the condition and this candidate’s relationship to it. Why is it so diffi-

cult for a challenger to defeat an economically advantaged candidate? Because
finding the right issue onto which the electoral agenda can be reset is difficult,
and candidates are challenged by it. Those who find such an issue, however, can
make it more important to voters over the course of the campaign and narrowly
edge out the economically advantaged candidate if voters are made to clearly
see the differences between the candidates on this issue. Candidates and cam-
paigns matter to outcomes despite—or alongside—the importance of the na-
tion’s economy.
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Chapter Seven

CANDIDATES CREATING CONTEXT

AN IMPRESSIVE BODY OF systematic evidence that voters reward in-
cumbent politicians for good economic times and punish them for bad
times precedes my work here, and in fact, motivates the puzzle I set out

to resolve. The causal path between economic conditions and electoral out-
comes is demonstrated with great regularity, and the mechanism that drives
this link is often identified as pocketbook or sociotropic voting, a more specific
case of retrospective voting—yet no one had linked the importance of eco-
nomic voting to campaigns and candidate behavior. Now that link is clearer.
The economy matters, but candidates’ discourse about the economy matters,
too. Further, candidates’ rhetoric about other issues can drive out the impor-
tance of the economy if they choose the right issue. The structural conditions
matter, but they can be overcome.

Key famously described retrospective voting on the economy as a demon-
stration that “voters are not fools” (1966, 7). People may not be able to name
their member of Congress, but they are able to respond to long-term, impor-
tant economic conditions when choosing the nation’s chief executive. Kramer
(1971) and Fiorina (1981) were equally pleased in their descriptions of how ret-
rospective voting on the economy delivered “rough justice” to incumbents who
failed to manage the economy. Key, Kramer, and Fiorina carved out and illus-
trated a role for citizens in elections after voting-behavior scholars of the mid-
twentieth century implicitly discredited them as irrational, impressionable, and
habitual oafs (Berelson et al. 1954; Campbell et al. 1960; Converse 1964).

Almost by proxy, candidates were deemed oafs as well. If voters could not
“cognize the issues” then everything candidates did toward that end in cam-
paigns was irrelevant. Early scholars of voting behavior could not demonstrate
that campaigns mattered in consequential ways, so they concluded that cam-
paigns took a backseat to long-standing social and psychological attachments.
But as Tufte (1978, 5) said, “the absence of evidence is not convincing evidence
of absence.” “Small” or “minimal” effects are not synonymous with unimpor-
tant effects.

My intention here has been to chip away at the absence of evidence linking
candidate behavior in campaigns to voters in elections, and to do so in a theo-
retically motivated and very specific way. The impressive relationship between
citizens and national economic context can be intensified if candidates choose
to talk about the economy in their campaigns. And the link between voters and



the nation’s economy can be diluted if candidates prime other dimensions on
which they have advantages. Being from the incumbent party in a good econ-
omy certainly sets candidates up with electoral advantages, but Ford, Hum-
phrey, Gore, and even Nixon (in 1960) show us that this advantage alone is not
enough. Claiming credit for good times is an important element in the retro-
spective voting model—this rhetoric is part of the mechanism that makes ret-
rospective voting work. It is, surprisingly, a part of the mechanism that has been
missing from descriptions and tests of the theory for over thirty years. My the-
ory of campaigns helps us understand the behavior of candidates in campaigns
and how it affects voters. It also provides a clear message to candidates about
leveraging their strengths in campaigns.

Can Candidates Create the Context?

This is not to say that voting-behavior scholars have ignored the relationship
between candidates, particularly incumbents, and the economic context of
elections. If the electoral fortunes of incumbents and their parties are so tightly
tied to the state of the economy, is it possible for incumbents to create good eco-
nomic times at exactly the right moment—the moment when voters are look-
ing—and to deal with the consequences (if any) of their actions after the elec-
tion is over? In other words, can incumbent candidates create the economic
context?

Indeed, an entire literature on the political business cycle argues that sitting
presidents can and often do use the institutional powers of their office to ma-
nipulate macroeconomic conditions for electoral gain (Nordhaus 1975; McRae
1977; Frey 1978; Frey and Schneider 1975,1978,1979; Tufte 1978). An incum-
bent president, for example, seeking re-election or the re-election of his party,
might exploit a lag in the tradeoff between unemployment and inflation by en-
joying the short-term benefits of lower unemployment in an election year and
not have to address increases in inflation until well after the votes are counted.
This possibility creates an opportunity for strategic behavior by sitting presi-
dents. Nordhaus (1975) and McRae (1977) each find evidence of this pattern
for up to five postwar presidents, and Tufte (1978) demonstrates that these cy-
cles are driven by increases in transfer payments in the years preceding a presi-
dential election. Tufte shows that of the six years between 1946 and 1976 in
which unemployment and inflation were reduced simultaneously, four of them
were in presidential election years. Early efforts at uncovering strategic, election-
seeking behavior by incumbent presidents offered sound support for the idea
that incumbents try to create an economic context from which they will benefit.

Subsequent work, however, was not as clear. Presidents, it turns out, have
limited ability to directly manipulate the macroeconomy (Golden and Poterba
1980), and the evidence that they try to do so is limited (Keech 1980; Alt and
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Chrystal 1983). More precisely, many of these scholars agree that elections seem
to magnify the performance of the nation’s economy, but the link to presiden-
tial manipulation of monetary policy is not easy to make (Lowery 1985; Beck
1987; Grier 1989; Williams 1990).

A recent series of papers by Chris Achen and Larry Bartels examine the link
between economic performance and voting behavior from various vantage
points. Achen and Bartels’s goal is to answer questions about how economic
policy, the ensuing income distribution, and voter decision-making demon-
strate democratic ideals such as representation and accountability. In one of
these papers (2004), Achen and Bartels (and Bartels separately in Unequal De-
mocracy, 2008) demonstrate empirically that voters only care about the short-
term economic performance around presidential elections—they are not, as
Ferejohn (1986) describes, punishing current incumbents to ensure good per-
formance by future incumbents. If voters were doing this, Achen and Bartels
argue, they would consider economic growth over the incumbent’s entire term
in office, not just the most recent couple of weeks before the election. Achen and
Bartels’s demonstration of the power of short-term economic conditions on
vote choice works in concert with the economic forecasting literature that in-
cludes in its models recent performance (most often the change in GDP from the
fourth quarter of the year before the election to the second quarter of the elec-
tion year). In more sophisticated approaches to forecasting elections, scholars
have allowed economic changes over the president’s entire term to play a role,
but they weight recent performance more heavily than earlier performance
(Hibbs 1987, 2000; Erikson 1989; Bartels and Zaller 2001). Achen and Bartels
conclude that,“the clear consensus in the literature is that recent economic per-
formance is much more relevant at election time than what happened earlier.”

Achen and Bartels take the evidence of short-term economic effects and pose
the question,“how would we expect re-election seeking incumbents to respond
to electoral incentives of the sort we have described?” Their answer, of course,
is that rational candidates will seek to increase growth right before the election.
Whatever result their economic policies produced in the prior quarters of their
tenure becomes irrelevant as the election draws near. Achen and Bartels find ev-
idence that presidents do in fact behave this way. The average difference in real
disposable income between election years and nonelection years is 1.5 percent-
age points. The income growth rates during election years are 80 percent higher
than in nonelection years. Further, they show that the patterns of economic
growth by presidents of both parties look identical in election years, but differ
markedly in nonelection years.

The assumption in this work is that the myopia of voters leads incumbents
to strategically manipulate the economy in the quarters just before the election.
Indeed, this might explain why so many of the clarifying candidates are from
the incumbent party. The argument and evidence provided in the preceding
chapters, however, lead me to believe that Achen and Bartels may have the arrow
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pointing in the wrong direction. The myopia of voters is not evidence of their
inability or unwillingness to “think” (another article by Achen and Bartels is ti-
tled, “It Feels Like We’re Thinking”) rigorously about politics, but is driven by
the things candidates say in their campaigns. This, contrary to Achen and Bar-
tels’s conclusions, is exactly how democracy should work.

Voters’ obsession with recent economic performance does not drive incum-
bent behavior; it is the result of candidate behavior that primes the nation’s eco-
nomic conditions in the minds of voters in a specific way. Why is the recent
growth rate more important than the entire growth rate during the incumbent’s
tenure? Because candidate messages in campaigns focus on what is happening
to voters now—not what happened to them three years earlier. Consider this
excerpt from a speech that John F. Kennedy gave in1960 at the National Stock-
yards in East St. Louis, Illinois:

I am glad to be here in this stockyard because this proves an important point. I come

from Massachusetts, which is not a great agricultural center, but I can tell you that

Massachusetts will not be prosperous unless the farmers of the United States are pros-

perous. We heard today that International Harvester, which makes farm machinery,

has closed down today, and John Deere plants have closed down; and the reason is

that agricultural income has dropped in the past few years almost 20 to 25 percent,

and because when farmers go down the rest of the economy sooner or later goes

down. The farmers are the No.1 market for the auto industry of the United States and

the auto industry is the No.1 market for the steel industry, and the steel is 50 percent

of capacity. That is what we are producing this week. The Soviet Union last week pro-

duced more steel than we did, because we are only using half of our capacity and only

slightly more than half of our people. The economy of the United States is tied to-

gether. If the farmer prospers, the city prospers, and if the city prospers the farmer

prospers, and I think the Democratic Party has understood that from the beginning.

I think Franklin Roosevelt and Truman and Woodrow Wilson fought for the people

of this country, fought to advance their progress, and we must fight in 1960 and 1961

and 1962. (October 3, 1960)

In keeping with his theme of comparing America to the Soviet Union (and al-
ways finding America to be lagging behind), Kennedy compares American steel
production to Soviet production. But notice the immediacy of the language,
“We heard today,” Kennedy says when referring to the closing of International
Harvester. Sure, Kennedy references the drop in agricultural productivity over
the last few years, but his concrete examples are from “this week” and he com-
pares the United States to the Soviet Union’s levels of productivity “last week.”
Similarly, Ronald Reagan in 1984 said to supporters in North Carolina:

Well, we cut inflation, and I’ll tell you what it means: that 8.8 percent weekly—or de-

cline in weekly earnings—within the last 2 years, weekly earnings have increased by

3.2 percent. . . . And as we freed up the economy to grow, we created over 6 million
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new jobs in the last 21 months. More people are working this year than ever before in

our history, and a job is the surest escape from poverty. (October 8, 1984)

Like Kennedy, Reagan references changes in policy over the previous two
years, the previous twenty-one months. “More people are working this year
than ever before,” he says. While these anecdotes are not representative of cam-
paign speeches more generally, they do raise at least the possibility that voters
weight recent economic performance more heavily than earlier performance
because candidates are telling them to do so.

Although the evidence is mixed over the last thirty years, there is a substan-
tial and convincing set of findings that support the idea that candidates, partic-
ularly incumbent presidents, can create economic context before elections—
and try to do so. Once the context is created, incumbents talk about it in their
campaigns, encouraging voters to make the connection between their presi-
dency or party and the good times. Meanwhile, the insurgent candidate is likely
struggling to find an issue on which he or she is closer to most voters and on
which the clarifying candidate is committed to an unpopular position.

Creating Salience: Finding the Right Insurgent Issue

Relative to claiming credit for a good economy or placing blame for a bad econ-
omy, the insurgent candidates have their work cut out for them. Not all candi-
dates are in the position of Kennedy in 1960 or Carter in 1976, when natural,
nonspecific policy dimensions were obviously salient to voters leading up to the
election. In 1968 Nixon capitalized on Americans’ existing racial prejudices and
general sense of fear (and frustration with the chaos coming out of the protest
movements of the period) in order to leverage the valence issue of law and
order—and Bush, in 2000, cleverly seized voters’ disappointment with the dal-
liance of sitting president Bill Clinton to promote himself and his domestic
policies as “uniters” not dividers, the implicit argument being similar to Carter’s
“A Leader, for a Change” appeal in 1976.

But what happens if the insurgent candidate is Walter Mondale in 1984, run-
ning against an incumbent who presided over a period of sustained growth and
economic repair? Or John McCain in 2008 running as the incumbent party in
a period of global financial crisis? Was there an insurgent issue for Mondale in
1984 or McCain in 2008? Mondale surely thought a Kennedyesque appeal to
American’s fear of “Star Wars” (the Strategic Defense Initiative) and Reagan’s
likelihood of taking us to the point of having to deploy nuclear missile-defense
systems would work to his advantage, but Reagan was not in Nixon’s position
(in 1960). And this dissimilarity was critical to Reagan’s ability to counter Mon-
dale’s argument by raising the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks in which he was
instrumentally involved. Nixon in 1960 believed Kennedy was (or could be)
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right about the Missile Gap; Reagan knew Mondale was wrong (or could at least
be made to look wrong).

As American politics moves toward more elite partisan polarization, it might
seem that insurgent issues are harder for candidates to find. Candidates have to
find the plurality of voters and align close to them, which may be hard to do if
most people are camping out at the extremes (although see Fiorina 2005). But
at the same time, many Americans refuse to align themselves with either of the
parties, suggesting that there may be issues on which public opinion does not
merely mimic the partisan divide in the country. As we move beyond the 2008
election, what issues might insurgent candidates consider priming?

Recent polls suggest a host of issues on which Americans hold one-sided
opinions. The issue that stands out most prominently is energy. A Quinnipiac
College poll conducted in June of 2007 asked people if they thought the rising
price of gasoline was a serious concern. Seventy-three percent of Americans
said they thought this was a serious problem. Interestingly, however, the seri-
ousness of the problem does not seem to stem from an economic foundation,
because only 51 percent of the same respondents report cutting back on house-
hold spending for other items due to the increase in gas prices. Further, only a
third of these people have changed their summer vacation plans because of the
change in the price of gasoline.

Health care is another area with unequal distributions of opinion. An ABC
News/Washington Post poll released in September of 2007 reports that 56 per-
cent of Americans believe Democrats are better able to handle health care as a
public-policy issue; only 26 percent give Republicans the nod here. The other
19 percent mostly believe neither party is better. Further, 72 percent of respon-
dents to this poll favor increasing federal funding to insure currently uninsured
children, and paying for it with cigarette taxes. And poll results show that 61
percent of Americans support embryonic stem-cell research. The same ABC/
Washington Post poll shows that most Americans (67 percent) believe that not
enough is being done to keep illegal immigrants from entering the country. Fi-
nally, a CBS/New York Times poll from 2005 reports that 92 percent of Ameri-
cans think their Social Security system is in trouble.

These are some of the issues on which American opinion is not equally di-
vided. Of course, each of the issues varies in terms of whether one of the candi-
dates will have committed to unpopular positions in the past; and some are so
tied to partisan positions that it would be impossible for a candidate of one
party to campaign on the side of public opinion. But without knowing who the
candidates will be and without knowing which party will have to run the next
insurgent presidential campaign, is there anything that can be said about the in-
surgent candidate’s ability to find the right issue or idea?

I think history and the patterns of evidence presented here suggest that the
right insurgent strategy is often one that amalgamates a number of issues into
one coherent theme: Kennedy’s “New Frontier,” Bush’s “Compassionate Con-
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servatism,” or even Nixon’s holistic leveraging of fear, best expressed in the
tagline to his advertisements, “This November, vote like your whole world de-
pended on it.” The topics of energy policy, insuring children, immigration,
medical research, and Social Security are all squarely domestic issues and can be
woven tightly into an overarching message like these. A clever insurgent candi-
date might be able to mix these issues together into one broad message. In the
face of years of Homeland Security initiatives and spending on war, it might be
possible for an insurgent candidate to focus his or her campaign on Homeland
Prosperity—not in terms of the economy, of course, but in terms of domestic
conditions on important matters like energy, immigration, making advance-
ments in cures for cancer, helping those with spinal-cord injuries walk again, or
quite simply, just bringing basic health care to millions of children. An insurgent
candidate running against a clarifying candidate with a record on the wrong side
of a number of these domestic initiatives might have success advocating a true
focus on the “homeland”—to ensure that we have something worth securing.

In The Reasoning Voter (1991), Popkin summarizes work from psychology
and economics arguing that people use narratives to help them make sense of
choices. Stories help us organize and understand the world around us. For the
clarifying candidate, the story is easy for voters to appreciate—you are doing
better today than you were before. But for the insurgent candidate, the story
most likely has to be created. The Soviets launched a satellite and they are talk-
ing about orbiting the moon! It was easy to construct a story around our fear of
communism that put Kennedy in charge of the New Frontier. America would
send a man to the moon, and Kennedy told voters he was going to get it done.
The story was so easy to play over and over again—if Kennedy could get it done
it must be true that Nixon could not; he certainly had not done so in his eight
years in the administration. The narratives candidates create, whether through
their campaign rhetoric or through manipulation of economic policy or
through a clever weaving and packing of issues, affect voters. Evidence from the
last fifty years of presidential campaigns in America demonstrates that the best
stories for candidates are the ones that are easy for them to tell, the ones on
which they are naturally advantaged. Only two of the twenty-six candidates
who have run since 1952 won elections by telling stories about things other than
their natural advantage—and both of them were incumbents in good econo-
mies (1972 and 1996). Candidates, particularly incumbents, may be able to cre-
ate the context of elections, but what is more important is that they recognize
where their advantages are, where their opponents’ weaknesses are, and that
they leverage these opportunities at every opportunity.

What makes all of this even more challenging for candidates is that they can-
not rely on the media to spread their story. The fidelity between the composi-
tion of candidates’ campaigns and media coverage of them is low, although the
media do respond somewhat to changes in the composition of campaign rhet-
oric over the course of a campaign. Candidates have to work hard to tell their
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own stories, which may explain the increase in paid advertising in presidential
campaigns over the last twenty years. And now, with a crowded advertising
arena, candidates struggle to tell their own stories before independent groups
make advertisements that tell it for them. Being a major party presidential
nominee is hard work.

To make it more complicated, the stories candidates tell play differently on
different types of voters. Most notably, independents and voters with low levels
of political sophistication and information are more likely to remember the
candidates’ narratives and mimic their rhetoric when asked about the candi-
dates, but these voters use this information less at the polls. Candidates are in
the uncomfortable position of needing to influence a very specific group of vot-
ers who are willing to believe their stories, but whose decision-making machine
does not use this information as effectively as it could.

The single most impressive feature of presidential elections in the last fifty
years must be the importance of national economic circumstances. The state of
the economy conditions what kind of campaigns candidates are likely to run, it
affects the stories candidates will weave about themselves and their policy agen-
das, and it predicts the winner of a good many elections well in advance of the
vote. Despite this strong role for the structural conditions, there is still a role for
candidates, their histories, their ideas, and their campaigns. The economy is the
backdrop in front of which the great play of modern presidential campaigns is
performed. The scenery is important. But as Shakespeare said, “the play’s the
thing.”
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APPENDIX

Chapter 2: Spatial Model of Voting

Assume that there are two candidates under evaluation by voters, candidate J
and candidate G. For simplicity’s sake, assume that voters are examining these
two candidates over two issue dimensions, 1 and 2, that are relevant to the
choice facing voters in this election. The two dimensions are not equal in im-
portance, thus each issue has a weight attached to it, � and �, respectively. Be-
cause voter i has uncertain information about the position of each candidate
along these issue dimensions, the voter’s perception of each candidate’s true po-
sition on each issue under consideration is represented as a random variable, Pij1

(similarly for issue 2). This random variable is assumed to be normally distrib-
uted with mean, pij1 and variance �2

ij1/nj1 where n is the number of messages
candidate J sends about issue 1, (similarly for candidate G and issue 2). A voter’s
belief about each candidate’s location on each issue is a combination of a cen-
tral point and a distribution of points around the central point. The smaller the
distribution of points around the central point, the less uncertainty the voter
has about the candidate’s position on that particular issue.

Assume that voters have quadratic utility functions, are utility maximizers,
and that preferences can be expressed with a Euclidean distance measure. Let
voter i ’s evaluation of candidate J on this particular issue be composed of a set
of non-policy-oriented variables such as party identification, age, sex, and race.
We will call these influences, cij for characteristics. Also, assume a voter’s issue
preferences can be measured by the squared distance between the voter’s place-
ment of him- or herself on the issue (xi1) and the voter’s placement of the can-
didate on the issue (Pij1). Thus, voter i ’s utility for candidate J is 

Uij � �cij � �(Pij1 � xi1)
2 � �(Pij2 � xi2)

2. (1)

Note that Pij1 is a random variable, over which voters take expectations, such that 

E[Uij] � E[�cij � �(Pij1 � xi1)
2 � �(Pij2 � xi2)

2]. (2)

Expanding the squares in equation 2 reveals

E[Uij] � E[�cij � �(Pij1
2 � 2Pij1xi1 � xi1

2) � �(Pij2
2 � 2Pij2xi2 � xi2

2)]. (3)

Now, move the expectations operation through the right-hand side of the equa-
tion, noting that as defined above E[Pij1] � pij1 and E[Pij1

2 ] � pij1
2 � vij1. When the

expectation operation moves through these terms, other terms will be gener-
ated, so note that vij1 � �2

ij1/nj1. This gives



E[Uij] � �cij � �(pij1
2 � (�2

ij1/nj1) � 2pij1xi1 � xi1
2) 

� �(pij2
2 � (�2

ij1/nj1) � 2pij2xi2 � xi2
2). (4)

Finally, collect the terms on the right-hand side:

E[Uij] � �cij � �[(pij1
2 � 2pij1xi1 � xi1

2) � (�2
ij1/nj1)] 

� �[(pij2
2 � 2pij2xi2 � xi2

2) � (�2
ij2/nj2)]. (5)

And then,

E[Uij] � �cij � �[(pij1 � xi1)
2 � (�2

ij1/nj1)] 

� �[(pij2 � xi2)
2 � (�2

ij2/nj2)]. (6)

And the expected utility for candidate G can be written similarly:

E[Uig] � �cig � �[(pig1 � xi1)
2 � (�2

ig1/ng1)] 

� �[(pig2 � xi2)
2 � (�2

ig2/ng2)]. (7)

In an election between J and G, the decision rule for the voter is simple. A voter
would vote for candidate J if E[Uij] 	 E[Uig].

Because of the assumption that utility functions are quadratic, uncertainty
depresses the voter’s utility for a candidate. This theoretical prediction implies
that the more uncertain voters are about a candidate’s policy position, the lower
their utility for that candidate, ceteris paribus.1 This is a direct result of the risk-
aversion assumption. In other words, the more a voter knows about candidate
J, the more the voter’s utility for J increases, regardless of other factors such as
proximity to the candidate’s issue placement and the weight of the issue.2
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1. Shepsle (1972) notes that this prediction will not generally hold if voters have utility functions
with convex regions.

2. This may seem counterintuitive at first. The increase in utility due to a reduction in uncer-
tainty is an example of a mean preserving spread. This means that as the “spread” of dispersion
around the mean becomes smaller, the mean remains unchanged. Thus the increase in utility is due
to the decrease in dispersion or uncertainty, not to a change in other factors. Even if the voter places
the candidate far from his own position on the dimension, the voter’s utility for this candidate will
increase as the uncertainty around that placement is reduced. For example, if a candidate were
placed far to the right by a voter whose position was central, the voter would still experience an in-
crease in his utility for this candidate if he learned that the candidate was not as far right as some
threshold, d. Whereas prior to the new information, the voter thought the candidate could be as far
right as d, he now knows that the candidate is not that far to the right and therefore his utility for
this candidate increases.



Chapter 5 and Chapter 6: Results

Table A1
Forecasting Models 1952–2000 (Table 5.6)

Correctly
Coefficient SE R2 Predicted

GNP (4th to 2nd) 2.52 .87 .38 8/13
Constant 47.77 2.11

GNP 2.43 .81 .47 9/13
Incumbent 4.26 2.50
Constant 45.32 2.42

GNP 1.21 .69 .71 10/13
July Approval .27 .07
Constant 37.13 3.21

GNP 1.23 .60 .79 12/13
Incumbent 3.38 1.61
July Approval .25 .06
Constant 35.92 2.83

GNP 1.10 .36 .92 12/13
Incumbent 1.45 1.07
July Approval .12 .05
Meets Criteria �5.95 1.44

RDI (12th to 15th) 2.45 .67 .50 10/13
Constant 46.40 2.10

RDI 1.98 .56 .69 11/13
War Dummy �2.89 2.80
No. of Terms �4.60 2.11
Constant

RDI 1.20 .53 .81 11/13
War Dummy �1.54 2.24
No. of Terms �1.30 2.10
Meets Criteria �6.52 2.51
Constant 54.03 2.20

Notes: GNP and RDI data from Bureau Economic Advisors.
July Approval from the Gallup Organization.
Incumbent indicates incumbent candidate.
No. of Terms counts number of terms party is in office.
War Dummy indicates whether country is at war.
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Table A2
Media Attention and Uncertainty (Figure 6.5)

Guaranteed Jobs Defense Spending

Clarifying Insurgent Clarifying Insurgent

Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE

Media �.13 .02 �.14 .02 �.17 .03 �.15 .02

Media*Time �.01 .01 �.01 .01 �.01 .01 �.02 .01

Time �.01 .02 .001 .02 .02 .03 .03 .03

Female .34 .05 .34 .04 .56 .014 .56 .02

Black �.11 .05 �.17 .07 .25 .10 .23 .07

Education �.17 .01 �.18 .01 �.20 .03 �.19 .02

Young �.32 .08 �.27 .06 �.25 .07 �.21 .09

Midlife �.34 .05 �.28 .04 �.26 .05 �.21 .07

Senior �.25 .03 �.22 .03 �.21 .06 �.20 .07

1976 .11 .01 .06 .01 * * * *

1980 .30 .01 .02 .01 .32 .03 .06 .004

1984 �.12 .01 �.04 .01 �.09 .03 .06 .02

1988 .12 .01 .05 .01 .02 .02 �.18 .003

1992 .09 .01 �.20 .01 .32 .03 .05 .01

1996 �.36 .01 �.32 .01 �.05 .02 �.18 .02

2000 �.20 .02 �.29 .02 * * * *

Constant .35 .1 .46 .09 .08 .16 .11 .12

R2 .11 .11 .15 .15

N 14153 14151 10776 10777
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Table A3
Media Attention and Uncertainty (Figure 6.5)

Aid to Minorities Services/Spending

Clarifying Insurgent Clarifying Insurgent

Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE

Media �.09 .03 �.10 .03 �.17 .03 �.16 .02

Media*Time �.02 .01 �.01 .004 �.00 .01 �.00 .003

Time .02 .02 .01 .02 �.01 .02 .00 .02

Female .36 .03 .35 .03 .31 .03 .3 .04

Black �.31 .08 �.40 .07 .16 .06 .11 .07

Education �.18 .02 �.18 .02 �.22 .02 �.20 .02

Young �.33 .04 �.32 .04 �.31 .11 �.32 .10

Midlife �.35 .04 �.32 .03 �.31 .06 �.29 .07

Senior �.32 .05 �.29 .04 �.26 .11 �.24 .10

1976 .49 .03 .42 .03 * * * *

1980 .54 .04 .16 .04 * * * *

1984 .16 .03 .18 .03 .46 .03 .76 .01

1988 .43 .01 .35 .01 .63 .01 .81 .02

1992 * * * * .71 .03 .69 .01

1996 �.27 .02 �.17 .03 �.59 .02 .19 .02

2000 .22 .02 .09 .01 * * * *

Constant .01 .10 .20 .08 .01 .11 �.17 .08

R2 .12 .12 .19 .16

N 12808 12807 9164 9160
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Table A4
Media Attention and Uncertainty (Figure 6.5)

Role of Women Liberal/Conservative

Clarifying Insurgent Clarifying Insurgent

Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE

Media �.10 .04 �.10 .04 �.12 .03 �.12 .03

Media*Time �.01 .01 �.01 .01 �.01 .01 �.13 .01

Time .01 .02 .03 .01 �.01 .03 .01 .03

Female .11 .06 .15 .09 .31 .03 .32 .03

Black �.003 .08 �.14 .08 .27 .05 .20 .05

Education �.17 .01 �.15 .02 �.29 .01 �.28 .01

Young �.35 .03 �.46 .03 �.13 .05 �.16 .05

Midlife �.31 .03 �.32 .04 �.17 .05 �.17 .05

Senior �.23 .05 �.23 .03 �.15 .05 �.16 .06

1976 .44 .09 .27 .09 .39 .04 .34 .04

1980 .23 .08 �.25 .07 .59 .03 .49 .03

1984 * * * * �.26 .03 �.27 .03

1988 .27 .03 .09 .02 .31 .01 .27 .01

1992 * * * * .32 .03 .15 .03

1996 �.49 .05 �.62 .04 .10 .02 .05 .02

2000 �.01 .03 �.21 .03 �.53 .01 �.64 .01

Constant .26 .07 .45 .07 .59 .07 .67 .06

R2 .11 .11 .18 .18

N 10651 10652 15165 15164
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Table A5
Media Attention and Uncertainty (Figure 6.5)

Relationship Russia

Clarifying Insurgent

Coef. SE Coef. SE

Media �.15 .03 �.15 .02

Media*Time �.01 .01 �.01 .01

Time �.01 .04 �.01 .03

Female .56 .04 .53 .05

Black .43 .10 .30 .18

Education �.19 .01 �.16 .02

Young �.34 .06 �.34 .10

Midlife �.29 .05 �.31 .03

Senior �.28 .06 �.27 .05

1976 * * * *

1980 .17 .03 �.42 .03

1984 �.15 .01 �.16 .02

1988 * * * *

1992 * * * *

1996 * * * *

2000 * * * *

Constant .35 .05 .54 .04

R2 .16 .15

N 5630 5627

Note: Inability to place each candidate on each issue is the dependent
variable in the above fourteen analyses. Explanatory variables include
level of attention to the campaign in the media, date of interview, demo-
graphic controls, and indicators for campaign year. Standard errors are
robust and clustered on campaign year. These coefficients generate pre-
dicted probabilities that are presented in figure 6.5. Each bar in the
figure is the change in predicted probability from early September to the
last weeks of the campaign for varying levels of attention to the cam-
paign in the media (for each candidate).
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Table A6
Mean Percent of Respondents Who Think Insurgent Issue Is Nation’s Most Important
Problem by Time of Interview (Figure 6.6)

Standard Binomial Exact 
N Mean Error 95% Confidence Interval

Meets Criteria

Early September 1557 29.3% 1.2% 27.4% 31.2%
Late September 1705 36.7% 1.2% 34.7% 38.6%
Early October 2050 42.0% 1.1% 40.2% 43.8%
Last Weeks 1230 34.0% 1.4% 31.8% 36.3%

Violates Criteria

Early September 3715 20.1% 0.7% 19.0% 21.2%
Late September 4151 21.8% 0.6% 20.7% 22.9%
Early October 2986 19.7% 0.7% 18.5% 21.0%
Last Weeks 3534 22.6% 0.7% 21.5% 23.8%

Meets Topic

Early September 3592 26.6% 0.7% 25.4% 27.8%
Late September 3858 30.3% 0.7% 29.1% 31.5%
Early October 3724 34.0% 0.8% 32.7% 35.3%
Last Weeks 2850 29.0% 0.9% 27.6% 30.4%

Violates Topic

Early September 1680 14.6% 0.9% 13.2% 16.1%
Late September 1998 18.1% 0.9% 16.7% 19.5%
Early October 1312 14.1% 1.0% 12.5% 15.8%
Last Weeks 1914 20.4% 0.9% 18.9% 21.9%

Note: Data are from American National Election Study, 1960–2000.
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Table A7
Non-Independence of Vote and Whether Respondent Thinks Insurgent Issue
Is Nation’s Most Important Problem (Figure 6.7)

Not Most Important Most Important TOTAL

Meets Criteriaa

Insurgent 1,283 806 2,089
49.88 50.47 50.11

Clarifying 1,289 791 2,080 
50.12 49.53 49.89 

TOTAL 2,572 1,597 4,169
100 100 100

Meets Criteria—Low Informationb

Insurgent 171 106 277
43.96 59.55 48.85

Clarifying 218 72 290
56.04 40.45 51.15

TOTAL 389 178 567
100 100 100

Meets Criteria—High Informationc

Insurgent 579 251 830
52.54 50.91 52.04

Clarifying 523 242 765
47.46 49.09 47.96

TOTAL 1,102 493 1,595
100 100 100

aPearson chi2(1) � 0.1355 Pr�0.713
bPearson chi2(1) � 11.8812 Pr�0.001
cPearson chi2(1) � 0.3617 Pr � 0.548
Note: Cell entries are raw accounts with column percentages underneath.
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Table A8
Non-Independence of Vote and Whether Respondent Thinks Insurgent Issue
Is Nation’s Most Important Problem (Figure 6.7)

Not Most Important Most Important TOTAL

Violates Criteriaa

Insurgent 2,530 879 3,409
39.1 41.54 39.7

Clarifying 3,940 1,237 5,177
60.9 58.46 60.3

TOTAL 6,470 2,116 8,586
100 100 100

Violates Criteria—Low Informationb

Insurgent 401 112 513
41.73 49.12 43.15

Clarifying 560 116 676
58.27 50.88 56.85

TOTAL 961 228 1,189
100 100 100

Violates Criteria—High Informationc

Insurgent 1,058 367 1,425
40.54 41.61 40.81

Clarifying 1,552 515 2,067
59.46 58.39 59.19

TOTAL 2,610 882 3,492
100 100 100

aPearson chi2(1) � 3.9559 Pr � 0.047
bPearson chi2(1) � 4.1087 Pr � 0.043
cPearson chi2(1) � .3146 Pr � 0.575
Note: Cell entries are raw accounts with column percentages underneath.
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Table A9
Non-Independence of Vote and Whether Respondent Thinks Insurgent Issue
Is Nation’s Most Important Problem (Figure 6.7)

Not Most Important Most Important TOTAL

Violates Topica

Insurgent 1,217 347 1,564
38.32 43.27 39.32

Clarifying 1,959 455 2,414
61.68 56.73 60.68

TOTAL 3,176 802 3,978
100 100 100

Violates Topic—Low Informationb

Insurgent 174 30 204
33.4 45.45 34.75

Clarifying 347 36 383
66.6 54.55 65.25

TOTAL 521 66 587
100 100 100

Violates Topic—High Informationc

Insurgent 581 211 792
40.63 43.51 41.36

Clarifying 849 274 1,123
59.37 56.49 58.64

TOTAL 1,430 485 1,915
100 100 100

aPearson chi2(1) � 6.5711 Pr � 0.01
bPearson chi2(1) � 3.7557 Pr � 0.053
cPearson chi2(1) � 1.235 Pr � 0.266
Note: Cell entries are raw accounts with column percentages underneath.
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Table A10
Non-Independence of Vote and Whether Respondent Thinks Insurgent Issue
Is Nation’s Most Important Problem (Figure 6.7)

Not Most Important Most Important TOTAL

Meets Topica

Insurgent 2,596 1,338 3,934
44.26 45.96 44.82

Clarifying 3,270 1,573 4,843
55.74 54.04 55.18

TOTAL 5,866 2,911 8,777
100 100 100

Meets Topic—Low Informationb

Insurgent 398 188 586
48.01 55.29 50.13

Clarifying 431 152 583
51.99 44.71 49.87

TOTAL 829 340 1,169
100 100 100

Meets Topic—High Informationc

Insurgent 1,056 407 1,463
46.28 45.73 46.12

Clarifying 1,226 483 1,709
53.72 54.27 53.88

TOTAL 2,282 890 3,172
100 100 100

aPearson chi2(1) � 2.2964 Pr � 0.13
bPearson chi2(1) � 5.1177 Pr � 0.024
cPearson chi2(1) � .0765 Pr � 0.782
Note: Cell entries are raw accounts with column percentages underneath.
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Table A11
Mean Differences in Distances on Insurgent Issue over Campaign by Type of Insurgent
Candidate, All Respondents (Figures 6.8 and 6.9)

N Mean SE 90% Confidence Interval

Meets Criteria

Early September 1581 �0.34 0.22 �0.70 0.02
Late September 1773 �1.22 0.23 �1.60 �0.84
Early October 2110 �1.39 0.23 �1.77 �1.01
Last Weeks 1246 �0.70 0.24 �1.09 �0.31

Meets Topic

Early September 4288 0.07 0.12 �0.12 0.27
Late September 5139 �0.29 0.11 �0.47 �0.10
Early October 5100 �0.61 0.12 �0.81 �0.41
Last Weeks 3036 �0.23 0.17 �0.51 0.04

Violates Criteria

Early September 4343 0.53 0.14 0.30 0.75
Late September 5313 0.53 0.12 0.33 0.72
Early October 4264 0.40 0.13 0.19 0.61
Last Weeks 3664 0.37 0.17 0.09 0.65

Violates Topic

Early September 1636 0.88 0.28 0.42 1.34
Late September 1947 1.08 0.26 0.66 1.51
Early October 1274 1.47 0.32 0.93 2.00
Last Weeks 1874 0.63 0.26 0.21 1.06
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Table A12
Mean Differences in Distances on Insurgent Issue over Campaign by Type of Insurgent
Candidate, High-Information Respondents (Figures 6.8 and 6.9)

N Mean SE 90% Confidence Interval

Meets Criteria—High Information

Early September 562 �0.16 0.38 �0.79 0.46
Late September 572 �0.79 0.44 �1.51 �0.07
Early October 621 �1.15 0.47 �1.91 �0.38
Last Weeks 372 �1.65 0.55 �2.55 �0.74

Violates Criteria—High Information

Early September 4018 0.54 0.14 0.32 0.77
Late September 4968 0.52 0.12 0.33 0.72
Early October 3994 0.43 0.13 0.23 0.64
Last Weeks 3238 0.37 0.18 0.08 0.66

Violates Topic—High Information

Early September 1442 1.11 0.29 0.62 1.59
Late September 1743 1.15 0.26 0.71 1.58
Early October 1126 1.76 0.32 1.23 2.30
Last Weeks 1604 0.80 0.26 0.36 1.23

Meets Topic—High Information

Early September 3954 0.09 0.12 �0.11 0.28
Late September 4810 �0.28 0.11 �0.46 �0.10
Early October 4772 �0.60 0.12 �0.80 �0.40
Last Weeks 2740 �0.29 0.17 �0.56 �0.01
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Table A13
Mean Differences in Distances on Insurgent Issue over Campaign by Type of Insurgent
Candidate, Low-Information Respondents (Figures 6.8 and 6.9)

N Mean SE 90% Confidence Interval

Meets Criteria—Low Information

Early September 538 0.04 0.34 �0.51 0.60
Late September 708 �0.99 0.31 �1.50 �0.47
Early October 931 �1.44 0.28 �1.91 �0.98
Last Weeks 577 0.16 0.26 �0.26 0.59

Violates Criteria—Low Information

Early September 1989 0.00 0.11 �0.19 0.18
Late September 2767 0.16 0.09 0.01 0.30
Early October 2370 0.11 0.09 �0.05 0.26
Last Weeks 1174 �0.04 0.22 �0.40 0.32

Violates Topic—Low Information

Early September 347 0.65 0.50 �0.18 1.47
Late September 452 1.16 0.43 0.45 1.87
Early October 317 1.85 0.53 0.98 2.71
Last Weeks 479 0.45 0.43 �0.26 1.16

Meets Topic—Low Information

Early September 2180 �0.09 0.11 �0.27 0.08
Late September 3023 �0.26 0.09 �0.40 �0.12
Early October 2984 �0.56 0.10 �0.73 �0.40
Last Weeks 1272 �0.13 0.17 �0.41 0.14
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Table A14
Mean Differences in Distances on Insurgent Issue over Campaign by Type of Insurgent
Candidate, Independents (Figures 6.8 and 6.9)

N Mean SE 90% Confidence Interval

Meets Criteria—Independents

Early September 183 �0.39 0.42 �1.07 0.30
Late September 229 �0.62 0.55 �1.54 0.29
Early October 253 �1.33 0.62 �2.36 �0.30
Last Weeks 117 0.06 0.75 �1.18 1.30

Violates Criteria—Independents

Early September 449 1.26 0.32 0.74 1.79
Late September 562 0.59 0.34 0.04 1.15
Early October 397 1.12 0.37 0.51 1.73
Last Weeks 397 1.20 0.41 0.53 1.88

Violates Topic—Independents

Early September 196 2.01 0.56 1.07 2.94
Late September 230 1.48 0.61 0.48 2.48
Early October 148 2.33 0.81 0.99 3.66
Last Weeks 198 1.60 0.57 0.66 2.53

Meets Topic—Independents

Early September 436 0.23 0.27 �0.21 0.68
Late September 561 �0.27 0.32 �0.80 0.25
Early October 502 �0.47 0.36 �1.06 0.12
Last Weeks 316 0.53 0.46 �0.23 1.29
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Table A15
Mean Differences in Distances on Insurgent Issue over Campaign by Type of Insurgent
Candidate, Clarifying Partisans (Figures 6.8 and 6.9)

N Mean SE 90% Confidence Interval

Meets Criteria—Clarifying Partisans

Early September 666 2.68 0.30 2.19 3.17
Late September 667 2.49 0.32 1.96 3.02
Early October 839 2.49 0.30 2.00 2.99
Last Weeks 611 2.09 0.25 1.68 2.49

Violates Criteria—Clarifying Partisans

Early September 1847 3.31 0.19 3.00 3.63
Late September 2298 3.03 0.17 2.75 3.30
Early October 1860 2.79 0.18 2.49 3.08
Last Weeks 1586 4.07 0.23 3.69 4.45

Violates Topic—Clarifying Partisans

Early September 711 4.78 0.38 4.16 5.41
Late September 861 5.02 0.33 4.47 5.57
Early October 571 5.44 0.43 4.74 6.15
Last Weeks 862 4.45 0.32 3.93 4.98

Meets Topic—Clarifying Partisans

Early September 1802 2.50 0.16 2.23 2.77
Late September 2104 2.04 0.16 1.78 2.30
Early October 2128 1.96 0.16 1.70 2.21
Last Weeks 1335 2.91 0.22 2.56 3.27
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Table A16
Mean Differences in Distances on Insurgent Issue over Campaign by Type of Insurgent
Candidate, Insurgent Partisans (Figures 6.8 and 6.9)

N Mean SE 90% Confidence Interval

Meets Criteria—Insurgent Partisans

Early September 723 �3.16 0.35 �3.73 �2.60
Late September 867 �4.22 0.35 �4.80 �3.65
Early October 1008 �4.58 0.35 �5.15 �4.00
Last Weeks 509 �4.24 0.41 �4.92 �3.56

Violates Criteria—Insurgent Partisans

Early September 2016 �2.21 0.21 �2.55 �1.87
Late September 2436 �1.84 0.18 �2.14 �1.54
Early October 1979 �2.00 0.20 �2.32 �1.67
Last Weeks 1664 �3.40 0.26 �3.83 �2.97

Violates Topic—Insurgent Partisans

Early September 724 �3.31 0.44 �4.03 �2.58
Late September 853 �2.99 0.41 �3.66 �2.32
Early October 550 �2.95 0.50 �3.77 �2.12
Last Weeks 810 �3.75 0.41 �4.43 �3.07

Meets Topic—Insurgent Partisans

Early September 2015 �2.16 0.18 �2.46 �1.86
Late September 2450 �2.28 0.17 �2.56 �2.01
Early October 2437 �2.85 0.19 �3.16 �2.54
Last Weeks 1363 �3.51 0.26 �3.93 �3.08
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Table A17
Importance of Differences in Distances to Vote for Clarifying Candidate by Insurgent
Candidate Type, All Respondents (Figures 6.10 and 6.11)

Meets Criteria Violates Criteria Meets Topic Violates Topic

Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE

Jobs Distance 
Difference .04 .005 .03 .006 .04 .005 .06 .01

Insurgent Issue 
Distance Difference .04 .007 .03 .005 .04 .005 -.02 .06

Female .11 .03 �.03 .03 .03 .04 .22 .55

Black .14 .56 �.23 .29 �.37 .28 �.11 .19

Young .10 .0002 .04 .13 .19 .07 �.02 .06

Midlife �.02 .12 .05 .05 .07 .05 .04 .03

Senior .01 .07 .04 .04 .02 .05 1.8 .29

Clarifying Partisan 1.80 .21 1.87 .16 1.8 .09 �.51 .26

Constant �.84 .08 �.61 .15 �.70 .09 �.60 .19

R2 .52 .49 .52 .48

N 2190 6771 5314 3647
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Table A18
Importance of Differences in Distances to Vote for Clarifying Candidate by Insurgent
Candidate Type, High-Information Respondents (Figures 6.10 and 6.11)

Meets Criteria Violates Criteria Meets Topic Violates Topic

Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE

Jobs Distance 
Difference .06 .00 .04 .01 .06 .01 .07 .01

Insurgent Issue 
Distance Difference .07 .01 .04 .01 .05 .01 * *

Female .08 .06 �.06 .03 .00 .04 �.04 .05

Black �.13 .16 �.03 .23 �.24 .14 .21 .38

Young .17 .20 .01 .08 .07 .14 .06 .11

Midlife .11 .27 .04 .03 .08 .11 .04 .02

Senior .14 .15 .10 .09 .07 .10 .19 .01

Clarifying Partisan 1.8 .11 1.95 .19 1.8 .08 1.98 .34

Constant �.90 .18 �.69 .10 �.79 .09 �.70 .19

R2 .60 .57 .60 .56

N 1108 3253 2570 1791
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Table A19
Importance of Differences in Distances to Vote for Clarifying Candidate by Insurgent
Candidate Type, Low-Information Respondents (Figures 6.10 and 6.11)

Meets Criteria Violates Criteria Meets Topic Violates Topic

Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE Coef. SE

Jobs Distance 
Difference .03 .004 .03 .01 .03 .01 .04 .01

Insurgent Issue 
Distance Difference .04 .004 .02 .01 .03 .01 * *

Female .30 .11 .01 .06 .13 .09 �.04 .12

Black .46 .83 �.52 .40 �.46 .45 .03 .76

Young .43 .17 .13 .22 .34 .09 �.53 .11

Midlife .10 .17 �.03 .18 .29 .16 �.40 .16

Senior .14 .15 �.01 .10 .11 .16 �.17 .14

Clarifying Partisan 1.7 .08 1.64 .22 1.75 .09 1.4 .27

Constant �1.23 .30 �.37 .30 �.92 .24 .04 .29

R2 .43 .35 .40 .29

N 329 1062 850 541
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Chapter 5 and Chapter 6: National Election 
Study Question Wording

Most Important Problem

1960: What would you personally feel are the most important problems the
government should try to take care of when the new president and Congress
take office in January?

1964: As you well know, there are many serious problems in this country and
in other parts of the world. The question is, what should be done about them
and who should do it. We want to ask you about problems you think the gov-
ernment in Washington should do something about and any problems it should
stay out of. First, what would you personally feel are the most important prob-
lems the government should try to take care of when the new president and
Congress take office in January?

1966: What do you personally feel are the most important problems which
the government in Washington should try to take care of?

1968, 1980, 1982: As you well know, the government faces many serious
problems in this country and in other parts of the world. What do you person-
ally feel are the most important problems which the government in Washing-
ton should try to take care of?

1970: As you well know, there are many serious problems in this country and
in other parts of the world. We’d like to start out by talking with you about some
of them. What do you personally feel are the most important problems which
the government in Washington should try to take care of?

1972–78, 1984, and later: What do you think are the most important prob-
lems facing this country? (If more than one problem:) Of all you’ve told me
(1996–later: Of those you’ve mentioned), what would you say is the single most
important problem the country faces?

Seven Point Scales 

GUARANTEED JOBS

Some people feel that the government in Washington should see to it that every
person has a job and a good standard of living. (1972–78): Suppose these people
are at one end of a scale, at point 1). Others think the government should just
let each person get ahead on his/her own. (1972–78: Suppose these people are
at the other end, at point 7. And, of course, some other people have opinions
somewhere in between, at points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.)

Where would you place the Democratic party (yourself, the Republican party)
(on this scale)? (7-point scale shown to r)
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IDEOLOGY

We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. I’m going to
show you (1996 and later: Here is) a 7-point scale on which the political views
that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal to extremely con-
servative.

Where would you place the Democratic party (yourself, the Republican party)
(on this scale)? (7-point scale shown to r)

HEALTH INSURANCE

There is much concern about the rapid rise in medical and hospital costs.
Some (1988, 1994–later: people) feel there should be a government insurance
plan which would cover all medical and hospital expenses (1984 and later: for
everyone). (1996: Suppose these people are at one end of a scale, at point 1.)
Others feel that (1988, 1994, 1996: all) medical expenses should be paid by in-
dividuals, and through private insurance (1984 and later: plans) like Blue
Cross (1984–94: or (1996: some) other company paid plans). (1996: Suppose
these people are at the other end, at point 7. And of course, some people have
opinions somewhere in between at points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.) Where would you
place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you thought much about this? (7-point
scale shown to r).

AID TO MINORITIES/BLACKS

Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every pos-
sible effort to improve the social and economic position of blacks (1970: Ne-
groes) and other minority groups (1980: even if it means giving them preferen-
tial treatment). Others feel that the government should not make any special
effort to help minorities because they should help themselves (1970: but they
should be expected to help themselves).

1986 Form A, 1988 Form A, 1990 and later: Some people feel that the govern-
ment in Washington should make every (prior to 1996 only: possible) effort to
improve the social and economic position of blacks. (1996–later: Suppose these
people are at one end of a scale, at point 1.) Others feel that the government
should not make any special effort to help blacks because they should help
themselves.

(1996–later: Suppose these people are at the other end, at point 7. And of
course, some other people have opinions somewhere in between, at points 2, 3,
4, 5, or 6).

All years: Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you
thought much about it? (7-point scale shown to r)
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ROLE OF WOMEN

Recently there has been a lot of talk about women’s rights. Some people feel that
women should have an equal role with men in running business, industry, and
government. Others feel that a woman’s place is in the home.

All years exc. 2000 version 2:
Where would you place yourself on this scale or haven’t you thought much

about this? (7-point scale shown to r)
2000 version 2:
Where would you place yourself on this scale? (7-point scale shown to r)

SERVICES/SPENDING

Some people think the government should provide fewer services, even in areas
such as health and education, in order to reduce spending. Other people feel
that it is important for the government to provide many more services even if
it means an increase in spending. Where would you place yourself on this scale,
or haven’t you thought much about this? (7-point scale shown to r)

COOPERATION WITH RUSSIA

1980: Some people feel it is important for us to try very hard to get along with
Russia. Others feel it is a big mistake to try too hard to get along with Russia.

1984–88: Some people feel it is important for us to try to cooperate more
with Russia, while others believe we should be much tougher in our dealings
with Russia.

All years: Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you
thought much about this? (7-point scale shown to r)

DEFENSE SPENDING

Some people believe that we should spend much less money for defense. (1996:
Suppose these people are at one end of a scale, at point 1.) Others feel that de-
fense spending should be greatly increased. (1996: Suppose these people are at
the other end, at point 7.) Where would you place yourself on this scale or
haven’t you thought much about this? (7-point scale shown to r)
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